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The mission of the Department of

Interior is to protect and provide

access to our Nation's natural and

cultural heritage and honor our trust

responsibility to tribes.

This material is partially based on

work conducted under a cooperative

agreement with the National

Conference of State Historic

Preservation Officers and the U.S.

Department of the Interior.

Cover photographs:

Upper left: Leap-the-Dips roller

coaster, Altoona, Pennsylvania.

Upper right: Bear Butte, Meade
County, South Dakota. Primarily

associated with the Cheyenne tribe,

here, the agents of Maheo, the All

Father, imparted to Siveet Medicine,

the most revered Cheyenne prophet,

the knowledge from ivhich the tribe

derived their religious, political,

social, and economic customs.

Because of their beliefs, this site

represents more than an historical

event, but is associated ivith their

traditional culture. Lower left:

General Motors Building, Detroit,

Michigan, designed by Louis Kahn.

Loiver right: Wlieeling Suspension

Bridge, Wheeling, West Virginia.

Completed in 1849, and rebuilt in

1859, to carry the National Road
over the Ohio River, this bridge

remains the oldest major long-span

suspension bridge in the world. Still

carrying traffic, it is one of the

nation's most significant antebellum

engineering structures.
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PREFACE

By definition, the almost 2,300

properties designated as National

Historic Landmarks are the most

significant places in American

history—they illustrate and com-

memorate our collective past and

help us to understand our national

identity. National Historic Land-

marks outstandingly represent and

interpret the best and brightest and

the most tragic aspects of our histo-

ry. Through these Landmarks, all

Americans can better understand

and appreciate the broad trends and

events, important persons, great

ideas and ideals, and valuable

accomplishments in the arts and

sciences, and humanities, that are

truly significant in our history.

In the last several years. National

Historic Landmark theme studies in

the areas of Vi^omen's history, early

contact between Native Americans

and Europeans, and the Under-

ground Railroad have produced

numerous new Landmarks while

fostering a better understanding of

these important trends in our

diverse history. Examples of the

range of properties recently recog-

nized for their important linkages to

our past include: the Holland

Tunnel, New York/New Jersey, sig-

nificant for Engineering; Jackson

Pollock's Studio, Long Island, New
York, significant for Art; Little

Tokyo, Los Angeles, California, a

significant Ethnic neighborhood,

Bentonville Battlefield, North

Carolina, a significant Civil War bat-

tlefield; Greenbelt, Maryland, an

early suburban development; Philip

Johnson's Glass House, Connecticut,

significant for Architecture; Titan II

Missile Complex, Arizona, a Cold

War military site; Mapleleaf

Shipwreck, Florida, significant in

Maritime history; Brown Chapel

AME Church, Alabama, a pivotal

place in the Civil Rights movement;

Brooks River District, Alaska, a sig-

nificant archeological district; and

Dealey Plaza, Texas, the location of

the Kennedy Assassination

Although its legislative history

stretches back to the Historic Sites

Act of 1935, the current National

Historic Landmarks program, as the

Department of the Interior's way of

recognizing nationally significant

sites, is soon approaching its 40th

anniversary. The National Historic

Landmarks Survey is unique in that

it provides a nationally comparative

perspective for the significance of

individual historic places and

requires that these places retain a

high level of integrity that commu-
nicates an association with impor-

tant events or trends. The require-

ments for designation as a National

Historic Landmark have always

been and will continue to be high.

The National Historic Landmarks
program is also about people, our

citizens who care enough about the

history of the nation to seek desig-

nation as a nationally significant

site. It is my hope that this publica-

tion will encourage individuals,

organizations, government agencies

and Indian tribes to work with us to

recognize the very best in American

history through designation as

National Historic Landmarks.

Robert G. Stanton

Director, National Park Service
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I. INTRODUCTION TO
NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS

WHAT ARE
NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARKS?

National Historic Landmarks

(NHLs) are cultural properties

designated by the Secretary of the

Interior as being nationally signifi-

cant. Acknowledged as among the

nation's most significant historic

places, these buildings, sites,

districts, structures, and objects pos-

sess exceptional value or quality in

illustrating or interpreting the her-

itage of the United States in

history, architecture, archeology,

engineering, and culture. NHL
designation is an official recognition

by the federal government of the

national significance of historic

properties. By 1999, almost 2300

properties had been designated as

National Historic Landmarks.

Authorized by the Historic Sites

Act of 1935 (Public Law 74-292) and
administered by the National Park

Service, the NHL program focuses

attention on places of exceptional

value to the nation as a whole, by

recognizing and promoting the

preservation efforts of private organi-

zations, individuals, and government

agencies. While some NHLs are

units, or are included within units of

the National Park System, the NHL
program is important to the preser-

vation of many outstanding historic

places that are not included in the

National Park System. Designation

of NHLs also furthers the education-

al objective of the Historic Sites Act,

because it leads to increased public

attention to and interest in a proper-

ty. The program also serves as one of

Albert Kahn designed this fifteen-story structure with its clearly defined

base, shaft and attic story. Completed in 1923, the tripartite vertical

arrangement zvas typical of tall building design at that time.

the tools used to screen proposed

additions to the National Park

System and to select properties for

nomination to the World Heritage

List. Regulations for the program are

contained in 36 CFR Part 65.

WHAT IS THE
NATIONAL REGISTER
OF HISTORIC PLACES?

In addition to administering the

National Historic Landmarks
Program, the National Park Service

also administers the National

Register of Historic Places. The

National Register is the official fed-

eral list of districts, sites, buildings,

structures, and objects significant in

American history, architecture,

archeology, engineering, and

culture. National Register properties

have significance to the history of

their community, state, or the

nation. Nominations for listing his-

toric properties come from State

Historic Preservation Officers, from

Federal Preservation Officers for

properties owned or controlled by

the United States Government, and
from Tribal Historic Preservation

Officers for properties on tribal

lands. Private individuals and

organizations, local governments,

and American Indian tribes often



initiate this process and prepare the

necessary documentation. A profes-

sional review board in each state

considers each property proposed

for listing and makes a recommen-

dation on its eligibility. Upon desig-

nation, National Historic

Landmarks are listed in the

National Register of Historic Places

if not already listed.

WHAT IS THE
PURPOSE OF THIS
BULLETIN?

This bulletin has been prepared

in response to the growing interest

and appreciation of National

Historic Landmarks. It contains

instructions for completing the

National Historic Landmarks nomi-

nation form. This form is used to

document historic properties for

potential designation as National

Historic Landmarks.

One nomination form is

completed for each property nomi-

nated for designation. This property

may be a single resource, such as a

historic house or bridge, or it may
be a historic district containing

multiple buildings, structures, sites,

and objects. Information on the

nomination form identifies, locates,

and describes the historic property

in order to determine its integrity;

explains how the property meets

one or more of the NHL criteria; and

makes the case for the national

significance of the property.

A brief history of the NHL pro-

gram; NHL theme studies and their

use; NHL designation procedures;

preparing NHL boundary studies,

NHL documentation improvement

studies, and studies to withdraw

NHL designation; and using NHL
documentation are also discussed in

this document.

HOW ARE POTENTIAL
NHLs IDENTIFIED?

The NHL Survey requires a

comparative framework for the

determination of national signifi-

cance. National Historic Landmarks

are most often identified through

"theme studies" which consider relat-

ed properties witfiin a specific his-

toric context. However, National

Historic Landmarks may also be

identified through special studies of

individual properties which may be

initiated by either the National Park

Service or outside parties. Nomin-
ations outside the context of theme

studies need to establish the proper-

ties' integrity and strength of histori-

cal associations in relation to compa-

rable properties within the content of

the nomination.

The aspects of a NHL nomination

that differ from a National Register

nomination are:

• National significance

• National context

• High level of integrity

• Different criteria

WHO PREPARES NHL
NOMINATIONS?

NHL nominations are prepared

by interested individuals, organiza-

tions, contractors. State Historic

Preservation Officers, Federal

Preservation Officers, and NPS staff,

with the participation and assistance

of the owner(s) of the property. The

NPS staff can provide information

about theme studies and other

comparable properties that may be

relevant in the evaluation of particu-

lar properties and provide prelimi-

nary advice on whether a property

appears likely to meet NHL criteria.

The NPS recommends that those

wishing to prepare a NHL nomina-

tion consult with the NHL Survey to

discuss the property before prepar-

ing the nomination. National Park

Service regional and support office

staff who administer the NHL pro-

gram in their areas may also pro-

vide preliminary evaluations and

assistance in preparing NHL nomi-

nations. Preparers of nominations

should also work with property

owners, the State Historic

Preservation Officers, and other

interested parties to apprise them of

the intended nomination and to

receive their input and assistance.

HOW ARE NHLs
DESIGNATED?

Once a draft nomination is

prepared, it may be reviewed by the

NHL staff of the NPS regional and

support offices, as well as the NHL
Survey in Washington. Following

these reviews and any appropriate

revisions, owners and elected offi-

cials are officially and formally noti-

fied and given an opportunity to

comment on those nominations that

are likely candidates for NHL desig-

nation. (Owners of private property

are given an opportunity to concur

in, or object to, designation. In the

case of more than one owner, if a

majority of private property owners

object, the Secretary of the Interior

cannot designate the property but

can determine whether it is eligible

for designation.) The nominations

are then forwarded to the National

Park System Advisory Board for

review and recommendation to the

Secretary of the Interior. After con-

sidering the Board's recommenda-

tions, the Secretary designates NHLs.

WHAT ARE THE
NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARKS
CRITERIA?

The National Historic Landmarks

criteria {Code of Federal Regulations,

Title 36, Part 65.4[a and b]) set a

stringent test for national signifi-

cance, including high historical

integrity. Potential NHLs are evalu-

ated against the National Historic

Landmarks criteria and their justifi-

cation for NHL designation must be

documented in narrative form.

See Figure 1 for a complete listing

of National Historic Landmarks

Criteria.

10



Figure 1

.

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS CRITERIA

The quality of national significance is ascribed to districts,

sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess exceptional

value or quality in illustrating or interpreting the heritage of the

United States in history, architecture, archeology, engineering,

and culture and that possess a high degree of integrity of

location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and

association, and:

Ordinarily, cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures,

properties owned by religious institutions or used for religious pur-

poses, structures that have been moved from their original loca-

tions, reconstructed historic buildings and properties that have

achieved significance within the past fifty years are not

eligible for designation. If such properties fall within the following

categories they may, nevertheless, be found to qualify:

CRITERION 1

That are associated with events that have made a signifi-

cant contribution to, and are identified with, or that outstandingly

represent, the broad national patterns of United States history and

from which an understanding and appreciation of those patterns

may be gained; or

CRITERION 2

That are associated importantly with the lives of persons

nationally significant in the history of the United States; or

CRITERION 3

That represent some great idea or ideal of the American

people; or

EXCEPTION 1

A religious property deriving its primary national significance

from architectural or artistic distinction or historical importance; or

EXCEPTION 2

A building removed from its original location but which is

nationally significant primarily for its architectural merit, or for

association with persons or events of transcendent importance in

the nation's history and the association consequential; or

EXCEPTION 3

A site of a building or structure no longer standing but the

person or event associated with it is of transcendent importance

in the nation's history and the association consequential; or

CRITERION 4

That embody the distinguishing characteristics or an

architectural type specimen exceptionally valuable for the study of

a period, style, or method of construction, or that represent a

significant, distinctive, and exceptional entity whose components

may lack individual distinction; or

CRITERION 5

That are composed of integral parts of the environment not

sufficiently significant by reason of historical association or artistic

merit to warrant individual recognition but collectively compose
an entity or exceptional historical or artistic significance, or outstand-

ingly commemorate or illustrate a way of life or culture; or

CRITERION 6

That have yielded or may be likely to yield information of

major scientific importance by revealing new cultures, or by shed-

ding light upon periods of occupation of large areas of the United

States. Such sites are those which have yielded, or which may
reasonably be expected to yield, data affecting theories,

concepts, and ideas to a major degree.

EXCEPTION 4

A birthplace, grave or burial if it is of a historical figure of

"transcendent national significance and no other appropriate site,

building, or structure directly associated with the productive life of

that person exists; or

EXCEPTION 5

A cemetery that derives its primary national significance from

graves of persons of transcendent importance, or from an excep-

tionally distinctive design or an exceptionally significant event; or

EXCEPTION 6

A reconstructed building or ensemble of buildings of extra-

ordinary national significance when accurately executed in a suit-

able environment and presented in a dignified manner as part of a

restoration master plan, and when no other buildings or structures

with the same association have survived; or

EXCEPTION 7

A property primarily commemorative in intent if design,

age, tradition, or symbolic value has invested it with its own
national historical significance; or

EXCEPTION 8

A property achieving national significance within the past 50

years if it is of extraordinary national importance.

11



II. BRIEF HISTORY OF
THE NHLPROGRAM

The Historic Sites Act of 1935

directed the Secretary of the hiterior,

through the NFS, to "make a survey

of historic and archaeologic sites,

buildings, and objects for the pur-

pose of determining which possess

exceptional value as commemorating

or illustrating the history of the

United States." The framers of the act

envisioned that most of those places

found from the survey to possess

national significance would be

acquired by the NFS. Initially then,

the survey was viewed as a means of

expanding the National Fark System

and improving its representation of

the nation's past.

In supporting the act in his testi-

mony before the House Fublic

Lands Committee, Secretary of the

Interior Harold L. Ickes also said

that such a survey "would make it

possible to call to the attention of

States, municipalities and local

historical organizations, the pres-

ence of historical sites in their par-

ticular regions which the National

Government cannot preserve, but

which need attention and rehabilita-

tion." Thus, from the beginning of

the survey, education and encourag-

ing preservation by non-NFS
entities were major goals as well.

12



Left: Henry C. Bowen House,

Woodstock, Connecticut

While appearing to be very

broad, the architecture theme has

actually been broken down into

individual contexts reflecting the

various periods, styles and masters

of architecture. The Bowen House,

as one of the best documented, most

fully developed and most nearly

intact Gothic Revival

cottage-villas in the nation, is

significant within the Gothic

Revival theme and can therefore

become a benchmark for determin-

ing the national significance of

other Gothic Revival properties.

Top right: Hoover Dam, Mohave
County, Arizona and Clark County,

Nevada
Dedicated in 1935, this 726-foot

tall concrete arch-gravity storage

dam was among the Bureau of

Reclamation's earliest and largest

multi-purpose dams. It harnessed

the Colorado River to provide flood

control, irrigation, recreation, and

electric power and was the greatest

achievement in hydraulic engineer-

ing since the Panama Canal.

Bottom right: Nenana (river steam-

boat), Fairbanks, Alaska

Tliis five-deck stemwheel steam-

boat exemplifies the role such vessels

had in the exploration, growth, and

settlement of vast stretches of

America. She was commissioned by

the Alaska Railroad and ivas

designed to carry freight and passen-

gers. Nenana is representative of the

many resources designated for their

maritime heritage.

The Historic Sites Act also estab-

lished the Secretary of the Interior's

Advisory Board on National Parks,

Historic Sites, Buildings, and

Monuments (today the National

Park System Advisory Board).

Survey activity under the act was
formally inaugurated in July 1936.

Although the Advisory Board dis-

claimed any government commit-

ment to acquire properties found



nationally significant, survey

recommendations were kept confi-

dential to forestall public concern

about government intentions.

America's entry into World War 11

brought a virtual end to survey

activity. It was not until 1956, in the

course of planning for Mission 66

—

a ten-year development program to

improve facilities throughout the

National Park System for the 50th

anniversary of the NFS—that the

survey was reactivated. The inten-

tion was to contribute to planning for

the "orderly rounding out of the

National Park System." The revival

of the survey also was viewed as

important to historic preservation

efforts nationwide in the face of mas-

sive highway construction, river

basin projects, and urban renewal.

Beginning in 1960, historic proper-

ties found nationally significant by

the Secretary of the Interior received

a new designation: National Historic

Landmark. Publicizing the list of

such properties would make their

history and significance known to

the public. NHL designation also

was seen as a way to encourage pri-

vate owners to preserve their impor-

tant properties. The NPS regarded

NHL designation as an attractive

alternative to federal acquisition of

historic properties—in effect, a sup-

plement to the National Park System.

Passage of the National Historic

Preservation Act (NHPA) in 1966

greatly expanded the federal govern-

ment's role in historic preservation.

The act established the National

Register of Historic Places, which

included properties of state and local

significance, as well as NHLs and

historic units of the National Park

System. Historic preservation grants

were made available to assist the

preservation of properties listed in the

National Register, including NHLs. In

addition. Section 106 of the NHPA
requires federal agencies to consider

properties included in or eligible for

the National Register in federal pro-

ject planning and allows the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation an

opportunity to comment before fund-

ing, licensing, or assisting projects

that would affect them.

In the 1980 amendments to the

National Historic Preservation Act,

National Historic Landmarks were

given explicit recognition in law. In

1983, regulations (36 CFR Part 65)

were published that defined the

National Historic Landmarks criteria

and the procedures for considering

new properties for inclusion as NHLs.

Thomas Point Shoal Light Station,

Anne Arundel County, Maryland

This is the last unaltered screw-

pile, cottage-type lighthouse on its

original foundation in the United

States out of as many as 100 built.

Screwpile foundation technology

allowed lighthouses to be built in

offshore locations that previously

could only be marked by buoys or

expensive lightships. Lighthouses

represent a thematic study done for

a particular type of resource.
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III. NHLTHEME STUDIES

WHAT ARE NHL
THEME STUDIES AND
HOW ARE THEY
PREPARED?

Usually, NHLs are identified

through theme studies. Theme
studies are the most effective way of

identifying and nominating proper-

ties because they provide a compara-

tive analysis of properties associated

with a specific area of American

history, such as the fur trade, earli-

est Americans, women's history,

Greek Revival architecture, space

exploration, or labor history. Theme
studies provide a national historic

context for specific topics in

American history. A theme study

must provide that necessary nation-

al historic context so that national

significance may be judged for a

number of related properties.

Rokeby, Ferrisburgh, Vermont

This property was the Robinsoti

familyfarmsteadforfour generations

and rare surviving documentation

that the Robinson family kept attests

to its use as a stop on the Under-

ground Railroad. Tltese documents

also provide accurate insights into an

understandably shadowy segment of

American history. The Underground

Railroad illustrates a historic topic

or movement that has been studied

thematically.
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Haymarket Martyrs' Monument, Forest Park, Illinois

In 1886, during a workers' rally being held to protest police brutality

against strikers, a bomb went off in the midst of the crozvd killing several

police officers who had come to demand an end to the meeting. Four of the

"anarchists" were eventually hungfor the bomb. This monument marks the

burial site of the martyrs and has served as an enduring symbol of workers'

struggles and zvas thereby designated under the Labor Tlieme Study.

Some theme studies are mandated
by Congress, while others are deter-

mined by the NFS, and are generally

prepared under cooperative

agreements or contracts with other

governmental entities or private

organizations. In the development of

theme studies, partnerships with the

academic community, independent

scholars, and others knowledgeable

about the subject are encouraged.

Emphasis is placed on the prepara-

tion of theme studies that meet acad-

emic and professional standards, that

provide a context from which the

most appropriate properties within

the theme are identified, that can be

used to assist in the evaluation of

historic properties at all levels, and

that can be used to educate the

public about the nation's heritage.

A potential NHL nomination

preparer should consult with the

NHL Survey to obtain information on

already prepared NHL theme

studies (see Appendix B). The NHL
Survey can determine if the proposed

theme for the property has had a

study prepared in the past, if the

proposed property itself has been

under review or consideration at any

time in the past, or if comparable

properties have been designated.

If no theme study exists, or if the

theme study is incomplete or out-

dated, the applicant must document

the context within the individual

nomination form. In order to have a

successful nomination, the preparer

should research, outline, synthesize,

and interpret the historical record

on one or more nationally signifi-

cant historical themes to which the

property relates through its historic

uses, activities, associations, and

physical characteristics. The nomi-

nation should discuss how the prop-

erty reflects an important aspect of

the history of the nation as a whole,

has contributed in an exceptional

way to the diverse geographical and

cultural character of the nation, or is

illustrative of a national trend, issue,

or movement. One way to do this is

by citing judgements of national

significance from scholarly

professional literature. The nomina-

tion should provide a compelling



Figure 2.

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING HISTORIC CONTEXT

Identify and provide facts about one or more liistorical themes for

the nation as a whole to which the property relates through its his-

toric uses, activities, associations, and physical characteristics.

Discuss how the property reflects an important aspect of that theme

or has contributed in an exceptional way to the diverse geographical

and cultural character of the Nation. The facts should be organized

by theme, geographical place, and period of time. Also, explain how
the property relates to other properties nationwide having similar

associations. (For a complete discussion of historic context that may
be applied to National Historic Landmark nominations in some cases,

see National Register Bulletins: How to Apply the National Register

Criteria for Evaluation and How to Complete the National Register

Multiple Property Documentation Form.)

PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT FOR
CRITERION 1

Explain how the event or pattern of events made an important

contribution to the history of the nation, and how related types of

properties reflect these events.

PROPERTIES SIGNinCANT FOR
CRITERION 2

Explain why the person with whom the property is associated

Is important to the history of the nation. Identify also other properties

associated with the person and explain their role in the career of the

person.

PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT FOR
CRITERION 3

Explain how the property represents a great ideal of the

American people. Discuss the great ideal and why it is an ideal to

the people of the United States. Identify other properties that could

be associated with this ideal and thoroughly explain that association.

PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT FOR
CRITERION 4

Explain why the type, period or method of construction represents

architectural features that are significant in the development of the

nation; or

Provide facts about the career and work of the artist, architect,

engineer, or landscape architect to explain how the person was
accomplished in his or her field and made contributions to the art,

architecture, or landscape architecture of the nation and why the

property being nominated is an outstanding example of his or her

work.

PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT FOR
CRITERION 5

Explain why the property and its integral parts reflect some
exceptional historic movement, event, way of life, culture or

architectural style or period which is important to the develop-

ment of the nation. Identify and explain the association of related

types of properties to the same movement, event, way of life, culture,

architectural style or period.

PROPERTIES SIGNIFICANT FOR
CRITERION 6

Explain why the information the site is likely to yield is impor-

tant to the knowledge of the prehistory or history of the nation.

justification for national significance

based on sound reasoning which
establishes why this property is

worthy of this exceptional consider-

ation. The preparer should also

explain how the property relates to

other properties nationwide having

similar associations.

In developing the appropriate

historic context for the property,

nomination preparers should refer

to the National Park Service's

Thematic Framework. This frame-

work provides for eight categories,

each representing a significant

aspect of the human experience.

USING THE THEMATIC
FRAMEWORK

Public Law 101-628, Section 1209,

directed the NPS to revise its themat-

ic framework for history to reflect

current scholarship and represent the

full diversity of America's past.

Before this, the NPS had been using

a theme structure developed in 1987

based on earlier attempts to organize

American history into identifiable

national themes. The revision pre-

sents a larger and more integrated

view of history, as it stresses the

interplay of race, ethnicity, class, and

gender within and among the frame-

work's broadened topics. The 1996

thematic framework is attached as

Appendix A.

Evaluation of historic sites for

NHL designation is a professional

process that involves analysis based

on the best current scholarship.

Given the broad, conceptual nature

of the framework, it will need to be

supplemented, on a case by case

basis, by more detailed outlines as

particular topics are addressed.

The revised thematic framework

makes it easier to incorporate the

insights of social and cultural

history, which seek to tell the stories

of broad social trends and ordinary

people. Unique and notable events

are still included in the framework's

goals, but they are more likely to be

placed firmly within the broader

contexts of their time. Studies of

properties may be on specific topics

(jazz history, for example) but should

consider the holistic framework.
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In using the thematic framework,

it is important to remember that it

covers human history in what is

now the United States whether it

occurred 10,000 or 50 years ago.

"American" refers to both precontact

history and history. Also note that

history can be informed from many
sources including archeology, oral

tradition, and documentary history.

This thematic framework is

intended to make the lives of the

majority of Americans more visible

and to enhance one's understanding

of the connections between people

through time and place. The

contexts of People, Place, and Time

are settings in which the themes are

suspended. It is vital to consider

each of these elements in research-

ing and interpreting the history of

the American people.

• People: People provide one of

the over-arching contexts

within which to study the past.

Issues such as gender and

ethnicity are not confined to

any particular place, time, or

topic in history. Nor are they

the only issues; culture also

provides continuity and a

perspective from which to

view events. Such an approach

may help to avoid the division

of American history into limit-

ed categories.

• Place: The relationship of

people to place is central to

evaluating particular proper-

ties for national significance

since it is physical properties

that are designated NHLs.
Relationship to place perme-

ates each of the topics and

broad spheres of human
activity.

• Time: Human actions develop

through time; however

relevant chronological dates

vary greatly, and it is cumber-

some to attempt to include

each possible relevant time

period for all of the themes.

Therefore it is most efficient to

define time periods according

to the study that is being

undertaken. An example of

variable dates for a similar

"event" is the timing of contact

between indigenous people

and European explorers or

settlers.

In using the thematic framework,

one must recognize that not all

history is nationally significant. A
holistic overview encourages discus-

sion of ail facets of a property's

history, but does not guarantee that

all of that history will be recognized

as nationally significant.

Preparers of NHL nominations

must cite the appropriate themes

and subthemes as included in the

thematic framework when nominat-

ing properties for NHL designation.

In addition, preparers should also

refer to other NHL theme studies (or

historic contexts) already prepared

which are relevant for a particular

nomination. The NHL Survey will

be able to assist the preparers in

locating and reviewing past theme

studies.

THEME STUDIES AS
MULTIPLE PROPERTY
SUBMISSIONS

In the past, theme studies have

been prepared using a variety of

formats. New theme studies will be

in the format of a Multiple Property

Submission (MPS) which will

consist of

1) a historic context (the patterns

or trends in history by which a

specific occurrence, property,

or site is understood and its

meaning and ultimately its

national significance within

history is made clear),

2) a discussion of the individual

properties which may exist

and relate to the historic

context,

3) the associative and physical

attributes a property must

have in order to be considered

for designation.

4) geographical data,

5) the methodology used in

preparing the Multiple

Property Submission, and

6) a bibliography of sources.

The Multiple Property format, as

used by the National Register of

Historic Places and explained in

National Register Bulletin: How to

Complete the National Register

Multiple Property Documentation

Form (NPS 10-900-b), will be used

for National Historic Landmark
theme studies.

While NHL theme studies using

the Multiple Property format are

conducted primarily to identify a

related group of nationally signifi-

cant properties, these studies can, at

the same time, provide information

that is useful in identifying and

evaluating properties of state and

local significance for National

Register eligibility within the con-

texts which are documented in the

Multiple Property studies. The same

general principles will apply to

completing most of the sections of

the MPS format which follow.

MPS FORM SECTION A.

"NAME OF MULTIPLE
PROPERTY LISTING"

Examples:

Racial Desegregation in Public

Education

Great Camps of the Adirondacks

Village Sites of the Middle

Missouri Subarea

Underground Railroad Resources

in the United States

MPS FORM SECTION B.

"ASSOCIATED HISTORIC
CONTEXTS"

Example:

Multiple Property Listing

The Development of Cemetery

Design in the United States
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Example:

Historic Contexts

Frontier Graves, Homestead

Graveyards, and Churchyards,

1620-1947

The Development of Rural

Cemeteries, 1831-1880

The Emergence of the Lawn-park

Cemetery, 1855-1929

Military Cemeteries, 1862-1947

The Development of the Memorial

Park, 1917-1947

MPS FORM SECTION C.

"FORM PREPARED BY"

Follow the instructions as given

on page 9 of the National Register

Bulletin, How to Complete the

National Register Multiple Property

Documentation Porm.

MPS FORM SECTION D.

"CERTIFICATION"

The information for Section D.

"Certification" generally will not

apply as most NHL nominations do

not go through state or federal

agency (other than the National

Historic Landmarks Survey) review.

MPS FORM SECTION E.

"DEVELOPING
STATEMENT OF HISTORIC
CONTEXTS FOR NHL
THEME STUDIES"

The historic context should be

written as a concise description of

the historical theme against which a

property or a group of properties

will be evaluated. The historic

context statement must be devel-

oped in sufficient depth to support

the relevance, the relationships, and

the national importance of the

properties to be considered. Historic

context may emphasize economic,

social, and political forces, such as

certain industries, arts, literature,

and military subjects. A historic

context may also be associated with

the life of a person or groups of

persons that influenced the destiny

or character of the nation.

Architectural styles, building and

structural types, as well as building

materials and methods of construc-

tion may also serve as the organiz-

ing device for the historic context. A
historic context for the precontact

period may involve an examination

of sites within a culture area.

Well-documented subjects (a

renowned architect) or events (the

Lewis and Clark Expedition) require

a historical description that can be

used to specifically evaluate the

properties within the broader histor-

ical context. The description may be

strengthened by citing published

sources and conclusions from schol-

ars in the subject area as to the

specific significance of the theme

and the properties within the theme.

For subjects that command fewer

published sources, it may be neces-

sary to conduct considerable

research in the course of preparing a

Multiple Property Submission.

Scholars and others knowledgeable

about the subject should be contact-

ed for their views on the signifi-

cance of the theme and properties

related to it. The subject matter must

be presented in a concise manner

and must demonstrate its relation-

ship to the properties discussed

within the Multiple Property

Submission.

The theme must be presented in

the context of national significance.

Occasionally the theme is regional,

but in such cases, the national

importance of the regional phenom-

ena must be clear.

National Register Bulletin: How to

Complete the National Register

Multiple Property Documentation

Form goes into considerable detail

for completing Statements of

Historic Contexts. This bulletin can

be used as a guide for developing

historic contexts related to the vari-

ous NHL criteria with the under-

standing that the test of national sig-

nificance must be established in the

context.

MPS FORM SECTION E
"ASSOCIATED
PROPERTIES AND
REGISTRATION
REQUIREMENT"

The Multiple Property

Submission must state clearly the

necessary requirements or qualities

of historical association and integri-

ty that make a property or proper-

ties within a theme nationally signif-

icant and therefore eligible for NHL
designation. Close study of the his-

toric context statement will high-

light those trends or topics which

have the potential to be illustrated

by tangible properties. Nationally

significant associations, high integri-

ty and close relationship to the his-

toric theme (context) are the thresh-

olds needed for NHL consideration

and designation. This section must

also cite and justify the appropriate

NHL criterion or criteria.

The discussion of properties

within the Multiple Property

Submission should focus not just on

specific property types such as

schools, train depots, or residences,

but rather on the nationally

significant topics or subtopics that

have been identified in the historic

context with which properties may
be most closely associated. The top-

ics can be based on both associative

and physical attributes.

Evaluating properties within

their appropriate historic contexts

and comparing the individual prop-

erties with other properties in their

appropriate topic provides the basis

for determining which have nation-

ally significant historical associa-

tions or attributes with the highest

level of integrity and are therefore

potential candidates for NHL
designation.
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MPS FORM SECTION G.

''GEOGRAPHICAL DATA"
The geographical data defines the

limits of the area where properties

included within the multiple prop-

erty group exist or are likely to exist.

The geographical area covered by
the multiple property listing should

incorporate the area covered by its

related historic context or contexts.

MPS FORM SECTION H.

"SUMMARY OF
IDENTIFICATION AND
EVALUATION METHODS

"

A concise explanation of the

methods used to prepare the

Multiple Property Submission

should be provided. This informa-

tion should contain:

• how the historic context was
determined;

• how the research on the his-

toric context was conducted;

• how were those properties

which might still exist and

which illustrate the nationally

significant topics or subtopics

in the historic context

determined;

• the survey methods used to

identify properties to be con-

sidered; and

• how was the decision of what

constitutes the high integrity

needed to be considered made.

This section also should include

descriptions of properties consid-

ered for inclusion in the Multiple

Property Submission that were later

rejected as not meeting the applica-

ble criteria. A discussion of why
these properties were excluded

must be included.

MPS FORM SECTION I.

"MAJOR
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
REFERENCES"

The bibliography of sources used

to prepare the Multiple Property

Submission should include primary

and secondary sources of informa-

tion used in writing the historic con-

text and identifying the properties

which may illustrate the nationally

significant topics within the historic

context. These sources may include

other theme studies, published histo-

ries, historic photographs and maps,

oral histories, archeological surveys,

folklife studies, field surveys, and

archival research in public and

private records. Do not include gen-

eral reference works, unless they

provided specific information or

assisted in evaluating and document-

ing the properties to be considered.

SUMMARY
The Multiple Property nomina-

tion cover form includes the historic

context, the necessary requirements

needed to be considered under the

theme, the discussion of properties

which may or have been considered,

the geographical data, the method-

ology used in preparing the theme

study, and the general bibliography.

The nominations of individual

properties related to the Multiple

Property Submission are prepared

on individual National Historic

Landmark Nomination forms. (This

form is a slightly modified National

Register of Historic Places

Registration Form. See Section V:

Preparation of NHL Nominations.)

The individual nomination form

need not repeat all of the history

common to the theme. However,

each individual nomination must be

able to stand on its own, and nation-

al significance must be demonstrat-

ed for each property individually.

The Multiple Property nomination

cover form provides the historic

context of the theme being studied

and allows interested parties to

determine if their properties may

meet the requirements for designa-

tion under this particular theme.

The individual nominations are still

the official documentation for

properties.

Preparers of NHL Multiple

Property Submissions are urged to

work closely with the NHL Survey in

developing historic contexts,

evaluating associated properties, cre-

ating registration requirements, out-

lining the methodology, and finaliz-

ing any other aspects associated with

the cover document and related indi-

vidual NHL nominations.
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IV. HOWTO EVALUATEANDDOCUMENT
NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCEFORPOTENTIAL
NATIONAL HISTORICLANDMARKS

Potential NHLs are evaluated for

their national significance according

to a set of criteria that is different

from the more familiar National

Register criteria. In preparing a nomi-

nation of a property for National

Historic Landmark designation, the

following guidelines should be

considered. Claims for national sig-

nificance should be supported by

presenting a historical summary and

reasoned comparison of the property

to themes of national importance and

to similar properties nationwide. In

order to establish the relative merit of

the proposed property, it generally

should be compared not only to

properties already identified as

nationally significant in the same

theme (i.e., existing NHLs or units

of the National Park System), but

also should take into consideration

aU similar properties not yet recog-

nized by NHL designation or NPS
authorization.

Establishing national signifi-

cance requires the examination of

the theme in which the property is

significant to the extent necessary to

document that the property repre-

sents an important aspect of the

theme on a national level and is out-

standing in its representation. A
property should also be exception-

ally important compared to similar

properties within that theme. Not

every residence of a nationally

prominent person is a strong candi-

date; only the one with the strongest

association is likely to be desig-

nated. Similarly, only the finest or

the most influential works by a mas-

ter American architect are likely to

be designated NHLs.
NHL themes are not necessarily

represented uniformly nationwide.

Canterbury Shaker Village, Canterbury, New Hampshire.

Shakers were the most numerous, most successful and best knozvn of

America's 19th century Utopian communal societies. Canterbury,

designed, built and inhabited from its founding in 1792 until the 1990s, is

considered among the most intact and authentic of the Shaker's surviving

villages.

Regional patterns found only in one

part of the country may be signifi-

cant nationally if the pattern they

represent reflects an important trend

in the history of the United States.

The areas of national significance

for a property may differ from those

of local and state significance. For

example, a hospital may be impor-

tant nationally, statewide, and

locally in the history of medicine,

but only have local architectural

significance.

EXPLANATION OF
NHL CRITERIA

The following discussion is

arranged by each NHL criterion and

explains each criterion in more detail.

NHL CRITERION 1:

Properties that are associated

with events that have made a sig-

nificant contribution to, and are

identified with, or that outstand-

ingly represent, the broad national

patterns of United States history

and from which an understanding

and appreciation of those patterns

may be gained. y]
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Criterion 1: Events.

This page, top: Leap-the-Dips,

Altoona, Pennsylvania

Constructed in 1902 at Lakemont
Park, Leap-the-Dips is the last

knoiun extant example of a Side-

Friction Figure Fight roller coaster.

Tliis represents a significant devel-

opment in the technological evolu-

tion of roller coasters which had

developed in tandem with amuse-

ment parks in the late 19th and

early 20th centuries.

This page, bottom: Bodie Historic

District, Bodie, California

Gold ivas discovered here on the

western slope of the Sierra Nevada
in 1859, and by 1880 the toivn had

a population of 10,000. Tlie town-

site was abandoned in the 1940s,

and today this is considered one of

the finest examples of a mining

"ghost town" in the West.

Opposite page, top: Rohwer
Relocation Center Cemetery, Desha
County, Arkansas

Folloiving the dictates of

Executive Order 9066 that directed

the relocation of more than 110,000

Japanese aliens and Japanese-

Americans, ten relocation camps

were established. Rohwer, the most

intact camp remaining, ivas con-

structed in 1942 and during its

three-year existence housed over

10,000 evacuees. Memorials to those

who died here provide a poignant

record of a troubled period in

American history.

Opposite page, bottom: Sumner
Elementary School and Monroe
Elementary School, Topeka, Kansas

In 1952, the Supreme Court's

docket contained five separate cases

challenging the United States'

doctrine of segregated facilities for

public schools. Tliese ivere com-

bined under the name of the Kansas

case, Brown v. Board of Education

of Topeka, in which Linda Broxvn, a

student at the black Monroe
Elementary School (shoivn here)

had been refused admission at the

white Sumner Elementary School.

Tlie resulting 1954 Supreme Court

decision declared that "separate but

equal" doctrine unconstitutional.



The events associated with the

property must be outstandingly

represented by that property and

the events be related to the broad

national patterns of U.S. history.

Thus, the property's ability to con-

vey and interpret its meaning must

be strong and definitive and must
relate to national themes. The prop-

erty can be associated with either a

specific event marking an important

moment in American history or

with a pattern of events or a historic

movement that made a significant

contribution to the development of

the United States.

The property that is being evalu-

ated must be documented, through

accepted means of historical or

archeological research, to have exist-

ed at the time of the event or pattern

of events and to have been strongly

associated with those events. A
property is not eligible if its associa-

tions are merely speculative. Mere
association with historic events or

trends is not enough to qualify

under this criterion. The property's

specific association must be consid-

ered of the highest importance.
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Criterion 2: Jackson Pollock House

and Studio, East Hampton, Neiv

York

Pollock, shown here at work, is

considered to be one of the most

revolutionary figures in the history

of 20th century art. He lived in a

house in East Hampton and worked

in its back-yard studio, a former

barn that he had moved to the site.

It ivas here, from 1945 until his

death in 1956, that he mastered the

technique of pouring and propelling

paint through the air.
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Criterion 3: Brown Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church, Selma,

Alabama
As headquarters of the Selma Voting Rights Movement and the starting

point for three Selma-to-Montgomery marches, this church played a major

role in events that led to the adoption of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The

right to vote and to participate in representative government is a primary

ideal of the American people making this property significant for criterion 3.

NHL CRITERION 2:

Properties that are associated

importantly with the lives of

persons nationally significant in the

history of the United States.

This criterion relates to properties

associated with individuals whose
specific contributions to American

history can be identified and docu-

mented. The person(s) associated

with the property must be individu-

ally exceptionally significant within

a national historic context. The asso-

ciation must be with the person's

productive life, reflecting the time

period when he or she achieved

significance. Properties that pre- or

post-date an individual's significant

accomplishments are usually not

eligible. The individual's association

with the property must be docu-

mented by accepted methods of his-

torical or archeological research.

Generally, each property associat-

ed with an important individual

must be compared to other associat-

ed properties to identify the one that

best represents the person's nation-

ally historic contributions, and those

comparisons must be documented.

The length of association is often an

important factor when assessing

several properties with similar

historically important associations.

NHL CRITERION 3:

Properties that represent some
great idea or ideal of the American

people.

This criterion relates to properties

that express some great overarching

concept or image held by the popu-

lation of the United States. It could

be a general historical belief, princi-

ple, or goal. The application of this

criterion clearly requires the most

careful scrutiny and would apply

only in rare instances involving

ideas and ideals of the highest order

in the history of the United States.

For example, the Brown Chapel

A.M.E. Church, in Selma, Alabama,

was designated under this criterion

because of the role it played in the

events that led to the adoption of

the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and

the ideal of democratic, representa-

tive government in the United

States.

NHL CRITERION 4:

Properties that embody the

distinguishing characteristics of an

architectural type specimen excep-

tionally valuable for a study of a

period, style, or method of construc-

tion, or that represent a significant,

distinctive and exceptional entity

whose components may lack indi-

vidual distinction.

This criterion's intent is to qualify

exceptionally important works of

design or collective elements of

design extraordinarily significant as

an ensemble, such as a historic dis-

trict. It applies to properties signifi-

cant for their physical design or con-

struction, including such

elements as architecture, landscape

architecture, and engineering. The
property must clearly illustrate the

physical features or traits that

commonly recur in individual types,

periods or methods of construction.

A property also must clearly contain

enough of those characteristics to be

considered one of the best represen-

tatives of a particular type, period,

or method of construction.

(Characteristics can be expressed in

terms such as form, proportion,

structure, plan, style, or materials.)

A building or structure is a speci-

men of its type or period of con-

struction if it is an exceptionally

important example (within its

context) of design or building prac-

tices of a particular time in history.

The language is restrictive in requir-

ing that a candidate be "a specimen

exceptionally valuable for the study

of a period, style, or method of

construction" rather than simply

embodying distinctive characteris-

tics of a type, period, or method of

construction. With regard to historic

districts, an entity must be distinc-

tive and exceptional. This criterion

will not qualify all of the works of a

master, per se, but only such works
that are exceptional or extraordi-

nary. Artistic value is considered

only in the context of history's judg-

ment in order to avoid current

conflicts of taste.
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Criterion 4: Residential

Architecture

This page, top: Susan Lawrence

Dana House, Springfield, Illinois

In pristine condition and retain-

ing much of its original furniture

and stained glass, this house is one

of the masterpieces of architect

Frank Lloyd Wright's early period.

This page, center: Riversdale,

Riverdale, Maryland

Constructed of stuccoed brick

and datingfrom the beginning of

the 19th century, this house is one

of the last of Maryland's greatfive-

part Palladian mansions.

This page, bottom: Bellevue,

LaGrange, Georgia

Built in the 1850s by Georgia

statesman Benjamin Harvey Hill,

this house is a perfect high-style

expression of the Greek Revival at

the height of antebellum Southern

affluence.

Facing page, top: Kingscote,

Newport, Rhode Island

Begun in 1839, this frame Gothic

Revival house is one of Newport's

oldest summer "cottages. " It helped

promote the cause of romantic

design across the country and the

careers of its architect, Richard

Upjohn, and its landscape architect,

Andrew Jackson Downing.

Facing page, bottom left: Philip

Johnson's Glass House, New
Canaan, Connecticut

This 1949 house is one of the

masterworks of modem American

architecture and epitomizes the

International Style.

Facing page, bottom right: Stanley-

Whitman House, Farmington,

Connecticut

This classic Neiv England salt-

box house dates from 1720, but

incorporates earlier features typical

of late 17th-century ivork.
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Criterion 4: Commercial

Architecture

This page, top: Wainwright

Building, St. Louis, Missouri

Built in 1890-91, from designs by

Louis Sullivan, this ten-story, iron-

and-steel framed office building

was pivotal in the history of tall-

building design and construction.

This page, bottom: Marin County

Civic Center, San Raphael,

California

One of the finest expressions of

Frank Lloyd Wright's "organic

architecture," this monumental,

dramatically-sited governmental

complex was the last major work

of the great architect.

Facing page, top: Cannelton Cotton

Mill, Cannelton, Indiana

The work of Rhode Island archi-

tect Thomas A. Teffi, who combined

utility and aesthetics in his design,

this was one of the most impressive

pre-Civil War mills in the Midwest.

Facing page, middle left: Crow
Island School, Winnetka, Illinois

Jointly designed by Eliel and Eero

Saarinen and Perkins, Wheeler, and

Will, this seminal International-

style building opened in 1940 and

served as the prototype for elemen-

tary schools across the country.

Facing page, middle right:

Lancaster County Jail, Lancaster,

South Carolina

This stuccoed masonry building

with stone quoins and belt courses

and recessed arches on the ground

floor was completed in 1823. The

building reflects a number of inno-

vations advocated by architect

Robert Mills for proper housing of

prisoners such as proper ventilation

and air circulation and arranging

prisoners according to their crime.
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NHL CRITERION 5:

Properties that are composed of

integral parts of the environment

not sufficiently significant by rea-

son of historical association or

artistic merit to warrant individ-

ual recognition but collectively

compose an entity of exceptional

historical or artistic significance,

or outstandingly commemorate or

illustrate a way of life or culture.

This criterion is meant to cover

historic districts such as Williams-

burg, Virginia; New Bedford,

Massachusetts; or Virginia City,

Nevada, which qualify for their

collective association with a nation-

ally significant event, movement, or

broad pattern of national develop-

ment. Most historic districts that

are nationally significant for their

extraordinary historic importance,

rather than for their architectural

significance, are recognized by this

criterion.

Criterion 5 (left): Deadwood
Historic District, Deadivood, South

Dakota

Reflecting collective entities and

historic districts ivhich qualify for

their collective association with a

nationally significant event, move-

ment or broad pattern of national

development, Deadwood still

retains a number of buildings

datingfrom its heyday in the 1880s

and 1890s and maintains the

atmosphere of a western mining

town.
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Criterion 6: Huff Archeological Site,

Morton County, North Dakota

Located on the Missouri River,

this village site is one of the best-

known and best preserved sites of

the Mandan people. Remains of a

bastioned fortification system and

a dense and regular arrangement of

houses, plus a wide variety of

material culture attest to the

Mandan way of life in such villages

by ca. 1500 A.D.

NHL CRITERION 6:

Properties that have yielded or

may be likely to yield information

of major scientific importance by

revealing new cultures, or by shed-

ding light upon periods of occupa-

tion over large areas of the United

States. Such sites are those which

have yielded, or which may reason-

ably be expected to yield, data

affecting theories, concepts and

ideas to a major degree.

Criterion 6 was developed

specifically to recognize archeologi-

cal properties, all of which must be

evaluated under this criterion.

Properties being considered under

this criterion must address two

questions:

1) what nationally significant

information is the site likely to

yield? and

2) is the information already pro-

duced nationally important?

Answers to both questions must

be well documented and logically

organized. In order to establish the

national significance of an archeo-

logical resource, it must be demon-
strated how the data has made or

will make a major contribution to

the existing corpus of information.

This criterion requires that poten-

tially recoverable data are likely to

substantially modify a major his-

toric concept, resolve a substantial

historical or anthropological debate,

or close a serious gap in a major

theme of American history.

It is necessary to be explicit in

demonstrating the connection

between the important information

and a specific property. The discus-

sion of the property must include

the development of specific impor-

tant research questions which may
be answered by the data contained

in the property. Research questions

can be related to property-specific

issues, to broader questions about a

large geographic area, or to theoreti-

cal issues independent of any partic-

ular geographic location.

The current existence of appropri-

ate physical remains must be ascer-

tained in considering a property's

ability to yield important informa-

tion. Properties that have been part-

ly excavated or otherwise disturbed

and that are being considered for

their potential to yield additional

important information must be

shown to retain that potential in

their remaining portions.

Properties that have yielded

important information in the past

and that no longer retain additional

research potential (such as com-

pletely excavated archeological

sites) must be assessed essentially as

historic sites under Criterion 1. Such

sites must be significant for associa-

tive values related to:

1) the importance of the data

gained or

2) the impact of the property's

role in the history of the devel-

opment of anthropology/

archeology or other relevant

disciplines.
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Exception 1: Neiv St. Mary's Episcopal Church, Burlington, New Jersey

New St. Mary's is a pivotal building in the history of the Gothic Revival style as it was the first American attempt

to imitate a specific English medieval church. Its design and construction were milestones in the career of Richard

Upjohn and therefore, it is eligible under the criteria exception for religious properties because its primary significance

is for its architectural or artistic distinction.

Exception 2: Block Island Southeast Light, Block Island, Rhode Island

A major aid to navigation since it was first lit in 1874, this lighthouse tower and attached keeper's house sit atop

Mohegan Bluff and are visible for miles along a busy sea lane. When the structures became threatened with collapse

by continual erosion of the bluff, they had to be moved some 360 feet in August 1993. This property still has the

orientation, setting, and general environment comparable to that of its historic location and are compatible with its

significance.

The following discussion is

arranged by each NHL criteria

exception and explains each excep-

tion in more detail.

NHL EXCEPTION 1:

A property owned by a religious

institution or used for religious

purposes ivould qualify if the prop-

erty derives its primary national

significance from architectural or

artistic distinction or historical

importance.

A religious property requires jus-

tification on architectural, artistic, or

historical grounds to avoid any

appearance or judgment by the gov-

ernment about the endorsement of

any religion or belief. If the property

is nationally significant for its archi-

tectural design or construction, it

should be evaluated within an

established architectural context, and

compared to other properties of its

type, period, or method of construc-

tion. A religious property can also be

eligible if it is directly associated

with either a specific event or a

broad pattern that is nationally sig-

nificant in another historic context, or

a specific event or a broad pattern in

the history of religion. Individuals

who were nationally significant by

virtue of their formation of or signifi-

cant influence on an important reli-

gious institution or movement, or

who were important in the social,

economic, or political history of the

nation may also qualify a religious

property for designation. This

exception must be considered if:

1) the resource was constructed

by a religious institution;

2) the resource is presently

owned by a religious institu-

tion or is used for religious

purposes; or

3) the resource was owned by a

religious institution or used for

religious purposes during its

period of significance.

NHL EXCEPTION 2:

A building or structure that has

been movedfrom its original

location, but which is nationally sig-

nificant primarilyfor its architectural

merit, orfor its association with per-

sons or events of transcendent impor-

tance in the nation's history and the

association is consequential, would

qualify for designation.
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Because national significance is

embodied in locations and settings as

well as in the properties themselves,

moving a property usually destroys

the relationships between the proper-

ty and its surroundings and usually

destroys associations with historic

events and persons. If the moved
property is nationally significant for

its architectural merit, it must retain

enough historic features to convey its

architectural values and retain

integrity of design, materials, work-

manship, feeling, and association. If

the moved property is nationally sig-

nificant for its associations with per-

sons or events of transcendent

importance, it must be demonstrated

that this property is the only surviv-

ing property most importantly asso-

ciated with a particular nationally

significant historic event or an

important aspect of a nationally sig-

nificant person's life. However, the

use of the word transcendent indi-

cates that the person or event must

have a level of national significance

which is greater than that which

would ordinarily qualify a person or

event to be nationally significant. In

addition, the property must be the

single surviving property that is

most closely associated with the

event or with the part of the person's

life for which he or she is nationally

significant.

Moved properties must still have

an orientation, setting, and general

environment that are comparable to

those of the historic location and that

are compatible with the property's

significance. A rural house that is

moved into an urban area or an

urban property moved into a rural

setting or a bridge, originally built

over water, that is no longer situated

over a waterway would not meet

this exclusion.

A property designed to be moved
or a property frequently moved dur-

ing its historic use must be located in

a historically appropriate setting in

order to qualify, retaining its integri-

ty of setting, design, feeling, and

association. Such properties include

ships, railroad cars and engines, air-

planes, and other passenger vehicles.

NHL EXCEPTION 3:

A site of a bttilding or structure

no longer standing ivotild qualify if

the person or event associated ivith

it is of transcendent importance in

the nation's history and the associ-

ation is consequential.

The nomination must demon-
strate that the person or event asso-

ciated with the site of a building or

structure no longer standing is of a

level of national significance greater

than that which would ordinarily

qualify a person or event to be

nationally significant. In addition,

that association to the property

must be demonstrated to have been

consequential rather than a connec-

tion that was incidental and of little

impact on either the event or the

reason for the person to be consid-

ered of exceptional national signifi-

cance. This exception is rarely met.

NHL EXCEPTION 4:

A birthplace, grave, or burial

would be considered for designation

if it is for a historical figure of tran-

scendent national significance and

no other appropriate site, building

or structure directly associated with

the productive life of that person

exists.

The lives of persons nationally

significant in the nation's past nor-

mally are recognized by the desig-

nation of properties illustrative of or

associated with their productive

lives. Birthplaces and graves, as

properties that represent the begin-

ning and the end of the life of

important individuals, may be tem-

porally and geographically far

removed from their nationally sig-

nificant activities, and therefore are

not usually considered eligible. To

qualify, the birthplace or grave must

be the birthplace or grave of a per-

son with a level of national signifi-

cance greater than that which would

ordinarily qualify a person to be

nationally significant. In addition to

the person being of outstanding

national significance, the site must

be the last surviving property asso-

ciated with the person. When all

other properties directly associated

with his or her productive life are

gone or have lost integrity, a birth-

place or grave may be eligible for

designation.

A birthplace or grave may also be

eligible if they are nationally signifi-

cant for reasons other than associa-

tions with the person in question. It

could be considered for association

with important event(s) (Criterion 1)

such as the Haymarket Martyrs'

Monument in Forest Park, Illinois,

or for architectural significance

(Criterion 4). In very rare cases, a

birthplace or grave could also be eli-

gible if, after the passage of time, it

is significant for its commemorative
value. (See discussion on Exception

7, Commemorative Properties)

Properties that must meet this cri-

teria exception are birthplaces of

nationally significant persons who
lived elsewhere during their period

of significance, or a grave that is

nominated for its association with

the significant person buried in it. If

the birthplace is the location of the

nationally significant person's pro-

ductive contributions, or if the grave

is located on the grounds of a prop-

erty where the nationally significant

person spent his or her productive

years, then the property does not

need to meet this exception.

NHL EXCEPTION 5:

A cemetery ivould be eligible if it

derives its primary national signifi-

cance from graves of persons of

transcendent importance, orfrom an

exceptionally distinctive design or

from an exceptionally significant

event.

A cemetery is defined as a collec-

tion of graves that is marked by

stones or other artifacts or that is

unmarked but is recognizable by

features such as fencing or depres-

sions, or through maps, or by means

of archeological testing. A cemetery

which contains the graves of per-

sons of a level of national signifi-

cance greater than that which would

ordinarilv qualify a person to be

nationally significant may be eligi-

ble for designation. These persons
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Exception 3 (top): W.E.B. DuBois

Boyhood Homesite, Great

Barrington, Massachusetts

As a major figure in the Civil

Rights Movement during the first

half of the 20th century who helped

found the NAACP, prominent soci-

ologist and writer William Edward
Burghardt DuBois is a

figure of transcendent importance in

the nation's history. Although only

ruins mark the site of his boyhood

home, DuBois owned the house on

the site from 1928 to 1954 making

his association with the site

consequential.

Exception 4 (center): Ivy Green

(Helen Keller Birthplace),

Tuscumbia, Alabama
Bom in this cottage, Helen

Keller, left blind and deaf at an

early age, learned to communicate,

thanks to the unceasing efforts of

Anne Sullivan, at a water pump on

the property. Going on to teach and

inspire humanity throughout the

world, Helen Keller became a figure

of transcendent national signifi-

cance. Through all of her later

schooling and travels on behalf of

the deaf and blind, no place repre-

sented long-term stability as much
as Ivy Green.

Exception 5 (bottom): Laurel Hill

Cemetery, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania

One ofAmerica's oldest "roman-

tic" cemeteries. Laurel Hill was
designed by John Notman in 1835-

36. It ivas intended to be a place

where mourners and tourists could

seek comfort and solace not only

from their grief, but also from the

increasing urbanism all around

them. With its winding walkways
and landscaped grounds, its distinc-

tive design ivas cited as a model for
large urban parks.
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Exception 6 (top): Williamsburg

Historic District, Williamsburg,

Virginia

As capital of the largest English

colony in America, Williamsburg

was influential in many of the

events that led to the Revolution

and American independence. Once

the capital moved to Richmond in

1780, the city remained in obscurity

until the 1920s when John D.

Rockefeller sponsored the restora-

tion and rebuilding of the entire

colonial capital. As a milestone in

historic preservation, Williams-

burg's staff continues to refine the

definitions of restoration.

Exception 7: John Brown Farm and

Gravesite, Lake Placid, New York

John Brown's body was returned

here for burial, at his request, after

he was tried for treason and execut-

ed in 1859 for his attempt to exor-

cize slavery from America by armed

confrontation. Tlie site zvas regard-

ed as a shrine from the moment he

xvas interred and many pilgrimages

were made to see the grave. This

symbolic value has invested the site

with its own national significance.



must have been of great eminence

in their fields of endeavor or had a

nationally significant impact upon

the nation's history.

Cemeteries may also qualify

based on distinctive design values.

These are the same values which are

addressed in Criterion 4 and could

include aesthetic or technological

achievement in the fields of land-

scape architecture, city planning,

architecture, art, sculpture, or engi-

neering. As for all other properties

being considered under Criterion 4,

a cemetery must clearly express its

design values and be able to convey

its historic appearance, such as

Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania. A cemetery

associated with nationally signifi-

cant historic events which could

include either a specific important

event or general events which illus-

trate broad patterns could also be

considered for designation.

A cemetery that is nominated with

its associated church when the

church is the main resource nominat-

ed does not need to meet this excep-

tion. In addition, a cemetery does not

need to meet the exception if it is

nominated as part of a district but is

not the focal point of the district.

NHL EXCEPTION 6:

A reconstructed building or

ensemble of buildings would qualify

if the buildings are of extraordinary

national significance and are accu-

rately executed in a suitable envi-

ronment and presented in a digni-

fied manner as part of a restoration

master plan, and when no other

buildings or structures with the

same association have survived.

A reconstruction is defined as the

reproduction of the exact form and

detail of a vanished building, struc-

ture, or object, or a part thereof, as it

appeared at a specific period of

time. The reconstruction may be

wholly constructed of new materials

or may be reassembled from some
historic and some new materials.

The event, person, movement, or

style that the property is significant

for must be of a level of national sig-

nificance greater than that which

would ordinarily qualify a person,

event, movement, or style to be

nationally significant. When all

other properties directly associated

with the event or person are gone or

have lost integrity, a reconstruction

also may be eligible.

In addition, the reconstruction

must be based upon sound archeo-

logical, architectural, and historic

data concerning the historic con-

struction and appearance of the

resource. That documentation should

include both analysis of any above or

below groimd material and research

in written and other records. The

reconstructed property must be

located at the same site as the origi-

nal and must also be situated in its

original grouping of buildings, struc-

tures, and objects (as many as are

extant), and that grouping must

retain integrity. In addition, the

reconstruction must not be misrepre-

sented as an authentic historic prop-

erty. The reconstructed property

should also be an essential compo-

nent in a historic district and the

reconstruction part of an overall

restoration plan for the entire district.

After the passage of fifty years, a

reconstruction may on its own attain

national significance for what it

reveals about the period in which it

was built, rather than the historic

period it was intended to depict. A
reconstruction may then be eligible

if it addresses the particular criteria

for which it has now attained

national significance.

NHL EXCEPTION 7:

A property that is primarily

commemorative in intent may be

eligible if design, age, tradition, or

symbolic value has invested it

with its own national historical

significance.

Commemorative properties are

designed or constructed after the

occurrence of an important historic

event or after the life of an impor-

tant person. They are not directly

associated with the event or with

the person's productive life, but

serve as evidence of a later genera-

tion's assessment of the past. Their

significance comes from their value

as cultural expressions at the date of

their creation. A commemorative

property must be over 50 years old

and must possess significance based

on its own value, not on the value of

the event or person being memorial-

ized. The Haymarket Martyrs'

Monument is an example of this cri-

terion exception.

A commemorative property's

design often represents the aesthetic

values of the period of its creation.

The property, therefore, may be

nationally significant for the architec-

tural, artistic, or other design quali-

ties of its own period in history. In

this case, the property should be

evaluated within an established

national architectural, artistic, or con-

struction context, and compared to

other properties of its type, period,

or method of constiuction.

A commemorative property may
also acquire national significance

after the time of its creation through

age, tradition, or symbolic value. In

this case, the property must be

nationally significant under one of

the criteria and the national signifi-

cance must be documented by

accepted methods of historical

research.

A commemorative marker erect-

ed to memorialize a nationally sig-

nificant person, event, or movement
in the nation's history would not be

eligible simply for its association

with the person, event, or move-
ment it memorialized. Neither is the

case strengthened for the considera-

tion of a commemorative property

by the loss of other properties

directly associated with a significant

event or person. The commemora-
tive property does not have direct

historical association.

A single marker that is a compo-
nent of a district does not need to

meet this criteria exception.
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TITAN MISSILE MUSEUI
Exception 8: Air Force Facility

Missile Site 8, Green Valley, Arizona

Less than 50 years ago (between

1963 and 1987), 54 Titan II

Intercontinental Ballistic missile

(ICBM) complexes, designed to sur-

vive a first-strike nuclear attack and

launch warheads, were constructed

and placed "on alert. " Because these

weapons were America's response to

the "missile gap" panic of the Cold

War of the late 1950s and early

1960s, they are of extraordinary

national importance.

NHL EXCEPTION 8:

A property achieving national

significance within the past 50 years

may be eligible if it is of extraordi-

nary national importance.

Fifty years is a general estimate of

the time needed to develop historical

perspective and to evaluate national

significance. A property that has

achieved national significance within

the last 50 years can be evaluated

only when sufficient historical per-

spective exists to determine that the

property has a level of national sig-

nificance greater than that which

would ordinarily qualify a person or

event to be nationally significant. The

necessary perspective can be provid-

ed by scholarly research and evalua-

tion, and must consider both the

national historic context and the spe-

cific property's role in that context.

A property that begins its period

of national significance more than

fifty years before the nomination but

conHnues to achieve national signifi-

cance into a period less than fifty

years before the nomination must

meet this exception. In addition, a

property that is more than fifty years

old but whose nationally significant

associations or qualihes are less than

fifty years old must also meet the

exception.

A historic district in which a few

properties are less than fifty years

old, but the majority of properties

and their nationally significant peri-

od of significance are greater than

fifty years old, does not need to

meet this exception.

DEFINING A HIGH
DEGREE OF
INTEGRITY

Integrity is the ability of a proper-

ty to convey its historical associa-

tions or attributes. The evaluation of

integrity is somewhat of a subjjective

judgment, but it must always be

grounded in an understanding of a

property's physical features and

how they relate to its historical asso-

ciations or attributes. The NHL
Survey recognizes the same seven

aspects or qualities of integrity as

the National Register These are

location, design, setting, materials,

workmanship, feeling, and associa-

tion.

• Location is the place where the

historic property was construct-

ed or the place where the his-

toric event occurred. Tlie actual

location of a historic property,

complemented by its setting.

is particularly important in

recapturing the sense of historic

events and persons.

Design is the combination of

elements that create the historic

form, plan, space, structure,

and style of a property. This

includes such elements as orga-

nization of space, proportion,

scale, technology, ornamenta-

tion, and materials. Design can

also apply to districts and to

the historic way in which the

buildings, sites, or structures

are related. Examples include

spatial relationships between

major features; visual rhythnts

in a streetscape or landscape

plantings; the layout and mate-

rials of walkways and roads;

and the relationship of other

features, such as statues, water

fountains, and archeological

sites.

Setting is the physical environ-

ment of a historic property. It

refers to the historic character

of the place in which the prop-

erty played its historical role. It

involves how, not just where,

the property is situated and its

historical relationship to sur-

rounding features and open

space. The physical features
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that constitute the historic set-

ting of a historic property can

be either natural or manmade
and include such elements as

topographic features, vegeta-

tion, simple manmade paths or

fences and the relationships

between buildings and other

features or open spaces.

• Materials are the physical ele-

ments that were combined or

deposited during a particular

period of time and in a particu-

lar pattern or configuration to

form a historic property. If the

property has been rehabilitated,

the historic materials and signif-

icant features must have been

preserved. The property must

also be an actual historic

resource, not a re-creation; a

property whose historic features

have been lost and then recon-

structed is usually not eligible.

• Workmanship is the physical

evidence of the crafts of a par-

ticular culture or people during

any given period in history. It is

the evidence of artisans' labor

and skill in constructing or

altering a building, structure,

object, or site. It may be

expressed in vernacular meth-

ods of construction and plain

finishes or in highly sophisticat-

ed configurations and orna-

mental detailing. Examples of

workmanship in historic build-

ings include tooling, carving,

painting, graining, turning, and

joinery. Examples of workman-
ship in precontact contexts

include Paleo-Indian Clovis

points. Archaic period beveled

adzes, Hopewellian worked
bone pendants, and Iroquoian

effigy pipes.

• Feeling is a property's expres-

sion of the aesthetic or historic

sense of a particular period of

time. It results from the pres-

ence of physical features that,

taken together, convey the

property's historic character.

For example, a rural historic

district which retains its

original design, materials,

workmanship, and setting will

relate the feeling of agricultural

life in the 19th century.

• Association is the direct link

between an important historic

event or person and a historic

property. A property retains

association if it is the place

where the event or activity

occurred and is sufficiently

intact to convey that relation-

ship to an observer. Therefore,

a property where a nationally

significant person carried out

the action or work for which

they are nationally significant

is preferable to the place where

they returned to only sleep, eat

or spend their leisure time. Like

feeling, association requires the

presence of physical features

that convey a property's his-

toric character.

For NHL designation, a property

should possess these aspects to a

high degree. The property must

retain the essential physical features

that enable it to convey its historical

significance. The essential physical

features are those features that define

both why a property is significant

(NHL criteria and themes) and when
it was significant (periods of signifi-

cance). They are features without

which a property can no longer be

identified as, for instance, a late 19th

century dairy bam or an early 20th

century commercial building.

To assess integrity one must

1) define the essential physical

features that must be present to

a high degree for a property to

represent its significance;

2) determine whether the essential

physical features are apparent

enough to convey the proper-

ty's significance; and

3) compare the property with sim-

ilar properties in the nationally

significant theme.

A property that is significant for

its historical association should retain

the essential physical features that

made up its character or appearance

during the period of its association

with the important event, historical

pattern, or person(s). If the property

is a site where there are no material

cultural remains, such as a battle-

field, the setting must be intact. If the

historic building associated with the

event, pattern, or person no longer

exists, the property has lost its histor-

ical integrity.

A property important for illustrat-

ing a particular architectural style or

construction technique must retain

the physical features that constitute

that style or technique. A property

that has lost some historic materials

or details can be considered if it

retains the majority of the features

that illustrate its style in terms of the

massing, spatial relationships, pro-

portion, pattern of windows and

doors, texture of materials, and orna-

mentation. A property should not be

considered if it retains some basic

features conveying massing but has

lost the majority of the features that

once characterized its style.

For properties to be considered

under Criterion 6, integrity is based

upon the property's professionally

demonstrated intactness of archeo-

logical deposits and features. These

are important for identifying

whether a site has the potential to

yield data that may address national-

ly significant research questions.

Properties being considered under

Criteria 1 through 5 must not only

retain the essential physical features,

but the features must be visible

enough to convey their significance

and historic identity. This means that

even if a property is physically

intact, its integrity is questionable if

its significant features are concealed

under modem construction.

Archeological properties are the

exception to this; by nature they may
not require visible features to convey

their significance.
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V. PREPARATION OF
NHL NOMINATIONS

District: Martin Luther King, Jr. Historic District, Atlanta, Georgia

Possessing a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures and objects united

historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development, this district honors one of the nation's leaders

in the 20th century's struggle for civil rights. Tlie district contains King's birthplace, the church he pastored

and his grave.

A thorough knowledge of the

property and the national context in

which it is to be evaluated are the

beginning points for completing a

nomination. The following informa-

tion should be provided in order to

illustrate how a property possesses

exceptional value or quality in

illustrating or interpreting a national

context and to make a compelling

justification for NHL designation.

1) Cite and justify the qualifying

NHL criteria,

2) State the related NHL theme

(see Chapter HI on NHL Theme
Studies) and explain the proper-

ty's relationship to it.

3) Explain how the property has

significance at a national level

(which must include a summa-
ry statement of national signif-

icance to introduce the signifi-

cance section),

4) Outline the historical back-

ground of this individual

property, and

5) Establish the relative merit of

the significance and integrity

of the property in comparison

to other similar, potentially

nominated properties.

Nomination preparers should use

the NHL form which is a slightly

modified National Register of

Historic Places Registration Form
(NFS Form 10-900) to nominate

properties for designation. A com-

puter template for this form is avail-

able on diskette from the National

Historic Landmarks Survey and

NFS regional and support offices

that work with the NHL Frogram

along with teclinical instructions for

its completion. When submitting a

nomination, the electronic version of

the nomination should be submit-

ted, whether on diskette or via elec-

tronic mail, along with a printed

copy of the nomination.
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Anyone wishing to prepare an

NHL nomination should first

consult either the NHL Survey or

the NPS regional and support office

staff for information about theme

studies and other comparable prop-

erties that may be relevant in the

evaluation of particular properties

and for preliminary advice on

whether a property appears likely to

meet NHL criteria. Copies of rele-

vant studies and National Register

documentation should be consulted

if the property is listed in the

National Register. State Historic

Preservation Officers, Federal

Preservation Officers, and Tribal

Preservation Officers should also be

consulted for information in their

inventories that may be helpful in

documenting a property.

The following special instructions

for the text should be followed:

NHL FORM SECTION 1.

''NAME OF PROPERTY"

Historic Name

Select the historic name reflecting

the property's national significance.

Bethune, Mary McLeod, Home

Princeton Battlefield

Virginia City Historic District

Other Names/Site Number

Enter any other names by which

the property has been commonly
known. These names may reflect the

property's history, current owner-

ship, or popular use and may or may
not reflect the historic name. Site

numbers are often assigned to arche-

ological sites for identification. This

number may be placed on this line.

NHL FORM SECTION 2.

"LOCATION"
Enter the street address of the

property or the most specific loca-

tion when no street number exists.

Mark an "x" in the boxes for both

"not for publication" and "vicinity"

(and add the name of the nearest

city or town in the provided blank)

to indicate that a property needs

certain protection. The NPS shall

withhold from disclosure to the

public information about the loca-

tion, character, or ownership of a

historic resource if the Secretary of

the Interior and the NPS determine

that disclosure may

1) cause a significant invasion of

privacy,

2) risk harm to the historic

resource, or

3) impede the use of a traditional

religious site by practitioners.

The Federal Register will indicate

"Address Restricted" and give the

nearest city or town as the proper-

ty's location. The NHL database will

also refer to the location this way.

Further, the NPS will exclude loca-

tion and other appropriate informa-

tion from any copies of documenta-

tion requested by the public.

Any information about the loca-

tion, boundaries, or character of a

property that should be restricted

should be compiled on a separate

sheet. On the same sheet, explain

the reasons for restricting the

information.

NATIONAL fflSTORIC LANDMARK NOMINATION
NPS Form 10-900 IISDI/NPS NRHP Rcgislralion Form {Rev 8-86) OMB No, 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 1

United States Dcpanment of ihe Interior. National Park Service Nauooal Rejitis tr or Hiaoric Places Rcgislralion Form

1. NAME OF PROPERTY

Historic Name:

Other Name/Site Number;

2. LOCATION

Street & Number: Not for publication:

City/Town: Vicinity:

State: County: Code: Zip Code:

3. CLASSIFICATION

Ownership of Property Category of Property

Private: Building(s):

Pubhc-Local: District:

Public-State: Site: .

Public-Federal: Structure:

Object:

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Number of Contributing Resources Previously Listed in the National Register:

Name of Related Multiple Property Listing:

National Historic Landmark Nomination Form, page 1, which includes

sections 1-3.
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Building (top left): Farmers' and

Merchants' Union Bank, Columbia,

Wisconsin

An example of a single building

as resource type, this bank was
designed and construction super-

vised by the great architect Louis

Sullivan during his later years.

Structure (top right): Reber Radio

Telescope, Greenbank, West Virginia

Structures are those functional

constructions made usually for pur-

poses other than creating human
shelter. This telescope, ivith its

designer and builder Grote Reber

standing in front of it, ivas the first

parabolic antenna specifically to

aid research in the neivly emerging

field of radio astronomy.

Site (center): Morrow Plots,

University of Illinois, Urbana,

Illinois

A site is the location of a signifi-

cant event where the location itself

possesses historic, cultural, or

archeological value. Here was
established the first soil experiment

plots by a college in the United

States. It has provided data on the

effects of crop rotation and fertil-

ization.

Object (bottom): Beginning Point of

the Louisiana Purchase Land

Survey, Lee, Phillips, and Monroe
Counties, Arkansas

Objects are those constructions

primarily artistic in nature or are

relatively small in scale and simply

constructed. This granite monu-
ment, erected in 1926, marks the site

of the initial point from which the

lands acquired in the Louisiana

Purchase of 1803 were subsequently

surveyed, beginning in 1815.
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Figure 3.

NATIONAL REGISTER PROPERTY AND RESOURCE TYPES

BUILDING—A building, such as a house, barn, church, hotel,

or similar construction, is created principally to shelter any

form of human activity. "Building" may also be used to refer to

a historically and functionally related unit, such as a court-

house and jail or a house and barn.

Examples: houses, bams, stables, sheds, garages,

courthouses, city halls, social halls, commercial build-

ings, libraries, factories, mills, train depots, stationary

mobile homes, hotels, theaters, schools, stores, and

churches.

SITE—A site is the location of a significant event, a prehistoric

or historic occupation or activity, or a building or structure,

whether standing, ruined, or vanished, where the location itself

possesses historic, cultural, or archeological value regardless

of the value of any existing structure.

Examples: habitation sites, funerary sites, rock shel-

ters, village sites, hunting and fishing sites, ceremonial

sites, petroglyphs, rock can/ings, gardens, grounds,

battlefields, ruins of historic buildings and structures,

campsites, sites of treaty signings, trails, areas of land,

shipwrecks, cemeteries, designed landscapes, and nat-

ural features, such as springs and rock formations, and
land areas having cultural significance.

STRUCTURE—The term "structure" is used to distinguish

from buildings those functional constructions made usually for

purposes other than creating human shelter.

Examples: bridges, tunnels, gold dredges, firetowers,

canals, turbines, dams, power plants, corncribs, silos,

roadways, shot towers, windmills, grain elevators, kilns,

mounds, cairns, palisade fortifications, earthworks, rail-

road grades, systems of roadways and paths, boats

and ships, railroad locomotives and cars, telescopes,

carousels, bandstands, gazebos, and aircraft.

OBJECT—The term "object" is used to distinguish from build-

ings and structures those constructions that are primarily artis-

tic in nature or are relatively small in scale and simply con-

structed. Although it may be, by nature or design, movable, an

object is associated with a specific setting or environment.

Examples: sculpture, monuments, boundary markers,

statuary, and fountains.

DISTRICT—A district possesses a significant concentration,

linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects

united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical develop-

ment.

Examples: college campuses; central business dis-

tricts; residential areas; commercial areas; large forts;

industrial complexes; civic centers; rural villages; canal

systems; collections of habitation and limited activity

sites; irrigation systems; large farms, ranches, estates,

or plantations; transportation networks; and large land-

scaped parks.

When it has been determined that

this information should be withheld

from the public, the Secretary, in

consultation with the official recom-

mending the restriction of informa-

tion, shall determine who may have

access to the information for the

purpose of carrying out the

National Historic Preservation Act.

NHL FORM SECTION 3.

"CLASSIFICATION"

Ownership of Property

Mark an "x" in all boxes that

apply to indicate ownership of the

property.

Category of Property

Mark an "x" in only one box to

indicate the type of property being

documented. (See Figure 3.)

Name of Multiple Property Listing

Enter the name of the multiple

property listing if the property is

being nominated as part of a multi-

ple property submission.

Number of Resources Within

Property

Enter the number of resources in

each category that make up the prop-

erty. Count contributing resources

separately from noncontributing

resources. Total each column. (See

Figure 4.)

A contributing building, site,

structure, or object adds to the his-

torical associations, historic architec-

tural qualities, or archeological val-

ues for which a property is national-

ly significant because it was present

during the period of significance,

relates to the documented signifi-

cance of the property, and possesses

a high degree of historical integrity.

A noncontributing building, site,

structure, or object was not present

during the period of national signifi-

cance, does not relate to the

documented national significance of

the property, or due to alterations,

disturbances, additions, or other

changes, it no longer possesses a

high degree of historical integrity. If

resources of state or local signifi-

cance are included and their signifi-

cance is justified in the documenta-

tion, they should be counted sepa-

rately from those that contribute to

the national significance.

Number of Contributing

Resources Previously Listed

in the National Register

Enter the number of any con-

tributing resources already listed in

the National Register. This would
include both previously designated

NHLs and authorized historic units

of the National Park System as well

as other previously listed National

Register properties. If no resources

are already listed, enter "N/A."
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Figure 4.

RULES FOR COUNTING RESOURCES

• Count all buildings, structures, sites, and objects located with-

in the property's boundaries that are substantial in size and
scale. Do not count minor resources, such as small sheds or

grave markers, unless they strongly contribute to the proper-

ty's historic significance.

• Count a building or structure with attached ancillary structures,

covered walkways, and additions as a single unit unless the

attachment was originally constructed as a separate building

or structure and later connected.

• Count rowhouses individually, even though attached.

• Do not count interiors, facades, or artwork separately from the

building or structure of which they are a part.

• Count gardens, parks, vacant lots, or open spaces as "sites"

only if they contribute to the significance of the property.

• Count a continuous site as a single unit regardless of its size

or complexity.

• Count separate areas of a discontiguous archeological district

as separate sites.

• Do not count ruins separately from the site of which they are a

part.

• Do not count landscape features, such as fences and paths,

separately from the site of which they are a part unless they

are particularly important or large in size and scale, such as a

statue by a well-known sculptor or an extensive system of irri-

gation ditches.

If a group of resources, such as backyard sheds in a residen-

tial district, was not identified during a site Inspection and can-

not be included in the count, state that this is the case and

explain why in the narrative for section 7.

For additional guidance, contact the SHPO. For the address

and phone number of the appropriate SHPO, contact the National

Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers, 444 N. Capital

Street, NW, Suite 342, Washington, DC 20001-1512 or visit the

following Web site <www2.cr.nps.gov/shpo/shpolist.html>.

Figure 5.

GUIDELINES FOR ENTERING FUNCTIONS

GENERAL

• Enter the most specific category and subcategory. For exam-

ple, "EDUCATION/education-related housing" rather than

"DOMESTIC/institutional housing" for a college dormitory.

• If no subcategory applies, enter the general category by itself.

If, in addition, none of the general categories relates to the

property's function, enter "OTHER:" and an appropriate term

for the function.

• For properties with many functions, such as a farm, list only

the principal or predominant ones, placing the most important

first.

For districts, enter the functions applying to the district as a

whole, such as DOMESTIC/village site or EDUCATION/
college.

For districts, also enter the functions of buildings, sites, struc-

tures, and objects that are:

1. of outstanding importance to the district, such as a

county courthouse in a commercial center (GOVERN-
MENT/county courthouse) or,

2. present in substantial numbers, such as apartment

buildings in a residential district (DOMESTIC/multiple

dwelling) or storage pits in a village site (TRADE/trade).

For districts containing resources having different functions

and relatively equal importance, such as a group of public

buildings whose functions are GOVERNMENT/city hall, GOV-
ERNMENT/courthouse, and GOVERNMENT/post office.

HISTORIC FUNCTIONS

Enter functions for contributing resources only.

• Select functions that relate directly to the property's signifi-

cance and occurred during the period of significance (see

Period of Significance).

Enter functions for extant resources only.

Enter only functions that can be verified by research, testing, or

examination of physical evidence.

Enter functions related to the property itself, not to the occupa-

tion of associated persons or role of associated events. For

example, the home of a prominent doctor is "DOMESTIC/sin-

gle dwelling" not "HEALTH CARE/medical office" unless the

office was at home (in which case, list both functions).

CURRENT FUNCTIONS

• Enter functions for both contributing and noncontributing

resources.

• For properties undergoing rehabilitation, restoration, or adap-

tive reuse, enter "WORK IN PROGRESS" in addition to any

functions that are current or anticipated upon completion of the

work.
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NPS Form 10-900

PROPERTY NAME
Umied Siaies Depanment of ihe Inier

USDI/NPS NRHP Regisi

, National Park Service

0MB No, 1024-0018

Page 2
c Places Regisiration Form

4. STATE/FEDERAL AGENCY CERTIFICATION

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby

certify that this nomination request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation

standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and

professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property meets does

not meet the National Register Criteria.

Signature of Certifying Official Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

In my opinion, the property meets does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of Commenting or Other Official Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

5. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that this property is;

Entered in the National Register

Determined eligible for the National Register

Determined not eligible for the National Register

Removed from the National Register

Other (explain):

Signature of Keeper Date of Action

National Historic Landmark Nomination Form, page 2, which includes

sections 4 and 5.

NHL FORM SECTION 4.

"STATE/FEDERAL
AGENCY
CERTIFICATION"

Preparers should leave this blank.

NHL FORM SECTION 5.

"NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE CERTIFICATION"

Preparers should leave this blank.

NHL FORM SECTION 6.

"FUNCTION OR USE"

Historic Function

Select one or more category and

subcategory that most accurately

describe the property's principal

historic functions. (See Figures 5

and 6.) Enter functions for con-

tributing resources only and for

extant resources only. Select func-

tions that relate directly to the

property's significance and
occurred during the period of

national significance. Enter only

functions that can be verified by
research, testing, or examination of

physical evidence.

Current Function

Select one or more category and

subcategory that most accurately

describe the property's most recent

principal functions. Enter functions

for both contributing and noncon-

tributing resources.
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Figure 6.

DATA CATEGORIES FOR FUNCTIONS AND USES

CATEGORY: DOMESTIC

Subcategory: Examples:

single dwelling rowhouse, mansion, residence, rockshelter, homestead, cave

multiple dwelling duplex, apartment building, pueblo, rockshelter, cave

secondary structure dairy, smokehouse, storage pit, storage shed, kitchen, garage,

other dependencies

hotel inn, hotel, motel, way station

institutional housing military quarters, staff housing, poor house, orphanage

camp hunting campsite, fishing camp, summer camp, forestry camp,

seasonal residence, temporary habitation site, tipi rings

village site pueblo group

CATEGORY: COMMERCE/TRADE

Subcategory: Examples:

business office building

professional architect's studio, engineering office, law office

organizational trade union, labor union, professional association

financial institution savings and loan association, bank, stock exchange

specialty store auto showroom, bakery, clothing store, blacksmith shop, hardware store,

department store general store, department store, marketplace, trading post

restaurant cafe, bar, roadhouse, tavern

warehouse warehouse, commercial storage

trade (archeology) cache, site with evidence of trade, storage pit

CATEGORY: SOCIAL

Subcategory: Examples:

meeting hall grange; union hall; Pioneer hall; hall of other fraternal, patriotic, or political

organization

clubhouse facility of literary, social, or garden club

CIVIC facility of volunteer or public service organizations such as the

American Red Cross

CATEGORY: GOVERNMENT

Subcategory: Examples:

capitol statehouse, assembly building

city hall city hall, town hall

correctional facility police station, jail, prison

fire station firehouse

government office municipal building

diplomatic building embassy, consulate

custom house custom house

post office post office
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public works electric generating plant, sewer system

courthouse

CATEGORY: EDUCATION

Subcategory:

county courthouse, Federal courthouse

Examples:

school schoolhouse, academy, secondary school, grammar school, trade or

technical school

college university, college, junior college

library library

research facility laboratory, observatory, planetarium

education-related

CATEGORY: RELIGION

Subcategory:

college dormitory, housing at boarding schools

Examples:

religious facility church, temple, synagogue, cathedral, mission, temple, mound, sweathouse, kiva,

dance court, shrine

ceremonial site astronomical observation post, intaglio, petroglyph site

church school religious academy or schools

church-related residence

CATEGORY: FUNERARY

Subcategory:

parsonage, convent, rectory

Examples:

cemetery burying ground, burial site, cemetery, ossuary

graves/buhals burial cache, burial mound, grave area, crematorium

mortuary

CATEGORY: RECREATION AND CULTURE

Subcategory:

mortuary site, funeral home, cremation

Examples:

theater cinema, movie theater, playhouse

auditorium hall, auditorium

museum museum, art gallery, exhibition hall

music facility concert-hall, opera house, bandstand, dance hall

sports facility gymnasium, swimming pool, tennis court, playing field, stadium

outdoor recreation park, campground, picnic area, hiking trail, fair, amusement park,

county fairground

monument/marker commemorative marker, commemorative monument

work of art

CATEGORY: AGRICULTURE/SUBSISTENCE

Subcategory:

sculpture, carving, statue, mural, rock art

Examples:

processing meatpacking plant, cannery, smokehouse, brewery, winery, food processing site,

gathering site, tobacco barn

storage granary, silo, wine cellar, storage site, tobacco warehouse, cotton warehouse

agricultural pasture, vineyard, orchard, wheatfield, crop field marks, stone alignments, terrace,

hedgerow

animal facility hunting & kill site, stockyard, barn, chicken coop, hunting corral, hunting run, apiary

fishing facility/site fish hatchery, fishing grounds
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horticultural facility greenhouse, plant observatory, garden

agricultural outbuilding wellhouse, wagon shed, tool shed, barn

irrigation facility irrigation system, canals, stone alignments, headgates, check dams

CATEGORY: INDUSTRY/PROCESSING/EXTRACTION

Subcategory: Examples:

manufacturing facility mill, factory, refinery, processing plant, pottery, kiln

extractive facility coal mine, oil derrick, gold dredge, quarry, salt mine

watenworks reservoir, water tower, canal, dam

energy facility windmill, power plant, hydroelectric dam

communications facility telegraph cable station, printing plant, telesion station, telephone company facility,

satellite tracking station

processing site shell processing site, toolmaking site, copper mining and processing site

industrial storage

CATEGORY: HEALTH CARE

Subcategory:

warehouse

Examples:

hospital veteran's medical center, mental hospital, private or public hospital, medical

research facility

clinic dispensary, doctor's office

sanitarium nursing home, rest home, sanitarium

medical business/office pharmacy, medical supply store, doctor or dentist's office

resort

CATEGORY: DEFENSE

Subcategory:

baths, spas, resort facility

Examples:

arms storage magazine, armory

fortification fortified military or naval post, earth fortified village, palisaded village, fortified knoll

or mountain top, battery, bunker

military facility military post, supply depot, garrison fort, barrack, military camp

battle site battlefield

coast guard facility lighthouse, coast guard station, pier, dock, lifesaving station

naval facility submarine, aircraft earner, battleship, naval base

air facility

CATEGORY: LANDSCAPE

Subcategory:

aircraft, air base, missile launching site

Examples:

parking lot

park city park, State park, national park

plaza square, green, plaza, public common

garden

forest

unoccupied land meadow, swamp, desert

underwater underwater site

natural feature mountain, valley, promontory, tree, river, island, pond, lake
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street furniture/object street light, fence, wall, shelter, gazebo, park bench

conservation area

CATEGORY: TRANSPORTATION

Subcategory:

wildlife refuge, ecological habitat

Examples:

rail-related railroad, train depot, locomotive, streetcar line, railroad bridge

air-related aircraft, airplane hangar, airport, launching site

water-related lighthouse, navigational aid, canal, boat, ship, wharf, shipwreck

road-related (vehicular) parkway, highway, bridge, toll gate, parking garage

pedestrian-related

CATEGORY: WORK IN PROGRESS

boardwalk, walkway, trail

(Use this category when work is in progress.)

NHL FORM SECTION 7.

"DESCRIPTION"

Architectural Classification

Complete this item for properties

having architectural or historical

importance. Select one or more sub-

categories to describe the property's

architectural styles or stylistic influ-

ences. (See Figure 7.) If none of the

subcategories describes the proper-

ty's style or stylistic influence, enter

the category relating to the general

period of time. For properties not

described by any of the listed terms,

including bridges, ships, locomo-

tives and buildings and structures

that are prehistoric, folk, or vernacu-

lar in character, enter "other" with

the descriptive term most common-
ly used to classify the property by
type, period, method of construc-

tion, or other characteristics.

Other: Pratt through truss;

Other: split-log cabin;

Other: Gloucesterfishing

schooner.

Do not enter "vernacular"

because the term does not describe

any specific characteristics. For

properties not having any buildings

or structures enter N/A. For build-

ings and structures not described by

the listed terms or by "other" and a

common term, enter "No style."

Materials

Enter one or more terms to

describe the principal exterior

materials of the property. (See Figure

8.) Enter only materials visible from

the exterior of a building, structure,

or object. Do not enter materials of

interior, structural, or concealed

architectural features even if they are

significant. Enter both historic and

nonhistoric materials. Under "other"

list the principal materials of other

parts of the exterior, such as chim-

neys, porches, lintels, cornices, and

decorative elements. For historic dis-

tricts, list the major building materi-

als visible in the district, placing the

most predominant ones first.

Narrative Description

Provide a narrative describing the

property and its physical character-

istics. (See Figure 9.) Describe the

setting, buildings, and other major

resources, outbuildings, surface and
subsurface remains (for properties

with archeological national signifi-

cance), and landscape features for

all contributing and noncontributing

resources. The narrative must docu-

ment the evolution of the property,

describing major changes since its

construction or period of national

significance.

This section should begin with a

summary paragraph that briefly

describes the general characteristics

of the property, such as its location

and setting, type, style, method of

construction, size, and significant

features. The summary paragraph

should create a rough sketch of the

property and its site and then use

subsequent paragraphs to fill in the

details.

The rest of the narrative should

describe the current condition of the

property and indicate whether the

property has historic integrity in

terms of location, design, setting,

materials, workmanship, feeling,

and association. Clearly delineate

between the original appearance

and current appearance. The more
extensively a property has been

altered, the more thorough the

description of additions, replace-

ment materials, and other alter-

ations should be. Photographs and
sketch maps must be used to

supplement the narrative. (See

Additional Documentation Section

for more information.)

The description should be con-

cise, factual, and well organized.

Organize the information in a logi-

cal manner by describing a building

from the foundation up and from

the exterior to the interior. Include

specific facts and dates. The infor-

mation should be consistent with

the resource counts in Section 5 and

the architectural classification and
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NPS Form 10-900

PROPERTY NAME
Uniled SuEcs DiS

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev 8-86) 0MB No 1024-0018

Page 3
Nauonal Rcfiislcr of Historic Places Rcgistraiion Form

6. FUNCTION OR USE

Historic:

Current:

Sub:

Sub:

7. DESCRIPTION

ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION:

MATERIALS:
Foundation:

Walls:

Roof:

Other:

Above: National Historic

Landmark Nomination Form,

page 3, which includes sections

6 and 7.

Beloiv: National Historic

Landmark Nomination Form,

page 4, which includes the property

description.

NPS Form 10-900

PROPERTY NAME
Umletl Slates Department of the Inter

USDI/NPS NRHP Rcgisi

. National Park Service

0MB No 1024-0018

Page 4

Describe Present and Historic Physical Appearance.

materials in Section 7. All of the con-

tributing and noncontributing

resources should be clearly identi-

fied and listed. Resources of state

and local significance may be evalu-

ated, but need to be clearly differen-

tiated from those that contribute to

the NHL themes and periods of

significance for which the NHL is

designated. The documentation

must clearly distinguish which

properties contribute to the national

significance, and why, and which

are significant at the state or local

level. Resources that have national

significance may also have state and

locally significant values that may
need to be documented in the

nomination. These values must be

clearly differentiated from those for

which the resource is being nomi-

nated for NHL designation.

Historic districts usually require

street by street description with a

more detailed description of pivotal

resources. Begin by outlining the

general character of the group or

district and then describe the indi-

vidual resources one by one.
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Figure 7.

DATA CATEGORIES FOR ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION

The following list has been adapted from American Architecture Since 1780: A Guide to Arcliitectural

Styles by Marcus Whiffen; Identifying American Architecture by John J. G. Blumenson; What Style Is It? by

John Poppeliers, S. Allen Chambers, and Nancy B. Schwartz; and A Field Guide to American Houses by

Virginia and Lee McAlester.

The categories appearing in capital letters in the far left column, relate to the general stylistic periods of

American architecture. The subcategories, appearing in the indented left column, relate to the specific styles

or stylistic influences that occurred in each period. The right column lists other commonly used terms.

Select the categories or subcategories that most closely relate to the period and stylistic character of the

property.

CATEGORY: NO STYLE

CATEGORY: COLONIAL

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

French Colonial

Spanish Colonial Mexican Baroque

Dutch Colonial Flemish Colonial

Postmedieval English, English Gothic; Elizabethan; Tudor; Jacobean or Jacobethan; New England

Colonial; Southern Colonial

Georgian

CATEGORY: EARLY REPUBLIC

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Early Classical Revival Jeffersonian Classicism; Roman Republican; Roman Revival; Roman Villa;

Monumental Classicism; Regency

Federal Adams or Adamesque

CATEGORY: MID-19TH CENTURY

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Early Romanesque Revival

Greek Revival

Gothic Revival Early Gothic Revival

Italian Villa

Exotic Revival Egyptian Revival; Moorish Revival

Octagon Mode

CATEGORY: LATE VICTORIAN

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Victorian or High Victorian Eclectic

Gothic High Victorian Gothic; Second Gothic Revival

Italianate Victorian or High Victorian Italianate

Second Empire Mansard

Queen Anne Queen Anne Revival; Queen Anne-Eastlake

Stick/Eastlake Eastern Stick; High Victorian Eastlake
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Shingle Style

Romanesque Romanesque Revival; Richardsonlan Romanesque

Renaissance Renaissance Revival; Romano-Tuscan Mode; North Italian or Italian Renaissance;

French Renaissance; Second Renaissance Revival

CATEGORY: LATE 19TH & 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Beaux Arts Beaux Arts Classicism

Colonial Revival Georgian Revival

Classical Revival Neo-Classical Revival

Tudor Revival Jacobean or Jacobethan Revival; Elizabethan Revival

Late Gothic Revival Collegiate Gothic

Mission/Spanish Colonial

Revival Spanish Revival; Mediterranean Revival

Italian Renaissance

French Renaissance

Pueblo

LATE 19TH & EARLY 20TH CENTURY AMERICAN MOVEMENTS

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Sullivanesque

Prairie School

Commercial Style

Chicago

Skyscraper

Bungalow/ZCraftsman Western Stick; Bungaloid

CATEGORY: MODERN MOVEMENT

Subcategories: Other Stylistic Terminology:

Modern movement

Moderne

New Formalism; Neo-Expressionism; Brutalism; California Style or Ranch Style; Post-

Modern; Wrightian

Modernistic; Streamlined Moderne; Art Moderne

International Style Miesian

Art Deco

CATEGORY: OTHER

CATEGORY: MIXED

More than three styles from different periods (for a building only)
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Describe the pivotal resources and

the common types of resources, not-

ing their general condition, histori-

cal appearance, and major changes.

Follow a logical progression, mov-

ing from one resource to the next up

and down each street in a geograph-

ical sequence or by street address.

Archeological nominations must

also contain a brief description of

the location and condition of

previously excavated artifacts and

collections made from the nominat-

ed property. This is a critical recog-

nition of the importance of intact

archeological collections to the sci-

entific analyses and understanding

of nationally significant archeologi-

cal sites, both now and in the future.

Category:

Figure 8.

DATA CATEGORIES FOR MATERIALS

Examples:

Earth

Wood Weatherboard; Shingle; Log; Plywood/particle board; Shake

Brick

Stone Granite; Sandstone (including brownstone); Limestone; Marble; Slate

Metal Iron; Copper; Bronze; Tin; Aluminum; Steel; Lead; Nickel; Cast iron

Stucco

Terra cotta

Asphalt

Asbestos

Concrete

Adobe

Ceramic tile

Glass

Cloth/canvas

Synthetics Fiberglass; Vinyl; Rubber; Plastic

Other
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Figure 9.

GUIDELINES FOR DESCRIBING PROPERTIES

BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, AND OBJECTS

A. Type or form, such as dwelling, church, or commercial block.

B. Setting, Including the placement or arrangement of buildings

and other resources, such as in a commercial center or a

residential neighborhood or detached or in a row.

C. General characteristics:

1

.

Overall shape of plan and arrangement of interior

spaces.

2. Number of stories.

3. Number of vertical divisions or bays.

4. Construction materials, such as brick, wood, or stone,

and wall finish, such as type of bond, coursing, or

shingling.

5. Roof shape, such as gabled, hip, or shed.

6. Structural system, such as balloon frame,

reinforced concrete, or post and beam.

D. Specific features, by type, location, number, material, and

condition:

1. Porches, including verandas, porticos, stoops, and

attached sheds.

Windows.

Doors.

Chimney.

Dormer.

Other.

E. Important decorative elements, such as finials, pilasters, barge

boards, brackets, half timbering, sculptural relief, balustrades,

corbelling, cartouches, and murals or mosaics.

F. Significant Interior features, such as floor plans, stairways,

functions of rooms, spatial relationships, wainscoting, flooring,

paneling, beams, vaulting, architraves, moldings, and

chimneypieces .

G. Number, type, and location of outbuildings, with dates, if

known.

H. Other manmade elements, including roadways, contemporary

structures, and landscape features.

I. Alterations or changes to the property, with dates, if known. A
restoration is considered an alteration even if an attempt has

been made to restore the property to its histohc form (see L

below). If there have been numerous alterations to a signifi-

cant interior, also submit a sketch of the floor plan illustrating

and dating the changes.

J. Deterioration due to vandalism, neglect, lack of use, or weather,

and the effect it has had on the property's historic integrity.

K. For moved properties:

1. Date of move.

2. Descriptions of location, orientation, and setting histori-

cally and after the move.

3. Reasons for the move.

4. Method of moving.

5. Effect of the move and the new location on the historic

integrity of the property.

L. For restored and reconstructed buildings:

1. Date of restoration or reconstruction.

2. Historical basis for the work.

3. Amount of remaining historic material and replacement

material.

4. Effect of the work on the property's historic integrity.

5. For reconstructions, whether the work was done as part

of a master plan.

M. For properties where landscape or open space adds to the

significance or setting of the property, such as rural properties,

college campuses, or the grounds of public buildings:

1. Historic appearance and current condition of natural

features.

2. Land uses, landscape features, and vegetation that

characterized the property during the period of signifi-

cance, including gardens, walls, paths, roadways,

grading, fountains, orchards, fields, forests, rock forma-

tions, open space, and bodies of water.

N. For industrial properties where equipment and machinery is

intact:

1. Types, approximate date, and function of machinery.

2. Relationship of machinery to the historic industrial

operations of the property.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

A. Environmental setting of the property today and, if different, its

environmental setting during the periods of occupation or use.

Emphasize environmental features or factors related to the

location, use, formation, or preservation of the site.

B. Period of time when the property is known or projected to

have been occupied or used. Include comparisons with similar

sites and districts that have assisted in identification.

C. Identity of the persons, ethnic groups, or archeological

cultures who, through their activities, created the archeological

property. Include comparisons with similar sites and districts

that have assisted in identification.

D. Physical characteristics:

1. Site type, such as rockshelter, temporary camp, lithic

workshop, rural homestead, or shoe factory

2. Prehistorically or historically important standing

structures, buildings, or ruins.

3. Kinds and approximate number of features, artifacts,

and ecofacts, such as hearths, projectile points, and

faunal remains.

4. Known or projected depth and extent of archeological

deposits.

5. Known or projected dates for the period when the site

was occupied or used, with supporting evidence.

6. Vertical and horizontal distribution of features, artifacts,

and ecofacts.
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7. Natural and cultural processes, such as flooding and

refuse disposal, that have influenced the formation of

the site.

8. Noncontributing buildings, structures, and objects within

the site.

E. Likely appearance of the site during the periods of occupation

or use. Include comparisons with similar sites and districts that

have assisted in description.

F. Current and past impacts on or immediately around the

property, such as modern development, vandalism, road

construction, agriculture, soil erosion, or flooding.

G. Previous investigations of the property, including,

1. Archival or literature research.

2. Extent and purpose of any excavation, testing, map-

ping, or surface collection.

3. Dates of relevant research and field work. Identity of

researchers and their institutional or organizational

affiliation.

4. Important bibliographic references.

5. Repository or repositories where excavated collections

are curated.

HISTORIC SITES

A. Present condition of the site and its setting.

B. Natural features that contributed to the selection of the site

for the significant event or activity, such as a spring, body of

water, trees, cliffs, or promontories.

C. Other natural features that characterized the site at the time

of the significant event or activity, such as vegetation,

topography, a body of water, rock formations, or a forest.

D. Any cultural remains or other manmade evidence of the

significant event or activities.

E. Type and degree of alterations to natural and cultural features

since the significant event or activity, and their impact on the

historic integrity of the site.

F. Explanation of how the current physical environment and

remains of the site reflect the period and associations for

which the site is significant.

ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC DISTRICTS

A. Natural and manmade elements comprising the district, includ-

ing prominent topographical features and structures, buildings,

sites, objects, and other kinds of development.

B. Architectural styles or periods represented and predominant

characteristics, such as scale, proportions, materials, color,

decoration, workmanship, and quality of design.

C. General physical relationship of buildings to each other and to

the environment, including facade lines, street plans, squares,

open spaces, density of development, landscaping, principal

vegetation, and important natural features. Any changes to

these relationships over time. Some of this information may be

provided on a sketch map.

D. Appearance of the district during the time when the district

achieved significance (see Period of Significance) and any

changes or modifications since.

E. General character of the district, such as residential.

commercial, or industrial, and the types of buildings and struc-

tures, including outbuildings and bridges, found in the district.

F. General condition of buildings, including alterations, additions,

and any restoration or rehabilitation activities.

G. Identity of buildings, groups of buildings, or other resources that

do and do not contribute to the district's significance. (See

Determining Contributing and Noncontributing Resources for defi-

nitions of contributing and noncontributing resources.) If resources

are classified by terms other than "contributing" and "noncon-

tributing," clearly explain which terms denote contributing

resources and which noncontributing. Provide a list of all

resources that are contributing or noncontributing or identify them

on the sketch map submitted with the form (see Sketch Map).

H. Most important contributing buildings, sites, structures, and

objects. Common kinds of other contributing resources.

I. Qualities distinguishing the district from its surroundings.

J. Presence of any archeological resources that may yield impor-

tant information with any related paleo-environmental data

(see guidelines for describing archeological sites and districts).

K. Open spaces such as parks, agricultural areas, wetlands, and

forests, including vacant lots or ruins that were the site of

activities important in prehistory or history.

L. For industrial districts:

1. Industrial activities and processes, both historic and cur-

rent, within the district; important natural and geographi-

cal features related to these processes or activities,

such as waterfalls, quarries, or mines.

2. Ohginal and other historic machinery still in place.

3. Transportation routes within the district, such as canals,

railroads, and roads including their approximate length

and width and the location of terminal points.

M. For rural districts:

1. Geographical and topographical features such as val-

leys, vistas, mountains, and bodies of water that convey

a sense of cohesiveness or give the district its rural or

natural characteristics.

2. Examples and types of vernacular, folk, and other archi-

tecture, including outbuildings, within the district.

3. Manmade features and relationships making up the his-

toric and contemporary landscape, including the

arrangement and character of fields, roads, irrigation

systems, fences, bridges, earthworks, and vegetation.

4. The historic appearance and current condition of natural

features such as vegetation, principal plant materials,

open space, cultivated fields, or forests.

ARCHEOLOGICAL DISTRICTS

A. Environmental setting of the district today and, if different, its

environmental setting during the periods of occupation or use.

Emphasize environmental features or factors related to the

location, use, formation, or preservation of the district.

B. Period of time when the district is known or projected to have

been occupied or used. Include comparisons with similar sites

and districts that have assisted in identification.

C. Identity of the persons, ethnic groups, or archeological cul-

tures who occupied or used the area encompassed by the dis-

trict. Include comparisons with similar sites and districts that

have assisted in identification.
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D. Physical characteristics:

1. Type of district, such as an Indian village with outlying

sites, a group of quarry sites, or a historic manufactur-

ing complex.

2. Cultural, historic, or other relationships among the sites

that make the district a cohesive unit.

3. Kinds and number of sites, structures, buildings, or

objects that make up the district.

4. Information on individual or representative sites and

resources within the district (see Archeological Sites

above). For small districts, describe individual sites. For

large districts, describe the most representative sites

individually and others in summary or tabular form or

collectively as groups.

5. Noncontributing buildings, structures, and objects within

the district.

E. Likely appearance of the district during the periods of

occupation or use. Include comparisons with similar

sites and districts that have assisted in description.

F. Current and past impacts on or immediately around the district,

such as modern development, vandalism, road construction,

agriculture, soil erosion, or flooding. Describe the integrity of

the district as a whole and, in written or tabular form, the

integrity of individual sites.

G. Previous investigations of the property, including:

1. Archival or literature research.

2. Extent and purpose of any excavation, testing, map-
ping, or surface collection.

3. Dates of relevant research and field work. Identity of

researchers and their institutional or organizational

affiliation.

4. Important bibliographic references.

5. Repository or repositories where excavated collections

are cu rated.

NHL FORM SECTION 8.

"STATEMENT OF
SIGNIFICANCE"

Applicable National Register

Criteria

If the property has already been

listed in the National Register of

Historic Places, mark the criteria

identified in the National Register

nomination and any new criteria not

already marked in the National

Register nomination which apply to

the national significance of the

property.

Criteria Considerations

If the property was listed in the

National Register with any applica-

ble criteria considerations, mark
those in addition to any new criteria

considerations which apply to the

national significance of the property

if not covered by the National

Register nomination.

National Historic Landmarks
Criteria

Type in the National Historic

Landmarks criteria for which the

property qualifies for designation.

Properties may be nationally

significant for more than one criteri-

on, but those qualifying criteria

must be supported by the narrative

statement of significance.

National Historic Landmarks
Criteria Exceptions

Enter all National Historic

Landmarks criteria exceptions

which apply to the property. The

criteria exceptions are a part of the

NHL criteria and they set forth

special standards for designating

certain kinds of properties normally

excluded from NHL designation. If

no exceptions apply to the property,

leave this section blank.

National Historic Landmarks
Theme(s)

List the National Historic

Landmarks theme and subtheme

from The National Park Sewice's

Thematic Framexvork for each criteri-

on marked (See Appendix A). You
may enter more than one nationally

significant theme and subtheme but

they must be supported by the nar-

rative statement of significance. (See

discussion in Chapter 111.)

For a property nationally signifi-

cant under Criterion 1, 3, or 5, select

the theme and subtheme that relates

to the historic event, ideal, or role

for which the property is nationally

significant. If Criterion 2 is being

used, select the theme and sub-

theme in which the nationally sig-

nificant individual made the contri-

butions for which he or she is

known or for which the property is

illustrative. For a property national-

ly significant under Criterion 4, the

themes and subthemes will most

often be "Expressing Cultural

Values: architecture, landscape

architecture, and urban design" (for

architecture); "Expressing Cultural

Values: visual and performing arts"

(for art); and "Expanding Science

and Technology: technological

applications" (for engineering). If

Criterion 6 is being used, select the

theme and subtheme that best

describes the topic for which the site

is likely to yield information.

Do not confuse the NHL theme

with the historic function. Historic

function relates to the practical and

routine uses of a property. The

theme(s) relates to the property's

nationally significant contributions

to the broader patterns of American

history, archeology, architecture,

engineering, and culture.
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Areas of Significance

If the property has already been

listed in the National Register of

Historic Places, list those areas of

significance identified in the

National Register nomination in

addition to those which apply to the

national significance of the property

if not already covered in the

National Register nomination. If the

property has not been listed in the

National Register, select one or more

areas of history in which the proper-

ty is nationally significant. (See

Figure 10.) Choose only areas that

are supported by the narrative state-

ment. Do not confuse area of signifi-

cance with historic function which

relates to the practical and routine

uses of a property. Area of signifi-

cance relates to a property's nation-

ally significant contributions to the

broader patterns of American histo-

ry, archeology, architecture, engi-

neering, and culture.

Historic Context

List the theme study or historic

context or contexts within which the

national significance of the property

is being considered. This may be a

theme study or historic context that

has been or continues to be studied

under past themes or a theme from

the 1996 Thematic Framework. It

may also be an area of significance

or another historic context within

which the property is being evaluat-

ed for NHL designation.

The classification of resources is

important and fundamental to the

comparative analysis necessary in

making judgments of relative signif-

icance. It is also useful in determin-

ing where the property under con-

sideration for NHL designation

ranks when compared with other

properties in the same theme or

historical context. The NHL Survey

staff and staff in the regional and

support offices should be consulted

for information about defining the

theme or historic context and

whether the property fits within a

theme or historic context that has

previously been studied.

You may enter more than one

nationally significant theme or

historic context, but they must be

supported by the narrative state-

ment of significance.

Period of National Significance

The period of national signifi-

cance is the length of time when a

property was associated with

nationally significant events, activi-

ties, and persons, or attained the

national characteristics which quali-

fy it for designation as a National

Historic Landmark. Therefore, enter

the dates for one or more periods of

time when the property attained this

national significance. Some periods

of significance are as brief as one

day or year while others span many
years and consist of beginning and

closing dates.

Base the period of national signif-

icance on specific events directly

related to the national significance

of the property. For the site of a

nationally significant event, the

period of significance is the time

when the event occurred, while the

period of significance for properties

associated with nationally signifi-

cant historic trends is the span of

time when the property actively

contributed to the trend. For proper-

ties associated with nationally

significant persons, the period of

significance is the length of time of

that association. Architecturally sig-

nificant properties use the date of

construction and /or the dates of

any significant alterations and addi-

tions for the period of significance.

For precontact properties, the period

of significance is the broad span of

time about which the site or district

is likely to provide information. The

property must possess historic

integrity for all periods of national

significance listed.

Continued use or activity does

not necessarily justify continuing

the period of significance. The peri-

od of significance is based solely

upon the time when the property

made the nationally significant con-

tributions or achieved the national

character on which the significance

is based. Fifty years ago is used as

the closing date for periods of

significance where activities begun
historically continued to have

importance and no more specific

date greater than 50 years ago can

be defined to end the historic peri-

od. For some properties, such as

those relating to the Cold War or the

Civil Rights Movement, the period

of significance may be within the

last 50 years. However, if the closing

date of the period of national signif-

icance is less than 50 years ago then

you will have to apply Criteria

Exception 8 to the property.

Nationally Significant Dates

A nationally significant date is the

year when one or more major events

directly contributing to the national

significance of a historic property

occurred. Therefore, enter the year of

any events, associations, construction,

or alterations that add to its national

significemce and contribute to qualify-

ing the property for designation as a

National Historic Landmark. A prop-

erty may have several dates of signif-

icance; all of them, however, must fall

within the periods of significance. In

addition, the property must have his-

toric integrity for all the significant

dates entered.

The beginning and closing dates

of a period of significance are "sig-

nificant dates" only if they mark
specific events directly related to the

national significance of the property.

For properties using Criterion 4, the

date of construction is a significant

date but list the dates of alterations

only if they contribute to the nation-

al significance of the property. Some
properties may not have any specif-

ic dates of significance. In these

cases, enter "N/A."

Significant Person

Complete this item only if the

property is being considered under

Criterion 2. Enter the full name, last

name first, of the nationally signifi-

cant person with whom the proper-

ty is importantly associated. Do not

list the name of a family, fraternal

group, or other organization. Enter

the names of several individuals in
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NPS Form ltt«Q

PROPERTY NAME
Uniicd States Dcpanmeni of the Inier

USDl/NPS NRHP Rcgiairaiion Form (Rev 8 8 0MB No. 1024-0018

Page 5
t Places RegiM railon Form

8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

Nationally: X Statewide: Locally:

Applicable National

Register Criteria:

Criteria Considerations

(Exceptions):

NHL Criteria:

NHL Theme(s):

Areas of Significance:

Period(s) of Significance:

Significant Dates:

Significant Person(s):

Cultural Affiliation:

Architect/Builder:

A_ B_ C_ D_

A_ B_ C_ D_ E_ F_ G_

Above: National Historic

Landmark Nomination Form,

page 5, which includes section 8,

"Statement of Significance."

Below: National Historic

Landmark Nomination Form,

page 6, which includes the descrip-

tion of significance.

NPS Fomi IO900

PROPERTY NAME
United Sulca Dcpanmeni of [he Imcnor. National Paik ServKg

USDI/NPS NRHP Regittraiion Form (Rev 8^86) 0MB No. 1024.0018

Page 6
Nfllional RcRnler of Historic Places RenBUaugn Forai

State Significance of Property, and Justify Criteria, Criteria Considerations, and Areas and Periods of

Significance Noted Above.

one family or organization only if

each person is nationally significant

and made nationally significant con-

tributions for which the property is

being designated. List the name of the

property's architect or builder only if

the property's nationally significant

associatton is with the life of that indi-

vidual, such as the nationally signifi-

cant architect's home, studio, or office.

Cultural Affiliation

Complete this item only if the

property is being considered under

Criterion 6. Cultural affiliation is the

archeological or ethnographic cul-

ture to which a collection of artifacts

or resources belongs. It is generally

a term given to a specific cultural

group for which assemblages of

artifacts have been found at several

sites of the same age in the same

region.

For Native American cultures, list

the name commonly used to identi-

fy the cultural group (such as

Hopewell or Mississippian), or list

the period of time represented by

the archeological remains (such as

Paleo-lndian or Late Archaic).
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For non-Native American historic

cultures, list the ethnic background,

occupation, geographical location or

topography, or another term that is

commonly used to identify mem-
bers of the cultural group (such as

Appalachian, Black Freedman, or

Moravian).

For properties nationally signifi-

cant for criteria besides Criterion 6,

list important cultural affiliations

under areas of significance.

Architect/Builder

List the full name, last name first,

of the person(s) responsible for the

design or construction of the prop-

erty. This includes architects, artists,

builders, craftsmen, designers, engi-

neers, and landscape architects.

Enter the names of architectural and

engineering firms, only if the names
of specific persons responsible for

the design are unknown. If the

property's design is derived from

the stock plans of a company or

government agency, list the name of

the company or agency (such as the

U.S. Army or the Southern Pacific

Railroad). The names of the proper-

ty owners are listed only if they

were actually responsible for the

property's design and /or construc-

tion. If the architect or builder is not

known, enter "unknown."

Narrative Statement of

Significance

Explain how the property meets

the National Historic Landmarks

criteria by drawing on facts about

the history of the property and the

nationally historic trends that the

property reflects. (See Figure IL)

The goal of the statement is to make
the case for the property's national

historical significance and integrity.

The statement should explain in

narrative form the information

which justifies the NHL criteria, the

criteria exceptions, the NHL themes

and historic context, the significant

person(s), the period of significai"ice,

and the significant dates. This narra-

tive should explain why the nomi-

nated property stands out among its

peers. The statement should be con-

cise, factual, well-organized, and in

paragraph form. The information

contained in the statement should

be well-documented with proper

footnotes. (Use a standard scholarly

footnote style such as that found in

The Chicago Manual of Style pub-

lished by the University of Chicago

Press or in A Manual of Style by Kate

L. Turabian also published by the

University of Chicago Press.)

Include only information pertinent

to the property and its eligibility.

The statement should begin with

a summary statement of significance

which states simply and clearly the

reasons why the property meets the

NHL criteria. Provide brief facts that

explain the way in which the prop-

erty was important to the history of

the United States during the period

of significance and mention the

nationally significant themes and

historic contexts to which the

property relates.

Historic context is information

about historic trends and properties

grouped by an important theme in

the history of the nation during a

particular period of time. Because

historic contexts are organized by
theme, place, and time, they link

historic properties to important his-

toric trends. In this way, they pro-

vide a framework for determining

the significance of a property and its

eligibility for designation as a

National Historic Landmark. A
knowledge of historic contexts

allows applicants to understand a

historic property as a product of its

time and as an illustration of aspects

of heritage that may be unique,

representative, or pivotal.

Identify specific associations or

characteristics through which the

property has acquired national sig-

nificance, including historic events,

activities, persons, physical features,

artistic qualities, architectural styles,

and archeological evidence that rep-

resent the historic contexts within

which the property is important to

the nation's history. Specifically state

the ways the property meets the

qualifying NHL criterion and any

criteria exclusions.

Using the summary paragraph as

an outline, make the case for nation-

al significance in the subsequent

paragraphs. Begin by discussing the

chronology and historic develop-

ment of the property. Highlight and

focus on the events, activities, asso-

ciations, characteristics, and other

facts that relate the property to its

national historic contexts and are

the basis for its meeting the NHL
criteria.

For each NHL theme and historic

context discuss the facts and circum-

stances in the property's history that

led to its national significance. Make
clear the connection between each

theme, its corresponding criterion,

and the period of significance. This

discussion of the NHL themes and

historic context should explain the

role of the property in relationship to

broad nationally historic trends,

drawing on specific facts about the

property. The history of the commu-
nity where the property is located as

it directly relates to the property

should also be described in order to

orient the reader to the property's

surroundings and the kind of com-

munity or place where it functioned

in the past. Highlight any notable

events and patterns of development

in the community that affected the

property's national history, signifi-

cance, and integrity. Describe how
the property is unique, outstanding

or exceptionally representative of a

nationally significant historic context

when compared with other proper-

ties of the same or similar period,

characteristics, or associations.

The preparer should be selective

about the facts presented consider-

ing whether they directly support

the national significance of the prop-

erty. Narrating the entire history of

the property should be avoided.

Rather, the statement should focus

only on those events, activities, or

characteristics that make the proper-

ty nationally significant. Dates and

proper names of owners, architects

or buikiers, other people, and places

should be given. The preparer

should keep in mind the reader who
will have little or no knowledge of

the property and its historic context,
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or its location.

Values of state and local signifi-

cance may be nnentioned and

discussed, but need to be clearly

differentiated from those that con-

tribute to the NHL themes and peri-

od of significance for which the

NHL is being considered for desig-

nation. Resources that have national

significance may also have state and

locally significant values that may be

documented in the nomination but

these values also must be clearly dif-

ferentiated from those for which the

resource is being nominated for

NHL designation.

DATA CATEGORIES FOR AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE

CATEGORY: AGRICULTURE

Definition

The process and technology of cultivating soil, producing crops, and raising livestock and

plants.

CATEGORY: ARCHITECTURE

CATEGORY: ARCHEOLOGY

Subcategory

Prehistoric

Histohc-Aboriginal

Historic-Non-Aboriginal

CATEGORY: ART

CATEGORY: COMMERCE

CATEGORY: COMMUNICATIONS

Definition

The practical art of designing and constructing buildings and structures serve human
needs.

Definition

The study of prehistoric and historic cultures through excavation and the analysis

of physical remains.

Archeologlcal study of aboriginal cultures before the advent of written records.

Archeological study of aboriginal cultures after the advent of written records.

Archeological study of non-aboriginal cultures after the advent of written records.

Definition

The creation of painting, printmaking, photography, sculpture, and decorative arts.

Definition

The business of trading goods, services, and commodities.

Definition

The technology and process of transmitting information.

CATEGORY: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Definition

CATEGORY: CONSERVATION

The design or development of the physical structure communities.

Definition

The preservation, maintenance, and management of natural or manmade resources.
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CATEGORY: ECONOMICS

Definition

The study of the production, distribution, and consumption of wealth; the management of

monetary and other assets.

CATEGORY: EDUCATION

Definition

The process of conveying or acquiring knowledge or skills through systematic instruction,

training, or study.

CATEGORY: ENGINEERING

Definition

The practical application of scientific principles to design, construct, and operate

equipment, machinery, and structures to serve human needs.

CATEGORY: ENTERTAINMENT/RECREATION

Definition

The development and practice of leisure activities for refreshment, diversion,

amusement, or sport.

CATEGORY: ETHNIC HERITAGE

Subcategory Definition

The history of persons having a common ethnic or racial identity.

Asian The history of persons having origins in the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian

subcontinent.

Black The history of persons having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.

European The history of persons having origins in Europe.

Hispanic The history of persons having origins in the Spanish-speaking areas of the Caribbean,

Mexico, Central America, and South America.

Native American The history of persons having origins n any of the original peoples of North America,

including American Indian and American Eskimo cultural groups.

Pacific Islander The history of persons having origins in the Pacific Islands, including Polynesia,

Micronesia, and Melanesia.

Other The history of persons having origins in other parts of the world, such as the Middle East

or North Africa.

CATEGORY: EXPLORATION/SETTLEMENT

Definition

The investigation of unknown or little known regions; establishment and earliest develop

ment of new settlements or communities.

CATEGORY: HEALTH/MEDICINE

Definition

The care of the sick, disabled, and handicapped; the promotion of health and hygiene.

CATEGORY: INDUSTRY

Definition

The technology and process of managing materials, labor, and equipment to produce

goods and services.
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CATEGORY: INVENTION

Definition

CATEGORY: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

The art of originating by experiment or ingenuity an object, system, or concept of practical

value.

Definition

The practical art of designing or arranging the land for human use and enjoyment.

CATEGORY: LAW

Definition

CATEGORY: LITERATURE

The interpretation and enforcement of society's legal code.

Definition

CATEGORY: MARITIME HISTORY

The creation of prose and poetry.

Definition

The history of the exploration, fishing, navigation, and use of inland, coastal, and deep
sea waters.

CATEGORY: MILITARY

Definition

CATEGORY: PERFORMING ARTS

The system of defending the territory and sovereignty of a people.

Definition

The creation of drama, dance, and music.

CATEGORY: PHILOSOPHY

The theoretical study of thought, knowledge, and the nature of the universe.

CATEGORY: POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

CATEGORY: RELIGION

The enactment and administration of laws by which a nation. State, or other political juris

diction is governed; activities related to political process.

Definition

CATEGORY: SCIENCE

The organized system of beliefs, practices, and traditions regarding mankind's relationship

to perceived supernatural forces.

Definition

The systematic study of natural law and phenomena.
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CATEGORY: SOCIAL HISTORY

CATEGORY: TRANSPORTATION

CATEGORY: OTHER

Definition

The history of efforts to promote the welfare of society; the history of society and the life

ways of its social groups.

Definition

The process and technology of conveying passengers or materials.

Definition

Any area not covered by the above categories.

Figure 11.

GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING AND STATING SIGNIFICANCE

The following questions should be considered when evaluating

the significance of a property and developing the statement of

significance. Incorporate in the narrative the answers to the

questions directly pertaining to the property's historic significance

and integrity.

ALL PROPERTIES

A. What events took place on the significant dates indicated on

the form, and in what ways are they important to the property?

B. In what ways does the property physically reflect its period of

significance, and in what ways does it reflect changes after the

period of significance?

C. What is the period of significance based on? Be specific and

refer to existing resources or feature within the property of

important evants in the property's history.

BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES AND OBJECTS

A. If the property is significant for its association with historic

events, what are the historically significant events or patterns

of activity associated with the property? Does the existing

building, object, or structure reflect in a tangible way the

important historical associations? How have alterations or

additions contributed to or detracted from the resource's ability

to convey the feeling and association of the significant historic

period?

B. If the property is significant because of its association with an

individual, how long and when was the individual associated

with the property and during what period in his or her life?

What were the individual's sigrrificant contributions during the

period of association? Are there other resources in the vicinity

also having strong associations with the individual? If so, com-
pare their significance and associations to that of the property

being documented.

C. If the property is significant for architectural, landscape, aes-

thetic, or other physical qualities, what are those qualities and

why are they significant? Does the property retain enough of

its significant design to convey these qualities? If not, how
have additions or alterations contributed to or detracted from

the significance of the resource?

D. Does the property have possible archeological significance

and to what extent has this significance been considered?

E. Does the property possess attributes that could be studied to

extract important information? For example: does it contain

tools, equipment, furniture, refuse, or other materials that

could provide information about the social organization of its

occupants, their relations with other persons and groups, or

their daily lives? Has the resource been rebuilt or added to in

ways that reveal changing concepts of style or beauty?

F. If the property is no longer at its original location, why did the

move occur? How does the new location affect the historical

and architectural integrity of the property?

HISTORIC SITES

A. How does the property relate to the significant event, occupa-

tion, or activity that took place there?

B. How have alterations such as the destruction of original build-

ings, changes in land use, and changes in foliage or topogra-

phy affected the integrity of the site and its ability to convey its

significant associations? For example, if the forested site of a

treaty signing is now a park in a suburban development, the

site may have lost much of its historic integrity and may not be

eligible for the National Register.

C. In what ways does the event that occurred here reflect the

broad patterns of American history and why is it significant?
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ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

A. What is the cultural context in which the property is considered

significant? How does the site relate to what is currently known

of the region's prehistory or history and similar known sites?

B. What kinds of information can the known data categories

yield? What additional kinds of information are expected to be

present on the basis of knowledge of similar sites? What simi-

larities permit comparison with other known sites?

C. What is the property's potential for research? What research

questions may be addressed at the site? How do these

questions relate to the current understanding of the region's

archeology? How does the property contribute or have the

potential for contributing important information regarding

human ecology, cultural history, or cultural process? What evi-

dence, including scholarly investigations, supports the

evaluation of significance?

D. How does the integrity of the property affect its significance

and potential to yield important information?

E. If the site has been totally excavated, how has the information

yielded contributed to the knowledge of American cultures or

archeological techniques to the extent that the site is signifi-

cant for the investigation that occurred there?

F. Does the property possess resources, such as buildings or

structures, that in their own right are architecturally or histori-

cally significant? If so, how are they significant?

ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC DISTRICTS

A. What are the physical features and characteristics that distin-

guish the district, including architectural styles, building materi-

als, building types, street patterns, topography, functions and

land uses, and spatial organization?

B. What are the origins and key events in the historical develop-

ment of the district? Are any architects, builders, designers, or

planners important to the district's development?

C. Does the district convey a sense of historic and architectural

cohesiveness through its design, setting, materials, workman-

ship, or association?

D. How do the architectural styles or elements within the district

contribute to the feeling of time and place? What period or

periods of significance are reflected by the district?

E. How have significant individuals or events contributed to the

development of the district?

F. How has the district affected the historical development of the

community, region, or State? How does the district reflect the

history of the community, region, or State?

G. How have intrusions and noncontributing structures and build-

ings affected the district's ability to convey a sense of signifi-

cance?

H. What are the qualities that distinguish the district from its sur-

roundings?

I. How does the district compare to other similar areas in the

locality, region, or State?

J. If there are any preservation or restoration activities in the

district, how do they affect the significance of the district?

K. Does the district contain any resources outside the period of

significance that are contributing? If so, identify them and

explain their importance.

L. If the district has industrial significance, how do the industrial

functions or processes represented relate to the broader

industrial or technological development of the locality, region,

State or nation? How important were the entrepreneurs,

engineers, designers, and planners who contributed to the

development of the district? How do the remaining buildings,

structures, sites, and objects within the district reflect Industrial

production or process?

M. If the district is rural, how are the natural and manmade ele-

ments of the district linked historically or architecturally, func-

tionally, or by common ethnic or social background? How does

the open space constitute or unite significant features of the

district?

N. Does the district have any resources of possible archeological

significance? If so, how are they likely to yield important infor-

mation? How do they relate to the prehistory or history of the

district?

ARCHEOLOGICAL DISTRICTS

A. What is the cultural context in which the district has been

evaluated, including its relationship to what is currently known

about the area's prehistory and history and the characteristics

giving the district cohesion for study?

B. How do the resources making up the district as a group

contribute to the significance of the district?

C. How do the resources making up the district

individually or in the representative groupings identified in

section 7 contribute to the significance of the district?

D. What is the district's potential for research? What research

questions may be addressed at the district? How do these

questions relate to the current understanding of the region's

archeology? How does the property contribute or have the

potential for contributing important information regarding

human ecology, cultural history, or cultural process? What evi-

dence, including scholarly investigations, supports the evalua-

tion of significance? Given the existence of material remains

with research potential, what is the context that establishes the

importance of the recoverable data, taking into account the

current state of knowledge in specified topical areas?

E. How does the integrity of the district affect its significance and

potential to yield important information?

F. Does the district possess resources, such as buildings or

structures, that in their own right are architecturally or histori-

cally significant? If so, how are they significant?
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NHL FORM SECTION 9.

"MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC
REFERENCES"

Bibliography

Enter the primary and secondary

sources used in documenting and

evaluating the national significance

of the property. These include

books, journal or magazine articles,

newspaper articles, interviews,

planning documents, historic

resource studies or survey reports,

prepared NHL Theme Studies, cen-

sus data, correspondence, deeds,

wills, business records, diaries, and

other sources.

Use a standard bibliographical

style such as that found in The

Chicago Manual of Style published

by the University of Chicago Press

or in A Manual of Style by Kate L.

Turabian also published by the

University of Chicago Press. For all

printed materials list the author, full

title, location and date of publica-

tion and publisher. For articles, also

list the name, volume, and date of

the journal or magazine. Indicate

where copies are available of

unpublished manuscripts. For a

phone interview or personal corre-

spondence, state the date of the

interview or correspondence, name
of the interviewer or recipient of

the correspondence, name and title

of person interviewed or originat-

ing the correspondence, and the

location of the correspondence or

tape of the interview. Any estab-

lished nationally historic themes or

contexts that have been used to

evaluate the property should also be

cited.

Previous Documentation on File

(NFS)

Mark an "x" in the appropriate

box for any other previous NPS
action involving the property being

nominated. This will most often

include previous listing or determi-

nation of eligibility for listing in the

National Register. If the property

has been recorded by the Historic

NPS Form 10-900

PROPERTY NAME
Uniled Stales Depanmcm of Ihc Inlcf

USDl/NPS NRHP Regis n Form (Rev 8-86)

. National Park Serv r of Historic Places Regi

0MB No 1024-0018

Page?

9. MA.IOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

Previous documentation on file (NPS):

Preliminary Determination of Individual Listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested.

Previously Listed in the National Register.

Previously Determined Eligible by the National Register.

Designated a National Historic Landmark.

Recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey: #

Recorded by Historic American Engineering Record: #

Primary Location of Additional Data:

State Historic Preservation Office

Other State Agency

Federal Agency

Local Government

University

Other (Specify Repository):

10. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Acreage of Property

:

UTM References: Zone Easting Northing

Verbal Boundary Description:

Boundary Justification:

National Historic Landmark Nomination Form, page 7, ivhich includes

sections 9 and 10.

American Buildings Survey (HABS)
or the Historic American Engineer-

ing Record (HAER), enter the

survey number.

Primary Location of Additional

Data

Mark an "x" in the box to indicate

where most of the additional docu-

mentation about the property is

stored. List the specific name of any

repository other than the State

Historic Preservation Office.

NHL FORM SECTION 10.

"GEOGRAPHICAL DATA"

This section defines the location

and extent of the property being

nominated. It also explains why the

boundaries were selected.

For discontiguous districts, the

preparer must provide a set of the

following geographical data

—

acreage, UTMs, boundary descrip-

tion and boundary justification—for

each separate area of land.
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Acreage of Property

Enter the number of acres com-

prising the property in the blank.

(All discontiguous parcels should be

added together.) Acreage should be

accurate to the nearest whole acre. If

known, record fractions of acres to

the nearest tenth. If the property is

substantially smaller than one acre,

"less than one acre" may be used.

UTM References

Enter one or more complete

unabbreviated Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) grid references to

identify the exact location of the

property. (All discontiguous seg-

ments should have their own indi-

vidual UTM references.) For proper-

ties of less than 10 acres, enter the

UTM reference for the point

corresponding to the center of the

property as located on an accompa-

nying United States Geological

Survey (USGS) map.

For properties of 10 or more acres,

enter three or more UTM references.

These references should correspond

to the vertices of a polygon drawn
on an accompanying USGS map.

The polygon must encompass the

entire boundary of the property. If

the UTM references define the

boundaries of the property, the poly-

gon must correspond exactly with

the property's boundaries. Label the

vertices of the polygon alphabetical-

ly, beginning at the northwest comer

and moving clockwise. Once the

UTM reference has been determined

for the point corresponding to each

vertex, enter those references alpha-

betically on the form.

If the property is linear of 10 or

more acres, such as a railroad, canal,

highway, or trail, enter three or

more UTM references which corre-

spond to points along a line drawn
on the accompanying USGS map
indicating the course of the proper-

ty. The points should be marked and

labeled alphabetically along the line

and should correspond to the begin-

ning, each major shift in direction of

the line, and the end. Once the UTM
reference has been determined for

each point, enter the references

alphabetically on the form.

Verbal Boundary Description

Describe accurately and precisely

the boundaries of the property. (See

Figure 13.) (Each discontiguous seg-

ment should have its own verbal

boundary description.) The preparer

Figure 12.

GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING BOUNDARIES

ALL PROPERTIES

• Carefully select boundaries to encompass, but not to exceed,

the full extent of the significant resources and land area mak-

ing up the property.

• The area to be registered should be large enough to include

all histohc features of the property, but should not Include

"buffer zones" or acreage not directly conthbuting to the signif-

icance of the property.

• Leave out peripheral areas of the property that no longer retain

integrity, due to subdivision, development, or other changes.

• "Donut holes" are not allowed. No area or resources within a

set of boundaries may be excluded from listing in the National

Register Identify nonhistone resources within the boundaries

as noncontributing.

• Use the following features to mark the boundaries:

1

.

Legally recorded boundary lines.

2. Natural topographic features, such as ridges, valleys,

rivers, and forests.

3. Manmade features, such as stone walls; hedgerows;

the curblines of highways, streets, and roads; areas of

new construction.

4. For large properties, topographic features, contour

lines, and section lines marked on USGS maps.

BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES AND OBJECTS

• Select boundaries that encompass the entire resource, with

historic and contemporary additions. Include any surrounding

land historically associated with the resource that retains its

historic integrity and contributes to the property's historic sig-

nificance.

For objects, such as sculpture, and structures, such as ships,

boats, and railroad cars and locomotives, the boundaries may
be the land or water occupied by the resource without any sur-

roundings.

• For urban and suburban properties that retain their historic

boundaries and integrity, use the legally recorded parcel num-

ber or lot lines.

• Boundaries for rural properties may be based on:

1. A small parcel drawn to immediately encompass the

significant resources, including outbuildings and associ-

ated setting, or

2. Acreage, including fields, forests, and open range, that

was associated with the property historically and con-

veys the property's historic setting. (This area must

have historic integrity and contribute to the property's

historic significance.)

HISTORIC SITES

For historic sites, select boundaries that encompass the area

where the historic events took place. Include only portions of

the site retaining historic integrity and documented to have

been directly associated with the event.

HISTORIC AND ARCHITECTURAL DISTRICTS

• Select boundaries to encompass the single area of land

containing the significant concentration of buildings, sites.
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significance and historic integrity should help determine the

boundaries. Consider the following factors:

1. Visual barriers that mark a change in the historic char-

acter of the area or that break the continuity of the dis-

trict, such as new construction, highways, or develop-

ment of a different character.

2. Visual changes in the character of the area due to dif-

ferent architectural styles, types or periods, or to a

decline in the concentration of contributing resources.

3. Boundaries at a specific time in history, such as the

original city limits or the legally recorded boundaries of

a housing subdivision, estate, or ranch.

4. Clearly differentiated patterns of historical development,

such as commercial versus residential or industrial.

• A historic district may contain discontiguous elements only

under the following circumstances:

1. When visual continuity is not a factor of historic signifi-

cance, when resources are geographically separate,

and when the intervening space lacks significance: for

example, a cemetery located outside a rural village.

2. When manmade resources are interconnected by natur-

al features that are excluded from the National Register

listing: for example, a canal system that incorporates

natural waterways.

3. When a portion of a district has been separated by

intervening development or highway construction and

when the separated portion has sufficient significance

and integrity to meet the National Register criteria.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES AND DISTRICTS

• The selection of boundaries for archeological sites and districts

depends primarily on the scale and horizontal extent of the

significant features. A regional pattern or assemblage of

remains, a location of repeated habitation, a location or a sin-

gle habitation, or some other distribution of archeological evi-

dence, all imply different spatial scales. Although it is not

always possible to determine the boundaries of a site conclu-

sively, a knowledge of local cultural history and related fea-

tures such as site type can help predict the extent of a site.

Consider the property's setting and physical characteristics

along with the results of archeological survey to determine the

most suitable approach.

• Obtain evidence through one or several of the following tech-

niques:

1. Subsurface testing, including test excavations, core and

auger borings, and observation of cut banks.

2. Surface observation of site features and materials that

have been uncovered by plowing or other disturbance

or that have remained on the surface since deposition.

3. Observation of topographic or other natural features

that may or may not have been present during the peri-

od of significance.

4. Observation of land alterations subsequent to site for-

mation that may have affected the integrity of the site.

5. Study of historical or ethnographic documents, such as

maps and journals.

• If the techniques listed above cannot be applied, set the

boundaries by conservatively estimating the extent and loca-

tion of the significant features. Thoroughly explain the basis for

selecting the boundaries in the boundary justification.

If a portion of a known site cannot be tested because access

to the property has been denied by the owner, the boundaries

may be drawn along the legal property lines of the portion that

is accessible, provided that portion by itself has sufficient sig-

nificance to meet the National Register criteria and the full

extent of the site is unknown.

• Archeological districts may contain discontiguous elements

under the following circumstances:

1

.

When one or several outlying sites has a direct relation-

ship to the significance of the main portion of the dis-

trict, through common cultural affiliation or as related

elements of a pattern of land use, and

2. When the intervening space does not have known sig-

nificant resources.

(Geographically separate sites not forming a discontiguous

district may be nominated together as individual properties within

a multiple property submission.)

may use a legal parcel number; a

block and lot number; a sequence of

metes and bounds; the dimensions

of a parcel of land fixed upon a

given point such as the intersection

of two streets, a natural feature, or a

manmade structure; or a narrative

using street names, property lines,

geographical features, and other

lines of convenience. A map drawn
to a scale of at least 1" = 200 feet

may be used in place of a verbal

boundary description. When using a

map, note on the nomination form

under this heading that the bound-

aries are indicated on the accompa-

nying base map and give the title of

the map. The map must clearly indi-

cate the boundaries of the property

in relationship to standing struc-

tures or natural or manmade fea-

tures such as rivers, highways, or

shorelines. The map must show the

scale and a north arrow.

Boundary Justification

Provide a brief and concise expla-

nation of the reasons for selecting

the boundaries. (For discontiguous

districts, explain how the property

meets the conditions for a

discontiguous district as well as

how the boundaries were selected

for each area.) The reasons should

be based on the property's historical

associations or attributes and high

integrity. Carefully select the bound-

aries to encompass, but not to

exceed, the full extent of the nation-

ally significant resources and land

area making up the property. The

area should be large enough to

include all historic features of the

property, but should not include

"buffer zones" or acreage not direct-

ly contributing to the national sig-

nificance of the property. Leave out
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Figure 13.

GUIDELINES FOR VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

A map drawn to a scale of at least 1" = 200 feet may be used

in place of a verbal description. When using a map, note

under the heading "verbal boundary description" that the

boundaries are indicated on the accompanying base map. The
map must clearly indicate the boundaries of the property in

relationship to standing structures or natural or manmade fea-

tures such as rivers, highways, or shorelines. Plat, local plan-

ning, or tax maps may be used. Maps must include the scale

and a north arrow.

The boundary of Livermore Plantation is shown as the

dotted line on the accompanying map entitled "Survey

Livermore Plantation, 1958."

For large properties whose boundaries correspond to a poly-

gon, section lines, or contour lines on the USGS map, the

boundaries marked on the USGS map may be used in place

of a verbal boundary description. In this case, simply note

under the heading "verbal boundary description" that the

boundary line is indicated on the USGS map. If USGS quad-

rangle maps are not available, provide a map of similar scale

and a careful and accurate description including street names,

property lines, or geographical features that delineate the

perimeter of the boundary.

The boundary of the nominated property is delineated

by the polygon whose vertices are marked by the fol-

lowing UTM reference points: A 18 313500 4136270, B
18 312770 4135940, C 18 313040 4136490.

To describe only a portion of a city lot, use fractions, dimen-

sions, or other means.

The south _ of Lot 36

The eastern 20 feet of Lot 57

If none of the options listed above are feasible, describe the

boundaries in a narrative using street names, property lines,

geographical features, and other lines of convenience. Begin by

defining a fixed reference point and proceed by describing the

perimeter in an orderly sequence, incorporating both dimensions

and direction. Draw boundaries that correspond to rights-of-way

to one side or the other but not along the centerline.

Beginning at a point on the east bank of the Lazy River

and 60' south of the center of Maple Avenue, proceed

east 150' along the rear property lines of 212-216

Maple Avenue to the west curbline of Main Street. Then
proceed north 150' along the west curbline of Main

Street, turning west for 50' along the rear property line

of 217 Maple Avenue. Then proceed north 50' to the

rear property line of 215 Maple Avenue, turning west for

100' to the east bank of the Lazy River Then proceed

south along the riverbank to the point of origin.

For rural properties where it is difficult to establish fixed refer-

ence points such as highways, roads, legal parcels of land, or

tax parcels, refer to the section grid appearing on the USGS
map if it corresponds to the actual boundaries.

NW 1/4. SE 1/4, NE 1/4, SW 1/4, Section 28, Township

35, Range 17

For rural properties less than one acre, the description may be

based on the dimensions of the property fixed upon a single

point of reference.

The property is a rectangular parcel measuring 50 x

100 feet, whose northwest corner is 15 feet directly

northwest of the northwest corner of the foundation of

the barn and whose southeast corner is 15 feet directly

southeast of the southeast corner of the foundation of

the farmhouse.

For objects and structures, such as sculpture, ships and

boats, railroad locomotives or rolling stock, and aircraft, the

description may refer to the extent or dimensions of the prop-

erty and give its location.

The ship at permanent berth at Pier 56.

The statue whose boundaries form a circle with a radius

of 17.5 feet centered on the statue located in Oak Hill

Park.

peripheral areas of the property that

no longer retain integrity. Also,

"donut holes" are not allowed. No
area or resources within a set of

boundaries may be excluded from

the NHL designation. Identify non-

historic resources within the bound-

aries as noncontributing. Properties

of state or local significance may be

incorporated into an NHL bound-

ary, and listed as noncontributing

for the NHL designation, only when
they are located between compo-
nents of the nationally significant

resource and their exclusion would

require an inappropriate use of a

discontiguous landmark boundary.

The nature of the property, the

irregularity of the boundaries, and

the methods used to determine the

boundaries will determine the com-

plexity and length of the boundary

justification. A paragraph or more

may be needed where boundaries

are very irregular, where large

portions of historic acreage have

been lost, or where a district's

boundaries are ragged because of

new construction. Properties with

substantial acreage will require more

explanation than those confined to

small lots. Boundaries for archeolog-

ical properties often call for longer

justifications as they will refer to the

kinds of methodology employed, the

distribution of known sites, the relia-

bility of survey-based predictions,

and the amount of unsurveyed

acreage.
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11. FORM PREPARED BY

Name/Title:
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Telephone:

Date:

Edited by:
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1849 est., N.W.
Room NC-400
Washington, DC 20240

Telephone: (202)343-
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Date

National Historic Landmark Nomination Form, page 8, which includes

section 11.

NHL FORM SECTION 11.

"FORM PREPARED BY"

This section identifies the person

who prepared the form and his/her

affiliation. This person is responsible

for the information contained in the

form and may be contacted if a

question arises about the form or if

additional information is needed.

ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTATION

United States Geological Survey

(USGS) Map. An original USGS
map(s) must accompany every

nomination. Use a 7.5 or 15 minute

series USGS map. Do not submit

fragments or copies of USGS maps
because they cannot be checked for

UTM references. On the map, in

pencil only, locate either the single

UTM reference point (for properties

of less than 10 acres), the polygon

and its vertices encompassing the

boundaries (for properties of 10 or

more acres), or the line and refer-

ence points indicating the course of

the property (for linear properties).

Also, identify the name of the prop-

erty, the location of the property,

and the UTM references entered in

Section 10.

Sketch Map. Submit at least one

detailed map or sketch map for dis-

tricts and for properties containing a

substantial number of sites, struc-

tures, or buildings. Plat books,

insurance maps, bird's-eye views,

district highway maps, and hand-

drawn maps may be used. Sketch

maps need not be drawn to a pre-

cise scale, unless they are also used

in place of a verbal boundary

description.

The original maps should be fold-

ed to fit into a folder approximately

8 1/2 by 11 inches. If the original

map(s) is larger than 8 1/2 by 11

inches, a copy must also be submit-

ted that has been reduced to such

size. This copy will be used for the

photocopy reproduction of the map
to accompany the nomination when
it is sent out for comment and for

review by the parties of notification

and the various NPS review bodies.

The information on the maps should

be indicated by coding, crosshatch-

ing, numbering, or other graphic

techniques. Do not use color

because it is expensive to reproduce

by photocopying.

The maps should display:

• the boundaries of the property,

carefully delineated;

• the names of streets or highway
numbers, including those bor-

dering the property;

• a north arrow and approximate

scale, if done to scale;

• names or numbers of parcels

that correspond to the

description of the resources in

Section 7;

• contributing buildings, sites,

structures, and objects, keyed

to Section 7;
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• noncontributing buildings,

sites, structures, and objects

keyed to Section 7; and

• other natural features or land

uses covering substantial

acreage or having historical

significance such as forests,

fields, rivers, lakes, etc.

Maps for archeological sites and

districts should also include the

location and extent of disturbances,

including previous excavations; the

location of specific significant fea-

tures and artifact loci; and the distri-

bution of sites if it is an archeologi-

cal district.

If the resource is a single build-

ing, or a building or buildings are

major contributing resources, floor

plans of the major levels of the

building may also be required.

These need not be done to scale or

by a professional architect; hand-

drawn floor plans are acceptable.

Floor plans not only assist in mak-

ing sense of the Section 7 descrip-

tion of the building, but also aid in

determining integrity. Therefore, the

floor plans should show clearly any

structural changes such as new or

sealed door or window openings,

and additions or removals such as

porches, fireplaces, stairs, or interior

partition walls.

Photographs. Each nomination

must be accompanied by clear and

descriptive black and white pho-

tographs. The photographs should

give an honest visual representation

of the historic integrity and signifi-

cant features of the property. They

should illustrate the qualities

discussed in the descriptive section

and the statement of significance.

Submit as many photographs as

needed to depict the current condi-

tion and significant aspects of the

property. Include representative

views of both contributing and non-

contributing resources. Prints of his-

toric photographs may be particular-

ly useful in illustrating the historic

integrity of properties that have

undergone alterations or changes.

For buildings, structures or

objects submit views that show the

principal facades and the environ-

ment or setting in which the proper-

ty is located. Include views of major

interior spaces, outbuildings, or

landscaping features such as gar-

dens. Additions, alterations, and

intrusions should appear in the

photographs.

Line Drawing: West Baden Springs Hotel, West Baden Springs, Indiana

Built in 1901-1902 and the focus of a spa town, the 708-roont, brick and concrete, six-story, sixteen-sided structure

surrounds a vast circular atrium called the "Pompcian Court." The court is coiwred xvith a steel and glass dome that

was the world's largest when it xvas built. Tliis Historic American Buildings Surveif line drawing shows the structural

achievement of the building.
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Historic photograph (top): Hercules

tug, San Francisco, California

Located today at the San

Francisco Maritime National

Historical Park, this last remain-

ing, largely unaltered, early-20th

century, ocean-going steam tugboat

served on the West Coast towing

logs, sailing vessels, and disabled

ships until 1962. This historic pho-

tograph shows Hercules at John H.

Dialogue's shipyard in Camden,

New Jersey in January, 1908, prior

to its maiden voyage that same

year through the Straits of

Magellan to San Francisco.

Aerial photograph (left): Fort

Mifflin, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

An aerial viezv of the fort begun

in 1772 by the British and captured

during the Revolutioti by American

forces. Evacuated and burned dur-

ing the British occupation of

Philadelphia, Fort Mifflin, on Mud
Island in the Delaxvare River, ivas

rebuilt during John Adam's admin-

istration, manned in the War of

1812, and eventually sensed as a

Confederate prison during the Civil

War. Aerial views can show site

plans and resource relationships.
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For districts submit photographs

representing the major building

types and styles, any pivotal build-

ings and /or structures, representa-

tive noncontributing resources, and

any important topographical or spa-

tial elements which define the

character of the district. Street-

scapes, landscapes, or aerial views

are recommended. If the

streetscapes and other views clearly

illustrate the significant historical

and architectural qualities of the dis-

trict, individual views of buildings

are not necessary.

For sites submit photographs that

depict the condition of the site and

any above-ground or surface fea-

tures and disturbances. At least one

photograph should show the physi-

cal environment and configuration

of the land making up the site. For

archeological sites, include draw-

ings or photographs that illustrate

artifacts that have been recovered

from the site.

Photographs must be unmounted.

(Do not affix the photographs to

forms by staples, clips, glue or any

other material.) They must be high in

quality, especially for reproductive

purposes. Photos of 8 x 10 inches are

strongly preferred and photos small-

er than 4x6 inches are not accept-

able. The photographs should be

labeled in pencil (preferably with soft

lead) on the back side of the photo-

graph. The information should

include 1) the name of the property,

or for districts, the name of the dis-

trict followed by the name of the

building or street address; 2) the city

(or county) and state where the prop-

erty is located; 3) a description of the

view; 4) the name of the photograph-

er; 5) the date of the photograph; and

6) the number of the photograph.

An alternative form of labeling is

to use a separate sheet. Label the

photographs by name of property,

location and photograph number.

List the remaining items above on a

separate sheet, identifying the num-
ber of each photograph and each

item. If there is information com-

mon to all of the photographs, such

as the photographer's name or the

date of the photographs, that may

be listed once on the separate sheet

with a statement that it applies to all

photographs.

For a large or complicated prop-

erty, the photographs may be keyed

to a site map or floor plan to aid in

identifying and orienting the photo-

graphic views. The map used to

locate the photographs may be an

exact copy of the site map or floor

plan that is provided as outlined

above, but this photographic locator

map should be a separate docu-

ment. This separate map require-

ment is to aid the NHL Survey in its

preparation of the nomination for

duplication for distribution to the

NPS review bodies and the various

parties who are provided notifica-

tion of a pending nomination.

All photographs submitted to the

NPS with a NHL nomination

become a part of the public record

and the photographer grants per-

mission to the NPS to use the photo-

graph for duplication, display, dis-

tribution, publicity, audio-visual

presentations, and all forms of pub-

lication which may include publica-

tion on the Internet.

Slides. All NHL nominations must

also be accompanied by color slides.

These are to be used in the presenta-

tion of the property to the National

Park System Advisory Board and will

be retained by the NHL Survey to be

used for publications, publicity, talks,

and other audio-visual purposes.

There should be at least 6 to 12 slides

and they should show the same types

of representative views as the black

and white photographs including

exterior and interior shots. There

should be a list of the slides by num-

ber and a description of the view. The

slides themselves should have the

name of the property, location, date

of the slide, and slide number written

on the edge of the slide with perma-

nent marker.

Slides submitted to the NPS with

a NHL nomination become a part of

the public record and the photogra-

pher grants permission to the NPS
to use the slides for duplication, dis-

play, distribution, publicity, audio-

visual presentations, and all forms

of publication which may include

publication on the Internet.

PROPERTY OWNERS
AND OTHER PARTIES
OF NOTICE

The NPS will also need the

names and addresses of all property

owners within the proposed NHL
boundary. The list of owners shall

be obtained from official land or tax

records, whichever is most appro-

priate, within 90 days of the begin-

ning of the notification period. (The

notification period begins no less

than 60 days prior to the Advisory

Board meeting at which the proper-

ty will be considered.) If in any state

the land or tax record is not the

appropriate list an alternative source

of owners may be used. The name,

title, and address of the highest

elected local official of the jurisdic-

tion in which the property is locat-

ed, such as a mayor or the chairman

of the board of county commission-

ers, must also be provided. This

information is used to notify these

parties of the proposed considera-

tion for designation of the property

as an NHL.
If the property has more than 50

property owners, indi\ddual names

are not needed. The preparer will

provide the NHL Survey with the

name(s) of one or more local news-

papers of general circulation in the

area in which the potential NHL is

located. The NHL Survey will then

provide a general notice of the

potential designation through a

published advertisement in the legal

notice section of the named newspa-

per(s). It would also be of help if the

preparer would arrange for a public

location (usually a library, historical

society, or courthouse) where copies

of the nomination could be placed

for public review. This information

would then be gi\'en in the general

newspaper notification.



VI. NHL NOMINATIONS FROM EXISTING

NATIONAL REGISTER DOCUMENTATION

The process for listing a property

in the National Register is different

from that for NHL designation with

different criteria and procedures

used. Through the National Register

nomination process described in 36

CFR Part 60, a property documented

as having national importance can

be listed in the National Register.

After the property has been listed,

the National Register staff may rec-

ommend it to the NHL Survey for

consideration as an NHL. Some
properties are recommended as

nationally significant when they are

nominated to the National Register.

Some National Register properties

are identified as nationally signifi-

cant for the first time during an

NHL theme study.

National Register documentation

does not require a justification of

national significance, a comparative

national context, or high integrity.

Therefore, to become a National

Historic Landmark, whether recom-

mended as potentially nationally

significant by the National Register

staff or by the State Historic

Preservation Offices, a property will

need to be evaluated by the NHL
Survey, reviewed by the National

Park System Advisory Board and
recommended to the Secretary of the

Interior as part of the regular NHL
designation process.

If a property is already listed in

the National Register, the documen-
tation may be upgraded by provid-

ing any additional information that

is necessary to justify national sig-

nificance and to consider the proper-

ty for NHL designation. In many
cases, it may be necessary to prepare

a new NHL nomination form unless

the National Register documenta-

tion is thorough and well done. If

the National Register nomination is

adequate, the additional documenta-

tion for national significance may be

submitted on continuation sheets.

All continuation sheets document-

ing national significance, as well as

the original National Register docu-

mentation, will become part of the

official NHL file if the property is

designated as a National Historic

Landmark. Preparers should ask the

NHL Survey to review the National

Register nomination for a listed

property and provide a recommen-

dation concerning whether it would
be necessary to complete a new
NHL nomination or whether sub-

mitting additional documentation

on continuation sheets is the most

appropriate.

If the preparer is submitting addi-

tional documentation on continuation

sheets, the following sections should

be provided where appropriate.

NHL FORM SECTION 2.

"LOCATION"

If the resource(s) having national

significance is different from the

resources having state or local

importance, provide two sets of

information for the location.

NHL FORM SECTION 7.

"DESCRIPTION"

Identify the resources contribut-

ing to national significance. This

may be done by listing on a separate

continuation sheet the names of the

resources contributing to the nation-

al significance of the property and

those resources should be identified

on a separate sketch map. If those

resources were not fully described in

the National Register nomination,

they should be described and their

integrity evaluated on the continua-

tion sheet.

NHL FORM SECTION 8.

"STATEMENT OF
SIGNIFICANCE"

List on a continuation sheet

which has been entitled, "National

Significance" a) the applicable NHL
criteria; b) any NHL criteria excep-

tions; c) periods of national signifi-

cance and significant dates; and d)

the applicable NHL theme(s) and

historic context(s).

On the same continuation sheet,

the preparer should summarize the

case for national significance, devel-

oping the statement at the national

level, and relating the property to

the NHL criteria, theme(s), and his-

toric context(s). Support this state-

ment by the facts about the property,

including scholarly citations and

updated bibliography.
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NHL FORM SECTION
10. "GEOGRAPHICAL
DATA"

If only a portion of a National

Register property has national

significance and is being recom-

mended for NHL designation,

explain the differences between the

two sets of boundaries. The descrip-

tion should clearly describe what is

within the nationally significant

portion of the property and what is

not. Provide the separate geographi-

cal data for the nationally significant

property on a continuation sheet.

This will include the acreage,

UTM coordinates, verbal boundary

description, and boundary

justification.

ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTATION

If different boundaries are being

proposed for the nationally signifi-

cant property a separate USGS map
with the boundary and UTM coordi-

nates marked should be provided. A
separate sketch map showing the

nationally significant portion of the

property should also be provided.

On this map identify the boundaries

of the nationally significant portion

and the resources contributing to

the national significance of the prop-

erty. This should be done by coding

or graphics as color will not repro-

duce in photocopying.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Include black and white represen-

tative views of the resources that

contribute to the national

significance. Follow the instructions

for photographs outlined in Section

V above.

SLIDES

Provide color slides of the

resources that contribute to the

national significance of the property.

Follow the instructions for slides

outlined in Section V above.

PROPERTY OWNERS AND
OTHER PARTIES OF
NOTICE

The NPS will need the same
information for notification of the

proposed consideration for designa-

tion of the property as an NHL as

outlined in Section V above.

Archeological Property: Lowry Ruin, Montezuma County, Colorado

Tliis fifty-room pueblo was constructed by the Anasazi (Old Ones) ca. 1100 AD on foundations built by an earlier

culture. It is unusual in that it has a great kiim, a large underground ceremonial structure more commonly found in

Arizona and New Mexico.
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VII. HOW NOMINATIONS
ARE PROCESSED

The regulations for processing a

completed National Historic

Landmark Nomination Form are

outlined in 36 CFR Part 65. When
the nomination form is completed

and submitted, the NHL Survey

reviews and may recommend revi-

sions of the forms before they are

considered final and able to be

placed on the agenda of the next

National Park System Advisory

Board meeting. (The Advisory

Board has traditionally met to con-

duct business at least twice a year.)

In addition, properties being consid-

ered under Criterion 6 for archeolo-

gy are reviewed by a committee of

the Society for American

Archeology (SAA). This professional

substantive review for archeological

NHL nominations is provided by
the SAA through a cooperative

agreement with the National Park

Service. If the NHL Survey receives

a nomination for a property that

does not qualify for NHL designa-

tion, but may be eligible for listing

in the National Register, the appro-

priate State Historic Preservation

Officer, Federal Preservation Officer,

or Tribal Preservation Officer will be

sent a copy of the documentation to

consider for possible nomination to

the National Register.

When the NHL Survey deter-

mines that the nomination for a

property adequately documents the

national significance, is substantially

and technically complete, and may
be placed on the agenda for the next

Advisory Board meeting, the NPS is

ready to notify the appropriate par-

ties as outlined in the regulations.

The NPS notifies the owner or own-
ers of the property, the highest

elected local official of the jurisdic-

tion in which the property is locat-

ed, the State Historic Preservation

Officer, the two U.S. Senators, and

the House of Representatives mem-
ber from the district in which the

property is located. These parties

are provided with a copy of the

nomination form and the date, time,

and location of the Advisory Board's

meeting. This notification must

occur at least 60 days before the

Advisory Board meeting so that

those parties may have an opportu-

nity to comment in writing on the

nomination if they choose. Private

property owners have the option to

concur with or object to the pro-

posed designation. If a private

owner, or a majority of private own-

ers, objects to designation, the

Secretary of the Interior may not

designate the property but may
determine if the property is eligible

for designation.

Any written comments received

by the NPS will be included in the

documentation reviewed by the

Advisory Board. Interested parties

also may attend the Advisory Board

meeting, and upon request, may be

given an opportunity to address the

Advisory Board concerning the

property's historical associations or

attributes, integrity, and proposed

boundaries. The NHL regulations,

36 CFR Part 65, outline this aspect of

the procedure in more detail.

Made up of scholars and citizens

interested in the conservation of nat-

ural and cultural resources, the

National Park System Advisory

Board reviews all of the documenta-

tion on proposed properties and

makes a determination on whether a

property meets the criteria for desig-

nation as a NHL. It can then recom-

mend properties that should be des-

ignated as National Historic

Landmarks to the Secretary of the

Interior. Decisions about designation

ultimately rest with the Secretary.

The Advisory Board may also deter-

mine that a property does not meet

the criteria and should not be for-

warded to the Secretary; or it may
determine that a property meets the

criteria but because a private owner
or majority of private owners

objects to designation may only rec-

ommend that the Secretary deter-

mine the property eligible for desig-

nation.

After the Secretary of the Interior

has designated a NHL, the NPS
notifies the owner(s) (as well as the

other original parties of notification)

and invites the owner(s) to accept a

bronze plaque, free of charge, bear-

ing the name of the property, its

year of designation, and attesting to

its national significance. The plaque

is presented to owners who display

it publicly and appropriately. The

plaque may be presented to the

owner or owners at a public ceremo-

ny by a representative of the NPS or

the Department of the Interior.

NHL designation implies no

intention on the part of the federal

government to acquire the property.

Although some NHLs have later

become units of the National Park

System, most are not suitable for use

as parks and are better cared for in

the hands of other public or private

owners.
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VIIL NHL BOUNDARY STUDIES,

NHL DOCUMENTATION IMPROVEMENT
STUDIES AND NHL WITHDRAWAL

BOUNDARY AND
DOCUMENTATION
IMPROVEMENT
STUDIES

The 1980 amendments to the

National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966 directed that documentation

and boundary studies be prepared

by the Secretary of the Interior for

all NHLs for which no specific

boundary was identified at the time

of designation.

The goals of the boundary study

and documentation improvement

project include:

• providing clear and unambigu-

ous boundaries which accu-

rately reflect both the signifi-

cance for which the NHL was
designated and the extent to

which the NHL has retained

the integrity necessary to

express that significance;

• assuring that the documenta-

tion maintained in the NHL
files meets NHL and National

Register standards, providing

all information necessary to

identify those elements which

must be protected in order for

the property to continue to

qualify for NHL status; and,

• notifying all property owners,

appropriate state officials, local

governments. Members of

Congress, and other interested

parties of the proposed bound-

ary and documentation file

and giving them an

opportunity to comment, as

required by NHL regulations.

The National Register of Historic

Places staff (National Register,

History, and Education in

Washington), and the regional and

support offices of the NPS share

responsibility for the administration

of the boundary study and docu-

mentation improvement project. The

regional and support offices have

primary responsibility for conduct-

ing research, identifying and justify-

ing boundaries, preparing docu-

mentation, and obtaining the names
and addresses of property owners,

appropriate state officials, and local

governments. In some cases, the

studies are completed on contract,

in others by NPS staff. Both bound-

ary studies and improved documen-
tation should follow current guide-

lines for completing NHL nomina-

tions and should be prepared on

NHL nomination forms.

Boundaries should be drawn
based on the resources which con-

tribute to the national significance of

the NHL, which must all be clearly

identified. When these boundaries

include resources that do not con-

tribute to the national significance of

the property because they do not

contribute to the NHL themes and

periods of significance for which the

NHL is designated they may be

evaluated for their state or local sig-

nificance although this is not

required. When such evaluations are

made the documentation must

clearly distinguish which properties

contribute to the national signifi-

cance, and why, and which are

significant at the state or local level.

Properties of state and local signifi-

cance need not be evaluated in

detail, but they should be clearly

identified as noncontributing to the

national significance.

The National Register staff sets

policy and provides general guid-

ance, monitors the program, and

receives, reviews, and processes the

boundary and documentation

improvement studies. They also

notify owners, elected officials and

others, giving them an opportunity

to comment on the proposed bound-

aries and documentation, and noti-

fies them again after the boundaries

and documentation is approved by

the Keeper of the National Register,

who is also the Chief of the NHL
Survey.

Where the proposed boundary

reduces the property included in the

NHL, the removal must be justified

under the grounds for removal in

36 CFR Part 65. Where physical

changes have resulted in a loss of

integrity to the NHL, the new
boundary study must specify these

changes and the date the changes

occurred. In cases where the

removal of property from the

boundary can be avoided, for exam-

ple, where a small number of non-

contributing properties are on the

periphery but within the boundary

of an NHL, these intrusions can be

identified as noncontributing but

left within the boundary.

When the studies are completed,

they are submitted to the National

Register. The submissions are

reviewed for technical and substan-

tive adequacy, following guidelines
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established for National Register

and NHL nominations. If these

guidelines are not met, the submis-

sions are returned to the region with

comments and recommendations for

revision.

If the proposed boundary docu-

mentation involves a new area of

significance, or an enlargement or

reduction in area or if the property

is found to have lost the significance

for which it was originally designat-

ed, the NHL is referred to the NHL
Survey for submission to the

National Park System Advisory

Board. In all other cases, the

National Register staff notifies own-
ers. State Historic Preservation

Officer, Federal Preservation Officer

(if appropriate), chief elected local

officials. Members of Congress rep-

resenting the district and state in

which the NHL is located, and, if

the NHL is located on an Indian

reservation, the Tribal Preservation

Officer and the chief executive offi-

cer of the Indian tribe, provides

them with copies of the proposed

boundary and documentation study,

and gives them the opportunity to

comment. If the NHL is a district,

the proposed boundaries are also

published in the Federal Register for

comment. Following the end of the

mandated comment period, the pro-

posed document is revised to

accommodate comments received or

accepted without modification.

Documentation is formally adopt-

ed when it is signed by the Keeper

of the National Register. Following

final approval, copies of the

approved documentation are sent to

the same individuals and organiza-

tions that received copies of the

draft.

WITHDRAWAL OF
NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARK
DESIGNATIONS

NPS regional and support offices

in consultation with State Historic

Preservation Offices, Federal agen-

cies, Indian tribes, or other interest-

ed preservation organizations are

responsible for identifying NHLs
whose designation should be with-

drawn. The regional and support

offices will document why the NHL
should have its designation with-

drawn using the format shown in

Appendix D. All such reports should

identify the grounds in the NHL reg-

ulations which justify withdrawal of

designation (See 36 CFR Part 65.9)

and particularly if the "grandfather-

ing" provision in the 1980 amend-

ments to the National Historic

Preservation Act applies. (Under this

"grandfathering" provision, a NHL
designated before December 13, 1980

cannot have its designation with-

drawn unless the "qualities which

caused it to be originally designated

have been lost or destroyed" some-

time after the date of the original

designation.) The report must also

specify the physical changes to the

NHL, and the date of those changes,

which resulted in a loss of significant

qualities. There also must be thor-

ough, well-done photographic docu-

mentation of the property to aid in

justifying the loss of integrity which

will lead to withdrawal of designa-

tion. (The actual process for with-

drawing the designation of a NHL,
including notification procedures

and Advisory Board review and rec-

ommendation, may be found in the

NHL regulations, 36 CFR Part 65.)

Section 65.9(f)(1) of the NHL reg-

ulations specifies that the property

will remain listed in the National

Register after it loses its NHL desig-

nation if the Keeper of the National

Register determines that it meets the

National Register criteria for evalua-

tion in 36 CFR Part 60.4. Where a

property still has enough signifi-

cance and integrity to be listed in

the National Register even after

NHL designation has been with-

drawn, the regional or support

office should ensure that a fully doc-

umented National Register form

(unless the property was listed in

the National Register with adequate

documentation prior to the original

NHL designation) describing the

current appearance and significance

of the property is prepared and sub-

mitted to the National Register at

the same time as the study for with-

drawal of designation is presented

to the NHL Survey. The new
National Register nomination form

(or the old form if it is adequate)

will be the basis upon which the

property remains listed in the

National Register.

All NPS records on a NHL
should be reviewed by the regional

and support offices before a bound-

ary study, updated documentation

study, or withdrawal of a NHL des-

ignation study is prepared. Review

of all documentation will ensure

that the intent of the NHL designa-

tion is understood and will also pro-

vide other useful background infor-

mation on the NHL. Regional and

support offices should request

copies of documentation not in their

files from the NHL Survey. This doc-

umentation may consist of the origi-

nal NHL file supplemented, as

appropriate, by information from

the minutes of the Advisory Board

meeting where designation was rec-

ommended and appropriate theme

studies, where this information is

useful in defining the NHL.
State Historic Preservation

Officers, Federal Preservation

Officers, and Tribal Preservation

Officers should be consulted in the

preparation of these various studies

to obtain any documentation they

may have on the NHL and their rec-

ommendations. They should also be

given the opportunity to review a

completed study before it is submit-

ted to the NHL Survey or the

National Register.
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Withdrawal of designation: Roosevelt Dam, Gila and Maricopa Counties, Arizona

Completed in 1911, Roosevelt Dam ivas the first major project to be completed under the new federal reclamation

program and was the highest masonry dam at that time. As a result of work undertaken in 1989 and completed in

1996 to improve the safety of the dam and increase its storage capacity, the historic masonry dam has been encapsu-

lated in a new concrete structure. Above, original dam. Below, reconstructed dam.
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IX. USING NHL DOCUMENTATION

Once the Secretary of the Interior

designates a property as a NHL, the

nomination form and any accompa-

nying information becomes a per-

manent public record. The NPS
maintains these records in the

National Historic Landmarks
Survey located in the National

Register, History and Education

office, Washington, D.C. The proper-

ty's file is available to researchers

and members of the public.

Although the information in the

NHL Survey files and the National

Register of Historic Places are a part

of the public record. Section 304 of

the National Historic Preservation

Act, as amended in 1992 and Section

9(a) of the Archeological Resources

Protection Act provide the legal

authority for restricting information

about archeological and traditional

cultural properties. In general, infor-

mation can be restricted from public

disclosure if its release is likely to

cause a significant invasion of priva-

cy, risk harm to the historic resource,

or impede the use of a traditional

religious site by practitioners.

Data on the property is entered

into the National Historic

Landmarks database and the

National Register Information

System (NRIS). Information on

properties may be extracted from

these databases.

Information on designated prop-

erties may form the basis for man-
aging a historic property and assist

in planning projects that may affect

the property. The information also

may be used for interpretive and

other educational purposes, such as

travel gxiides, brochures, lesson plans,

videotapes, or publication on the

Internet in order to inform the pubUc

why a property is nationally signifi-

cant and why it merits stewardship

and public interest. The text of the

nomination form, photographs and

other illustrations from the nomina-

tion, and theme studies also may be

used in publications. Using nomina-

tion documentation in publications is

a particularly effective way to edu-

cate the public on subjects that may
not have been published or made
available. In this way, the significance

of the tangible evidence of national

historical themes may be interpreted

to the public.

Linear Property: Going-to-the-Sun Road, Flathead and Glacier Counties, Montana
This road, which still defines the basic circulation pattern in Glacier National Park, is an example of "landscape

engineering," an essential component in making scenic areas accessible to the motoring public ivithout marring the

features that people came to see and ivithout destroying natural ecological systems. This linear resource, begun in

1921, was an early laboratory for policies and practices in other road engineering projects.
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THE NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE'S THEMATIC
FRAMEWORK

Preamble

Grounded in the latest scholar-

ship in history and archeology, this

revised thematic framework

responds to a Congressional man-
date to ensure that the full diversity

of American history and prehistory

is expressed in the National Park

Service's identification and interpre-

tation of historic properties. It

resulted from a workshop held June

18-20, 1993, in Washington, DC,

cosponsored by the Organization of

American Historians and the

National Coordinating Committee

for the Promotion of History and

supported by the American
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Historical Association. Participation

was evenly divided between acade-

mic scholars and NPS professionals.

New scholarship has changed

dramatically the way we look at the

past. In the introduction to The New
American History (1991), historian

Eric Foner, a former president of the

Organization of American

Historians, describes this transfor-

mation: "In the course of the past

twenty years, American history has

been remade. Inspired initially by

the social movements of the 1960s

and 1970s—which shattered the

'consensus' vision that had domi-

nated historical writing—and influ-

enced by new methods borrowed

from other disciplines, American

historians redefined the very nature

of historical study." That remaking

or redefining of the past has

expanded the boundaries of inquiry

to encompass not only great men
and events but also ordinary people

and everyday life.

So profound have been these

changes that the group charged with

infusing the new scholarship into

the NPS thematic framework quick-

ly concluded that an entirely new
approach was needed. The first NPS
framework, adopted in 1936, was
conceived in terms of the "stages of

American progress" and served to

celebrate the achievements of the

founding fathers and the inevitable

march of democracy. Revisions in

1970 and 1987 substantially changed

the framework's format and organi-

zation but not its basic conceptual-

ization of the past. The present revi-

sion represents a clear break with

that conceptualization.

The revised framework will

guide the NPS, working indepen-

dently and with its partners in the

private and public sectors, in:

(1) evaluating the significance of

resources for listing in the

National Register of Historic

Places, for designation as

National Historic Landmarks,

or for potential addition to the

National Park System;

(2) assessing how well the themes

are currently represented in

existing units of the National

Park System and in other

protected areas; and,

(3) expanding and enhancing the

interpretive programs at exist-

ing units of the National Park

System to provide a fuller

understanding of our nation's

past.

The use of the framework need

not be limited to the federal level,

however, for the conceptualization

it provides can equally inform

preservation and interpretation at

local, state, and regional levels.

The framework's themes are rep-

resented in the following diagram.

They embrace prehistory to the

modern period and a multiplicity of

human experiences. The diagram

reflects how scholarship is dramati-

cally changing the way we look at

the past, reconstructing it as an inte-

grated, diverse, complex, human
experience. Each segment in the dia-

gram represents a significant aspect

of the human experience. The reality

of the interrelationships is reflected

in the overlapping circles.

The framework draws upon the

work of scholars across disciplines

to provide a structure for both cap-

turing the complexity and meaning

of human experience and making
that past a coherent, integrated

whole. For purposes of organiza-

tion, the following outline, like the

diagram, provides eight seemingly

discrete categories, but they are not

meant to be mutually exclusive.

Cutting across and connecting the

eight categories are three historical

building blocks: people, time, and

place.

• People: The centrality of peo-

ple may seem obvious but

should not be taken for grant-

ed. In their work, recent schol-

ars have emphasized that peo-

ple are the primary agents of

change and must be the focus

when we try to recapture the

past. The framework also rec-

ognizes the variety of people

who have populated our past.

In every category of the out-

line, consideration of the vari-

ables of race, ethnicity, class,

and gender will help us better

grasp the full range of human
experience. This approach

does not mean forsaking the

whole and breaking up our

past into small unrelated

pieces, but rather recognizing

how the whole has been

shaped by our varied histories.

• Time: Time is central to both

prehistory and history, not

simply as a mechanism to

locate or isolate events in his-

tory, but also as the focus of

our concern with process and

change over time. The empha-

sis is not on "what happened"

but rather on "how and why,"

on the transformations that

turn the past into the present.

There is no assumption of

progress or inevitability in

interpreting these transforma-

tions. Instead, the emphasis is

on the tension between change

and continuity and on under-

standing why and how partic-

ular choices were made. There

is no fixed periodization

scheme in this new frame-

work. While the committee of

scholars who worked on this

revision recognizes that there

are moments of significant

change in our past, it has not

proved valuable to break the

past up into rigid segments of

time that often ignore or

obscure the complexity of

historical change.

• Place: The outline that follows

was developed to address

issues of national significance,

yet it recognizes that region,

community, and other dimen-

sions of place are relevant. This

framework acknowledges the

richness of local and regional

experiences and recognizes dif-

ference in place—particularly

regional difference—as an

important factor in a fuller

understanding of both the
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origins of national change and

the impact of national trends

and events. Because place is

the concrete context in which

our history unfolds, a richer

reconstruction of the past must
include local and regional

experience to help build

appreciation for our national

experience.

People, time, and place reach

across all eight themes and con-

tribute to the interconnections

among the themes. One example

that can be used to illustrate this

interconnectedness is a Southern

plantation dating from the 1830s.

A quick survey suggests that the

significance of this site cuts across

every category of the outline. The

move of a planter, his family, and

his sizable household of slaves from

Tidewater Virginia to land pur-

chased from the Choctaws in

Alabama would fall obviously

under "Peopling Places," but the

economic imperatives and agricul-

tural developments that triggered

the move and the adaptation of the

plantation system to the new envi-

ronment would fit under "Devel-

oping the American Economy,"

"Expanding Science and Techno-

logy," and "Transforming the

Environment." While the lives of the

plantation's white and black, male

and female inhabitants fall under

"Peopling Places" and "Creating

Social Institutions and Movements,"

the design and construction of the

distinctive "big house" illustrates the

theme of "Expressing Cultural

Values." The transfer of the planter's

political power from Virginia to

Alabama and the role of the planter

class in antebellum Alabama falls

under "Shaping the Political

Landscape." Finally, the planter's

dependence on the cotton economy
and his influential role in interna-

tional trade on the eve of the Civil

War tie directly into "Developing the

American Economy" and "Changing

Role of the U.S. in the World." The
outline suggests that users think

broadly, not narrowly, that they look

beyond traditional categories of

historical significance in an effort to

recapture the larger meaning and

depth of past experience.

The framework rests on the

assumption that, just as our under-

standing of the past has been

reshaped in recent decades, so it

will continue to evolve in the future.

It should not be viewed as a final

document or definitive statement. It

is a part of an ongoing effort to

ensure that the preservation and

interpretation of our nation's his-

toric and prehistoric resources con-

tinue to be informed by the best

scholarship available.

This new conceptualization will

assist the National Park Service in

deepening and broadening its iden-

tification and interpretation of sites.

It suggests fresh opportunities to

assess the significance of sites from

new perspectives and at regional

and local as well as national levels.

I. Peopling Places

This theme examines human
population movement and change

through prehistoric and historic

times. It also looks at family forma-

tion, at different concepts of gender,

family, and sexual division of labor,

and at how they have been

expressed in the American past.

While patterns of daily life—birth,

marriage, childrearing—are often

taken for granted, they have a pro-

found influence on public life.

Life in America began with

migrations many thousands of years

ago. Centuries of migrations and
encounters have resulted in diverse

forms of individual and group inter-

action, from peaceful accommoda-
tion to warfare and extermination

through exposure to new diseases.

Communities, too, have evolved

according to cultural norms, histori-

cal circumstances, and environmen-

tal contingencies. The nature of

communities is varied, dynamic,

and complex. Ethnic homelands are

a special type of community that

existed before incorporation into the

political entity known as the United

States. For example, many Indian

sites, such as Canyon de Chelly

National Monument in Arizona, are

on tribal lands occupied by Indians

for centuries. Similarly, Hispanic

communities, such as those repre-

sented by San Antonio Missions

National Historical Park, had their

origins in Spanish and Mexican his-

tory. Distinctive and important

regional patterns join together to

create microcosms of America's

history and to form the "national

experience."

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. family and the life cycle

2. health, nutrition, and disease

3. migration from outside and

within

4. community and neighborhood

5. ethnic homelands

6. encounters, conflicts, and colo-

nization

II. Creating Social Institutions

and Movements

This theme focuses upon the

diverse formal and informal struc-

tures such as schools or voluntary

associations through which people

express values and live their lives.

Americans generate temporary

movements and create enduring

institutions in order to define, sus-

tain, or reform these values. Why
people organize to transform their

institutions is as important to

understand as how they choose to

do so. Thus, both the diverse moti-

vations people act on and the strate-

gies they employ are critical con-

cerns of social history.

Sites such as Women's Rights

National Historical Park in Seneca

Falls, New York, and the Eugene V.

Debs National Historic Landmark in

Indiana illustrate the diversity and

changeable nature of social institu-

tions. Hancock Shaker Village, a

National Historic Landmark, and
Touro Synagogue, a National

Historic Site, reflect religious diver-

sity. This category will also encom-

pass temporary movements that

influenced American history but did
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not produce permanent institutions.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. clubs and organizations

2. reform movements

3. religious institutions

4. recreational activities

III. Expressing Cultural Values

This theme covers expressions of

culture—people's beliefs about

themselves and the world they

inhabit. For example, Boston African

American Historic Site reflects the

role of ordinary Americans and the

diversity of the American cultural

landscape. Ivy Green, the birthplace

of Helen Keller in Alabama, and the

rural Kentucky Pine Mountain

Settlement School illustrate educa-

tional currents. Walnut Street

Theater in Pennsylvania, Louis

Armstrong's house in New York

City, the Chautauqua Historic

District in New York, and the

Cincinnati Music Hall—all National

Historic Landmarks—reflect diverse

aspects of the performing arts.

This theme also encompasses the

ways that people communicate their

moral and aesthetic values. The gar-

dens and studio in New Hampshire

of Augustus Saint-Gaudens, one of

America's most eminent sculptors,

and Connemara, the farm in North

Carolina of the noted poet Carl

Sandburg, both National Historic

Sites, illustrate this theme.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. educational and intellectual

currents

2. visual and performing arts

3. literature

4. mass media

5. architecture, landscape archi-

tecture, and urban design

6. popular and traditional culture

IV. Shaping the Political Landscape

This theme encompasses tribal,

local, state, and federal political and

governmental institutions that cre-

ate public policy and those groups

that seek to shape both policies and

institutions. Sites associated with

political leaders, theorists, organiza-

tions, movements, campaigns, and

grassroots political activities all

illustrate aspects of the political

environment. Independence Hall is

an example of democratic aspira-

tions and reflects political ideas.

Places associated with this theme

include battlefields and forts, such

as Saratoga National Historical Park

in New York and Fort Sumter

National Monument in South

Carolina, as well as sites such as

Appomattox Court House National

Historical Park in Virginia that com-

memorate watershed events in the

life of the nation.

The political landscape has been

shaped by military events and deci-

sions, by transitory movements and

protests, as well as by political par-

ties. Places associated with leaders

in the development of the American

constitutional system such as

Abraham Lincoln's home in Illinois

and the birthplace of Martin Luther

King, Jr., in Atlanta—both National

Historic Sites—embody key aspects

of the political landscape.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. parties, protests, and move-

ments

2. governmental institutions

3. military institutions and activi-

ties

4. political ideas, cultures, and

theories

V. Developing the American

Economy

This theme reflects the ways
Americans have worked, including

slavery, servitude, and non-wage as

well as paid labor. It also reflects the

ways they have materially sustained

themselves by the processes of

extraction, agriculture, production.

distribution, and consumption of

goods and services.

Vital aspects of economic history

are frequently manifested in region-

al centers, for example, ranching on

the Great Plains illustrated by

Grant-Kohrs Ranch National

Historic Site in Montana. Individual

economic sites, such as Lowell

National Historical Park in

Massachusetts, may be distinctive in

representing both the lives of work-

ers and technological innovations.

In examining the diverse working

experiences of the American people,

this theme encompasses the activi-

ties of farmers, workers, entrepre-

neurs, and managers, as well as the

technology around them. It also

takes into account the historical

"layering" of economic society,

including class formation and

changing standards of living in

diverse sectors of the nation.

Knowledge of both the Irish laborer

and the banker, for example, are

important in understanding the

economy of the 1840s.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. extraction and production

2. distribution and consumption

3. transportation and communi-

cation

4. workers and work culture

5. labor organizations and

protests

6. exchange and trade

7. governmental policies and

practices

8. economic theory

VI. Expanding Science and

Technology

This theme focuses on science,

which is modern civilization's way
of organizing and conceptualizing

knowledge about the world and the

universe beyond. This is done

through the physical sciences, the

social sciences, and medicine.

Technology is the application of

human ingenuity to modification of
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the environment in both modern
and traditional cultures. Alibates

Flint Quarries National Monument
in Texas reflects pre-Columbian

innovations while Edison National

Historic Site in New Jersey reflects

technological advancement in

historic times. Technologies can be

particular to certain regions and

cultures.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1. experimentation and invention

2. technological applications

3. scientific thought and theory

4. effects on lifestyle and health

VII. Transforming the Environment

This theme examines the variable

and changing relationships between

people and their environment,

which continuously interact. The

environment is where people live,

the place that supports and sustains

life. The American environment

today is largely a human artifact, so

thoroughly has human occupation

affected all its features. Cuyahoga
Valley National Recreation Area,

which includes portions of the Ohio

and Erie Canal, for example, is a

cultural landscape that links natural

and human systems, including

cities, suburbs, towns, countryside,

forest, wilderness, and water bodies.

This theme acknowledges that

the use and development of the

physical setting is rooted in evolv-

ing perceptions and attitudes. Sites

such as John Muir National Historic

Site in California and Sagamore Hill

National Historic Site in New York,

the home of President Theodore

Roosevelt, reflect the contributions

of leading conservationists. While

conservation represents a portion of

this theme, the focus here is on rec-

ognizing the interplay between

human activity and the environment

as reflected in particular places,

such as Hoover Dam, a National

Historic Landmark.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1

.

manipulating the environment

and its resources

2. adverse consequences and

stresses on the environment

3. protecting and preserving the

environment

VIII: Changing Role of the United

States in the World Community

This theme explores diplomacy,

trade, cultural exchange, security

and defense, expansionism—and, at

times, imperialism. The interactions

among indigenous peoples, between

this nation and native peoples, and

this nation and the world have all

contributed to American history.

Additionally, this theme addresses

regional variations, since, for exam-

ple, in the eighteenth century, the

Spanish southwest, French and

Canadian middle west, and British

eastern seaboard had different

diplomatic histories.

America has never existed in

isolation. While the United States,

especially in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, has left an

imprint on the world community,

other nations and immigrants to the

United States have had a profound

influence on the course of American

history.

The emphasis in this category is

on people and institutions—from the

principals who define and formulate

diplomatic policy, such as presidents,

secretaries of state, and labor and

immigrant leaders, to the private

institutions, such as the Carnegie

Endowment for Inter-national Peace,

that influence America's diplomatic,

cultural, social, and economic affairs.

Monticello, the Virginia home of

Thomas Jefferson, a National His-

toric Landmark, reflects the diplo-

matic aspirations of the early nation.

Topics that help define this theme

include:

1

.

international relations

2. commerce

3. expansionism and imperialism

4. immigration and emigration

policies

APPENDIX B:

NHL THEMATIC
STUDIES

COMPLETED NATIONAL
HISTORIC LANDMARK
THEME STUDIES

Indigenous Peoples and Cultures

(1963)

Prehistoric Hunters and

Gatherers (1960)

Early Indian Farmers, Villages

and Communities (1963)

Contact With the Indians

Spanish Exploration and

Settlement (1959)

French Exploration and

Settlement (1960)

English Exploration and

Settlement (1960)

Dutch and Swedish Exploration

and Settlement (1961)

Development of the English

Colonies 1700-1775 (1960)

The American Revolution

Political and Military Affairs

1783-1830(1959)

1830-1860 (1960)

1865-1912 (1963)

after 1914 (1972)

The Civil War

Westward Expansion and

Extension of National

Boundaries to the Pacific

Great Explorers of the West

(1960)

The Fur Trade (1960)

Military and Indian Affairs

(1959)'

The Santa Fe Trail (1963)

The Texas Revolution and

Mexican War (1959)

Overland Migration West of the

Mississippi (1959)

The Mining Frontier (1959)
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The Farmer's Frontier (1959)

The Cattleman's Empire (1959)

The Advance of the Frontier:

1763-1830

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

(1958)

Agriculture and the Farmer's

Frontier (1963)

Travel and Communication (1963)

Conservation of Natural

Resources (1963)

Commerce and Industry (1966)

Arts and Sciences

Education (1960)

Literature, Drama and Music

(1962)

Painting and Sculpture (1965)

Social and Humanitarian

Movements (1965)

Sites Associated with the Signers

of the Declaration of

Independence (1971)

Sites Associated with American

Authors (1971)

19th Century American

Architecture, 1784-1880 (1971)

New England Architecture 1784-

1880 (1970)

Sites in New England Associated

with the War for Independence

(1972)

Sites in the Middle Colonies

Associated with the War for

Independence (1972)

Signers of the Constitution-

Middle Atlantic and New
England States (1973)

Architecture in North Carolina

(1973)

Sites in the Southern Colonies

Associated with the War for

Independence (1973)

Colonial Architecture of the

Southern Colonies (1969)

19th Century Architecture-

Georgia (1973)

Black Americans in United States

History (1974)

The American Presidency (1977)

Man in Space (1984)

Warships Associated with World

War II in the Pacific (1985)

Sites Associated with World War
II in the Pacific

The U.S. Constitution (1986)

Architecture in the Parks

Recreation

Womien's History

Astronomy and Astrophysics

Historic Contact in Northeastern

North America

Landscape Architecture in

National and State Parks

THEME STUDIES IN
PROGRESS

Architecture

(especially 20th centiinj

Architects and Architecture)

Racial Desegregation in Public

Education

Earliest Americans

Ethnic

History of Geology

Labor History

Large Federal Dams

Lighthouses

Maritime

Underground Railroad

APPENDIX C:

NHL NOMINATION
FORM SAMPLE

See opposite page.
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NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK NOMINATION
NPS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Rcgislration Form (Rev. 8-86) OMB No 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 1

United Stales Department of the Interior, National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form |

1. NAME OF PROPERTY

Historic Name:

Other Name/Site Number:

2. LOCATION

Street & Number: Not for publication:

City/Town: Vicinity:

State: County: Code: Zip Code:

3. CLASSIFICATION

Ownership of Property Category of Property

Private: Building(s):

Public-Local: District:

Public-State: Site:

Public-Federal: Structure:

Object:

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Number of Contributing Resources Previously Listed in the National Register:

Name of Related Multiple Property Listing:
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NFS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev 8-86) 0MB No 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 2
United States Departmem of the Interior, National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

4. STATE/FEDERAL AGENCY CERTIFICATION

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby

certify that this nomination request for determination of ehgibility meets the documentation

standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and

professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property meets does

not meet the National Register Criteria.

Signamre of Certifying Official Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

In my opinion, tlie property meets does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of Commenting or Other Official Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

5. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CERTIFICATION

I hereby certiiy that this property is:

Entered in the National Register

Determined eligible for the National Register

Determined not eligible for the National Register

Removed from the National Register

Other (explain):

Signature of Keeper Date of Action
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NFS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev. 8-86) 0MB No 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 3
United States Department of the Interior. National Parle Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

6. FUNCTION OR USE

Historic: Sub:

Current: Sub:

7. DESCRIPTION

ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION:

MATERIALS:
Foundation:

Walls:

Roof:

Other:
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NPS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Regislration Form (Rev. 8-86) 0MB No. 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 4
United Stales Departmem of Ihe Imenor, National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Regislralion Form

Describe Present and Historic Physical Appearance.
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NPS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev, 8-86) 0MB No 1024-(X)18

PROPERTY NAME Page 5
United States Department of the Interior. National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

NationallyrJL Statewide: Locally:

Applicable National

Register Criteria: A_ B_ C_ D_

Criteria Considerations

(Exceptions): A_ B_ C_ D_ E_ F_ G_

NHL Criteria:

NHL Theme(s):

Areas of Significance:

Period(s) of Significance:

Significant Dates:

Significant Person(s):

Cultural Affiliation:

Architect/Builder:
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NPS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev. 8-86) 0MB No 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 6
United States Department of the Inierior, National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

State Significance of Property, and Justify Criteria, Criteria Considerations, and Areas and Periods of

Signiflcance Noted Above.

L
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NPS Form 10-900 USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev 8-86) 0MB No 1024-0018

PROPERTY NAME Page 7
United States Department of the Interior. National Park Service National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

Previous documentation on file (NPS):

Preliminary Determination of Individual Listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested.

Previously Listed in the National Register.

Previously Determined Eligible by the National Register.

Designated a National Historic Landmark.

Recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey: #

Recorded by Historic American Engineering Record: #

Primary Location of Additional Data:

State Historic Preservation Office

Other State Agency

Federal Agency

Local Government

University

Other (Specify Repository):

10. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Acreage of Property:

UTM References: Zone Easting Northing

Verbal Boundary Description:

Boundary Justification:
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NPS Form 10-900

PROPERTY NAME
United States Department of the Interior. National Parle Service

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form (Rev 8-86) OMB No. 1024-0018

Pages
National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

11. FORM PREPARED BY

Name/Title:

Address:

Telephone:

Date:

Edited by:

National Park Service

National Historic Landmarks Survey

1849CSt.,N.W.
Room NC-400
Washington, DC 20240

Telephone: (202)343-

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS SURVEY
Date
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APPENDIX D:

NHL WITHDRAWAL
REPORT

ROOSEVELT DAM

Designated: May 23, 1963

Location:

80 miles northeast of Phoenix

Gila and Maricopa Counties,

Arizona

Owner:

Bureau of Reclamation

1849 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20240

Federal Preservation Officer:

Rusty Schuster

Land, Recreation & Cultural

Resources

Program Analysis Office, Bureau

of Reclamation

RO. Box 25007

Denver, Colorado 80225

SHPO:

Mr. James Garrison

Office of Historic Preservation

Arizona State Parks

1300 W. Washington

Phoenix, Arizona 85007

SHPO Contact:

Ms. Reba Wells-Grandrud

National Register Coordinator

Office of Historic Preservation

Arizona State Parks

1300 W. Washington

Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Justification for Withdrawing

Landmark Designation:

Roosevelt Dam has ceased to

meet the criteria for designation

because the qualities which caused

it to be originally designated have

been destroyed [36 CFR 65.9 (b)(1)].

As a result of work undertaken to

improve the safety of the dam and

increase its storage capacity, the his-

toric masonry dam has been encap-

sulated in a new concrete structure.

Therefore, the property no longer

retains integrity of design, materials,

workmanship, feeling, or associa-

tion.

Significance of the Landmark:

One of the original five federal

projects authorized on March 13,

1903, under the Reclamation or

Newlands Act of 1902, Roosevelt

Dam was the first major project to

be completed under the new federal

reclamation program. Started in

1906, the world's highest masonry
dam was completed in 1911. In

addition, the beginning of federal

production of electric power also

occurred at Roosevelt Dam when
Congress, in 1906, authorized the

Reclamation Service to develop and

sell hydroelectric power at the Salt

River Project.

Condition of the Landmark:

In 1984, the Secretary of the

Interior approved the modification

of Roosevelt Dam as a part of the

Central Arizona Project's Plan 6.

Modifications were designed to

meet Safety of Dams and flood con-

trol purposes. Engineers had deter-

mined that the dam could not safely

release water during a maximum
flood event. In addition, an event

called a maximum credible earth-

quake occurring near the dam could

potentially cause it to fail.

Subsequent to the modifications

begun in 1989 and completed in

1996, Roosevelt Dam has a com-

pletely altered appearance. The

original rubble-masonry gravity

arch dam is now encased in a new
concrete block structure. The origi-

nal dam had a structural height of

280 feet and measured 723 feet long

at the crest; the dam now has a

structural height of 357 feet and a

crest length of 1,210 feet. The top

width is 21.6 feet compared to the

original 16 feet and the maximum
base width is 196 feet compared to

the original 184 feet. New spillways

at each abutment replaced the origi-

nal ones equipped with Tainter

gates. The spillways now contain

four 21-foot-wide by 30-foot-high

top-seal radial gates. Massive con-

crete thrust blocks were placed on

each abutment and around the new
spillway openings.

Recommendation:

The property no longer retains its

historic integrity. National Historic

Landmark designation of the

Roosevelt Dam should be with-

drawn. On March 16, 1998, the

Keeper of the National Register of

Historic Places accepted a revised

nomination for the Theodore

Roosevelt Dam National Register

District. This district is comprised

of resources that are all associated

with the initial construction of

Roosevelt Dam and includes the

dam as a noncontributing property

as well as other resources.
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APPENDIX E:

NPS NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARKS PROGRAM
STAFF

NPS Alaska Support Office

2525 Gambell Street, Room 107

Anchorage, Alaska 99503

907/257-2668; FAX 257-2510

NPS Columbia Cascades Support

Office

National Park Service

909 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104-1060

206/220-4138; FAX 206/220-4159

Idaho, Oregon, and Washington

NPS Intermountain Support

Office-Denver

P.O. Box 25287

Denver, Colorado 80225-0287

303/969-2842; FAX 303/987-6675

Colorado, Montana, Utah, and

Wyoming

NPS Intermountain Support

Office-Santa Fe

P.O. Box 728

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504

505/988-6788; FAX 505/988-6770

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and

Oklahoma.

NPS Midwest Support Office

1709 Jackson Street

Omaha, Nebraska 68102

402/221-3426; FAX 402/221-3465

Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,

Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,

Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

NPS Pacific Great Basin Support

Office

Suite 600

600 Harrison Street

San Francisco, California 94107-

1372

415/427-1398; FAX 415/427-1484

American Samoa, California,

Northern Marianas Islands,

Federated States of Micronesia,

Guam, Hawaii, Nevada, Marshall

Islands, Republic of Patau

NPS Philadelphia Support Office

200 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

215/597-1578; FAX 215/597-0932

Delaware, District of Columbia,

Maryland, Neiv Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West

Virginia.

NPS Boston Support Office

15 State Street, 6th Floor

Boston, MA 02109

617/223-5224; FAX 617/223-5195

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,

Nezo Hampshire Rhode Island,

Vermont.

NPS Southeast Regional Office

Atlanta Federal Center

1924 Building

100 Alabama Street, SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

404/562-3171; FAX 404/562-3244

Alabama, Florida, Georgia,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,

North Carolina, Puerto Rico, South

Carolina, Tennessee and the Virgin

Islands.

National Historic Landmarks
Survey

1849 C Street, NW
Room NC 400

Washington, D.C. 20240

202/343-8163; FAX 202/343-1244

Supervises theme studies, nomina-

tion, designation and zvithdrazual of

designation of National Historic

Landmarks.

Heritage Preservation Services

1849 C Street, NW
Room NC 330

Washington, D.C. 20240

202/343-9591; FAX 202/343-3921

Coordinates National Historic

Landmarks Assistance Initiative.

APPENDIX F:

NATIONAL REGISTER
BULLETINS

The Basics

How to Apply National Register

Criteria for Evaluatioi:*

Guidelines for Completing National

Register of Historic Places Form

Part A: How to Complete the

National Register Form*

Part B: How to Complete the

National Register Multipile Property

Documentation Form*

Researching a Historic Property*

Property Types

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Historic Aids to

Navigation*

Guidelines for Identifying, Evaluating

and Registering America's Historic

Battlefields*

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Registering Historical

Archeological Sites

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Historic Aviation

Properties*

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Registering Cemeteries and Burial

Places*

How to Evaluate and Nominate

Designed Historic Landscapes*

Guidelines for Idejitifying, Evaluating

and Registering Historic Mining

Sites*

How to Apply National Register

Criteria to Post Offices*

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Properties

Associated ivith Significant

Persons

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Properties Tlmt

Have Achieved Significance

Within the Last Fifty Years*

Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Rural Historic

Landscapes*
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Guidelines for Evaluating and

Documenting Traditional Cultural

Properties*

Nominating Historic Vessels and

Shipwrecks to the National Register

of Historic Places

Technical Assistance

Contribution ofMoved Buildings to

Historic Districts; Tax Treatments

for Moved Buildings; and Use of

Nomination Documentation in the

Part I Certification Process

Defining Boundaries for National

Register Properties*

Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis

for Preservation Planning*

How to Improve the Quality of

Photographs for National Register

Nominations

National Register Casebook: Examples

of Documentation
*

Using the UTM Grid System to Record

Historic Sites

The above publications may be

obtained by writing to the National

Register of Historic Places, National

Park Service, 1849 C Street, NC 400,

NW, Washington, D.C. 20240.

Publications marked with an asterisk

(*) are also available in electronic form

on the Web at www.cr.nps.gov/nr, or

send your request by e-mail to

nr_reference@nps.gov.

For more information on the

National Historic Landmark Survey

program, visit the Web site at

<www.cr.nps.gov/nhl>.

APPENDIX G:

PHOTO CREDITS

(Cover, top left) Leap-the-Dips:

Photograph by Tom Halterman,

1990.

(Cover, top right) Bear Butte:

Photographer unknown, 1939.

(Cover, bottom left) General

Motors Building: Photograph cour-

tesy of General Motors, c. 1956.

(Cover, bottom right) Wheeling

Suspension Bridge: Photograph by
HABS, NPS, unknown date.

(Page 9) General Motors

Building: Photograph courtesy of

General Motors, c. 1956.

(Page 12) Henry C. Bowen
House: Photograph by William

Pierson, Jr., Society for the

Preservation of New England

Antiquities, c. 1977.

(Page 13, top) Hoover Dam:
Photograph by Andrew Pernick,

Bureau of Reclamation, 1997.

(Page 13, bottom) Nenana:

Photograph courtesy of Alaska

Division of Parks, 1971.

(Page 14) Thomas Point Shoal

Light Station: Photograph by R.B.

Ressler, U.S. Coast Guard, 1990.

(Page 15) Rokeby: Photograph

courtesy of Rokeby Museum, 1996.

(Page 16) Haymarket Martyrs'

Monument: Photograph by Robin F.

Bachin, 1995.

(Page 21) Canterbury Shaker

Village: Photograph by Lisa

Mausolf, 1992.

(Page 22-23, top) Leap-the-Dips:

Photograph by Tom Halterman,

1990.

(Page 22, bottom) Bodie Historic

District: Photographer unknown,
unknown date.

(Page 23, top right) Rohwer
Relocation Center Cemetery:

Photograph by K. Story, Arkansas

SHPO, 1990.

(Page 23, bottom) Monroe
Elementary School: NPS
Photograph, unknown date.

(Page 24, top) Jackson Pollock

Studio: Photograph by Helen A.

Harrison, 1993.

(Page 24, center): Photographs by
Hans Namuth, 1950.

(Page 24, bottom): Photograph by
Helen A. Harrison, 1993.

(Page 25) Brown Chapel AME
Church: Photograph by Greg

Felkins, 1997.

(Page 26, top) Susan Lawrence

Dana House: Photograph by Paul E.

Sprague, 1970.

(Page 26, center) Riversdale:

Photograph by Susan Pearl,

Maryland-National Capital Park

and Planning Commission, 1997.

(Page 26, bottom) Bellevue:

Photograph by Van Martin, 1973.

(Page 27, top) Kingscote:

Photograph courtesy of The
Preservation Society of Newport
County, 1990.

(Page 27, bottom left) Philip

Johnson's Glass House: Photograph

by Bruce Clouette, Historic

Resources Consultants, Inc., 1996.

(Page 27, bottom right) Whitman
House: NPS Photograph, 1959.

(Page 28, top) Wainwright

Building: Photograph by HABS,
NPS, 1940.

(Page 28, bottom) Marin County

Courthouse: Photograph by Sally B.

Woodbridge (copy by permission of

Aaron Green), 1990.

(Page 29, top) Cannelton Mills:

Photograph by Jack Boucher, HAER,
NPS, 1974.

(Page 29, center left) Crow Island

School: Photograph by Betty Carbol,

1989.

(Page 29, center right) Lancaster

County Jail: Photographer

unknown, unknown date.
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(Page 29, bottom) Deadwood
Historic District: Photograph by

George Grant, 1954.

(Page 30) Huff Archeological Site:

Photograph by Roy Wood, c. 1960.

(Page 31, left) New St. Mary's

Episcopal Church: Photograph by

HABS, NPS, 1937.

(Page 31, right) Block Island

Southeast Light: Photograph cour-

tesy of Southeast Lighthouse

Foundation, 1994.

(Page 33, top) W.E.B. DuBois

Boyhood Homesite: Photograph by

Steven Fay, 1975.

(Page 33, center) Ivy Green

(Helen Keller Birthplace):

Photograph by Doug Letson, 1990.

(Page 33, bottom) Laurel Hill

Cemetery: Photograph by Jack

Boucher, HABS, NPS, 1997.

(Page 34, top) Williamsburg

Historic District: Photograph cour-

tesy of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.,

c. 1970.

(Page 34, bottom) John Brown
Farm and Gravesite: Photograph by

Larry Gobrecht, New York SHPO,
1996.

(Page 36) Air Force Facility

Missile Site 8: Image courtesy of

Petley Shidios, Tempe, AZ, 1978.

(Page 38) Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Historic District: Photograph by Van
Martin, 1974.

(Page 40, top left) Farmers' and

Merchants' Union Bank: Photograph

by M.E. Walcott, Columbus, WI,

1972.

(Page 40, top right) Reber Radio

Telescope: Photograph courtesy of

National Radio Astronomy

Observatory, c. 1960.

(Page 40, center) Morrow Plots:

Photographer unknown, 1966.

(Page 40, bottom) Louisiana

Purchase Survey Marker:

Photograph by J. Holder, 1991.

(Page 68) West Baden Springs

Hotel: Line drawing by Roland

David Schaaf, courtesy of HAER,
NPS, 1974.

(Page 69, top) Hercules (tugboat):

Photograph courtesy of National

Maritime Museum, San Francisco,

NPS, 1908.

(Page 69, bottom) Fort Mifflin

(aerial view): Photographer

unknown, unknown date.

(Page 72) Lowry Ruin:

Photograph courtesy of Chicago

Natural History Museum, unknown
date.

(Page 76, top) Roosevelt Dam:
NPS Photograph, unknown date.

(Page 76, bottom): Photograph by

J. Madrigal, Jr., Bureau of

Reclamation, 1996.

(Page 77) Going-to-the-Sun Road:

Photograph by Ethan Carr, NPS,

1995.
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